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ABSTRACT
The Planguages project is the birthplace of the Planguage program-
ming approach, which is designed to alleviate the task of writing parallel
programs and harness massively parallel computers and networks of work-
stations. Planguage has two existing translators, Parallel C (PC) and Pfor-
tran, which is used for their base languages, C and Fortran77. The transla-
tors work with MPI (Message Passing Interface) for communications. SOS
(ipStreams, Overlapping and Shortcutting), a function library that supports
the three named functionalities, can be used to further optimize parallel al-
gorithms.
This project is the next step in the continuing project of updating
the PC Compiler. The goal is to test the viability of using “shortcutting”
functions. Parallel programs with the ability to shortcut can be generated
by the updated version of the PC Compiler. In addition, this project in-
troduces the ability of the PC Compiler to translate a race condition into
a non-deterministic solution.
This document explores diﬀerent phases of the project in detail. The
following phases are included: software design, algorithm design, analysis,
and results. The deliverables, source code, and diagrams are included as
Appendices.
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1. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION
1.1 Introduction
This project is for a Master Degree in the Department of Computer Sci-
ence and Engineering in California State University, San Bernardino. The title of
this project is “INTRODUCING NON-DETERMINISM TO THE PARALLEL C
COMPILER”. Destination of this project is to modify the Parallel C (PC) Compiler
and add the ability to perform calculations that run in parallel and can solve these
calculations in a non-deterministic way. The new version of PC Compiler would
be able to parse and interpret a race condition statement, and also be able to use
SOS-Shortcutting functions. This project’s aim is to develop a student ability to work
independently and be able to complete a task under general guidance and instruction.
1.2 Purpose of the Project
The purpose of the project is to introduce non-determinism to the PC Com-
piler. It is hypothesized that the non-determinism can occur by creating a non-
deterministic resolution of the race condition currently existing in the PC Compiler,
in conjunction with the use SOS-Shortcutting functions. In order to ﬁx the race con-
dition inside the grammar, modiﬁcation of the internal grammar must be done, as well
as the creation of the appropriate functions that would make this ability work. An-
1
other aspect of this project is to test the viability of the SOS-Shortcutting functions
in the PC environment. Once implemented, this will further increase optimization
and computation time in certain parallel algorithms. Before giving further detail, this
report reviews the background of the PC Compiler.
1.2.1 Parallel C
Parallel C (PC) is an extension of C and one of the parallel models of Plan-
guages. Planguages is a parallel model for implementing scientiﬁc and engineering
applications. The Planguage programming approach eases the task of writing paral-
lel programs that harness massively parallel computers and networks of workstations.
The two parallel models, PC and PFortran, which are based on Planguages, are de-
rived from their core languages, C and Fortran77 [3] [4].
The idea behind Planguages is to aid programmers by simplifying the writing
of message passing code for multiprocessors with distributed memory. The two main
goals in the original project [3] [4] were:
• to make it easier to write programs for parallel machines
• to insure that data exchange between diﬀerent processors is done correctly
The additional Planguage operators provide a means to refer to non-local data
and to express aggregate operations. In Planguages, variables are replicated and all
processes execute the same text, with parallelism exploited by explicit partitions of
data and control ﬂow. Variables from diﬀerent processors can be called by name, and
is also guarded by that processor[14].
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Porting Planguage codes consists of simply recompiling the Planguage translators
(Pfortran or PC), followed by a compilation with the native Fortran and C compilers.
After compilation occurs, a PC code is converted to C code with raw MPI functions.
1.2.2 ipStreams, Overlapping and Shortcutting
SOS is short for ipStreams, Overlapping, and Shortcutting[5]. SOS is “an API
(application programming interface) and function library that allows a programmer to
incorporate Streams, Overlapping communications, and Shortcutting into a parallel
program”[6]. SOS may be called from either Fortran and C, and is built on top of
standard MPI communication primitives[6].
ipStreams
ipStreams is the theory and software that support identiﬁcation of process
groups that form implicitly at runtime in SPMD (Single Program, Multiple Data)
Execution. In Planguage, a program is a set of processes that start together, executing
the same source code. The control ﬂow of each process can follow diﬀerent branches.
A set of programs executing along same control path is a “stream”. Under certain
conditions, multiple streams may merge again in a single stream[6].
Overlapping
The Overlapping protocol and implementation uses semantic information to
support non-blocking communications ensuring data is correctly communicated; If
processes are loosely synchronized, it is possible that the interval between the deﬁni-
tion and use of data at one process will overlap the equivalent interval at another pro-
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Fig. 1.1: An ipStream process [6]
cess; overlapping tries to schedule communication dynamically so they occur within
this interval, avoiding the need for synchronization wait or block[6].
Shortcutting
Shortcutting is a parallel implementation of backtracking, in which a process
with a particularly good partial solution can interrupt other processes and set its
solution as the base for future computation [5]. If a shortcutting process ﬁnd its trial
solution faster than other processes and prevents them from ﬁnishing their computa-
tion, it can reduce the total amount of work needed to ﬁnd a solution. Shortcutting
is useful only on algorithms that meet certain conditions.
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Fig. 1.2: Parallel Shortcutting [6]
1.2.3 SOS and Planguages
SOS is compatible with the Planguage parallel model. Compiler analysis al-
gorithms can show where variables are deﬁned and used, and with the use of the
Planguage operators, the placement of overlapping communication calls is straight-
forward and guaranteed correct[17].
1.3 History of the PC Compiler
There have been several iterations of the PC Compiler project. Each of the
improvements that have been implemented added substantial gains in optimization
and performance of various PC programs.
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1.3.1 Standard PC
PC introduced two distinct operators called ‘@’ and ‘{}’. These operators are
used as communication statements in a parallel program.
The ‘@’ operator
The introduction of the ‘@’ operator into PC takes care of the requirement
of a parallel program to have the ability to access data and variables from other
processors. The ‘@’ operator indicates that a certain variable is located ’at’ another
processor. The grammar in PC [Appendix N] deﬁnes this operator as:
< primaryexpression >→
< primaryexpression > @ < expressionoridentifier >
| < primaryexpression > @[< expressionoridentifier >
:< expressionoridentifier >]
An example of this is the command:
• Y = X @ 5
This is translated as, “The value/data inside variable X, located at process
5, send to all variables of Y”. This is considered as a broadcast command. A second
example is the command:
• Y @ 2 = X @ 5
This is translated as, “The value/data inside variable X, located at process
5, send to variable Y, located at process 2”. This is considered as a point to point
communication.
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The set operator ‘{}’
The second operator introduced by PC is ‘{}’. This operator is acts as a
reduction, that is used in conjunction with functions that are both associative and
commutative. The grammar is deﬁned as:
< assignmentexpression >→
< binaryoperator > {< expressionoridentifier >}
< binaryoperator > {< expressionoridentifier > @
[< expressionoridentifier >:< expressionoridentifier >]}
The binary operator(s) in the grammar can be +, *, or any function of two
parameters that has the same type as the expression or identiﬁer. This is so that the
function returns the same type and the accepting variable can properly receive the
variable. An example of this operation in use is the command:
• Sum = +{y}
This is translated as, “Add all the values of y in all processors, and the result
is assigned to the variable Sum”.
1.3.2 Other Contributions
Ms. Yingqun Wang is a Masters Student who graduated at California State
University, San Bernardino. Under the guidance of Dr. Ernesto Gomez, she com-
pleted her Master’s Project which is to implement the Overlapping communication
functions from the SOS library and added functionalities into the PC Compiler. These
modiﬁcations have extended the PC compiler for permitting two ‘@’ operators ap-
pearing at the right hand side of an expression.
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For future work, Ms. Wang recommended that both the Shortcut and
ipStream functions in the SOS library should be added into the PC compiler as a
possible extension to its functionality and capability[17].
1.3.3 Objective
SOS is fully compatible with the Planguage execution model. Based on the
conclusions and results done with the implementation of the Overlapping commu-
nication calls, the next step in the improvement of the PC Compiler is introducing
the ability to ‘shortcut’ certain algorithms. Alongside the addition and use of the
SOS-Shortcut functions, modiﬁcation of the PC Compiler will also be required. With
these changes, non-determinism can be achieved.
1.4 Problem Context
The goal of the project is to introduce non-determinism into the PC Compiler.
This is done by modifying the grammar of the PC Compiler and accepting a command
using the ‘@’ operator, and also by creating the proper SOS back end that is calling
the shortcutting functions.
Currently, the statement ‘X@N = Y’ is not allowed. Translated, this would
mean that every process would send the value of Y to processor N, to be stored in
variable X. This corresponds to multiple values being assigned to a single variable.
The PC Compiler rejects this statement and returns an error message because of
the ambiguity; the compiler does not know which value of Y and which processor
should be used. This can be read however, as a non-deterministic resolution of race
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condition, where “X gets the ﬁrst value of Y to arrive”.
1.4.1 Race Condition
A race condition is an occurrence where “the order of arrival of diﬀerence
processes at a given program point aﬀects subsequent behavior of a parallel compu-
tation [8]” When several processes access and manipulate the same data concurrently
and the outcome of the execution depends on the particular order in which the access
takes place, a race condition has occurred[2].
1.4.2 Non-Determinism
Non-Determinism can be viewed as a form of computation where several “pro-
cesses” are running parallel or concurrently. In terms of Nondeterministic Finite Au-
tomatons, when a machine splits and assigns processes to follow several choices, that
corresponds to a process “forking” into several children, each proceeding separately.
If at least one of these processes accepts then the entire computation accepts[14].
A nondeterministic computation can be described as branching paths of
a tree. The root is the starting point of the computation. Every branching point in
the tree corresponds to a point in the computation where the machine has diﬀerent
possible paths to take. The machine accepts if at least one of these computation
branches ends in an accepting state[14].
1.4.3 System Flow Diagram
The project entails modiﬁcation from both the compiler, and the C-SOS code
generator. The input to the compiler is a PC program source code, and the output
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Fig. 1.3: Deterministic and Non-Deterministic Computations [14]
is C code with SOS functions. For error handling, a compiler checks the validity of
the source program. It is designed to perform both lexical and syntax analysis.
PC code PC Compiler
Compiler Error
C code with SOS functions Native C Compiler Executable Code
SOS API Library
Fig. 1.4: System Flow Diagram [17]
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1.4.4 Stages of PC Compilation
For a PC program ﬁle to run, it goes through diﬀerent stages, from a PC ﬁle
all the way to an executable ﬁle. Table 1.1 shows the stages, the input ﬁle it uses,
and the output ﬁle it generates.
Stage Input Output Information
input: ﬁlename.pc ——– ——–
prescan: ﬁlename.pc ﬁlename.lst Communicated Variables
pcc ﬁlename.pc + ﬁlename.lst ﬁlename.c C Code with SOS Function
mpicc ﬁlename.c ﬁlename.o Object Code
mpicc ﬁlename.o + sos.o + pcsos.o ﬁlename Link w/ SOS Object Files
executable ﬁlename ——– ——–
Tab. 1.1: Stages of PC Compilation
1.4.5 Current Version of the PC Compiler
This project is developed based on the existing PC compiler. The compiler
works with the MPI library.
1.4.6 SOS API
To implement the SOS-Shortcutting function calls into our program, we must
thoroughly understand the diﬀerent SOS functions. The function library of SOS
consists of streams, overlapping communication and shortcut routines. This project
focuses on the shortcutting functions.
1.4.7 Grammar in PC
To modify the PC compiler, we must understand the underlying grammar
completely. We must be able to track down where the Race Condition is occurring,
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and also modify the compiler to accept the Race Condition statement ‘id @ ip = id’.
We must also be able to alter any other sections of the grammar and compiler that
was aﬀected by the modiﬁcation of the Race Condition statement.
Appendix A and N contains the BNF diagrams and syntax of the PC com-
piler, which was created in assisting the completion of this project. Both the syntax
and the diagram are part of the deliverables.
1.4.8 System Runtime Environment
PC is a parallel language, and as such, a parallel running system must be
available. As the SOS is built on the top of MPI, we must have the MPI environment
conﬁgured. Also the two tools, LEX (Lexical Analyer) and YACC (Yet Another
Compiler Compiler), must be installed.
1.5 Significance of the Project
This project augments the grammar to the PC and also adds SOS-Shortcutting
support. The new grammar allows the ‘@’ statement appearing only at the left hand
side of the expression. This would be able to solve the race condition that is present
in the compiler. This improvement would introduce non-determinism into the PC
compiler.
1.6 Limitations
This project focuses on the modiﬁcation of the grammar of the PC compiler,
and also in the use of the shortcutting functions in the SOS library.
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1.7 Definition of Terms
The following terms are deﬁned as they apply to the project.
• C-SOS code: The target code compiled from PC code by PC compiler with SOS
function.
• LEX: A Lexical Analyzer Generator.
• MPI: Message Passing Interface
• Planguage: A parallel model for implementing scientiﬁc and engineering appli-
cation.
• PC: A subset of Planguage, recognize a superset of C language.
• PC code: PC language program.
• SOS: API and function library of Streams, Overlapping, and Shortcutting
• YACC: Yet Another Compiler-Compiler.
1.8 Organization of the Report
This project report contains six chapters. Chapter One provides information
regarding the project scope, the context of the problem, and its signiﬁcance. Chapter
Two consists of information regarding the approach done in modifying the grammar
ﬁle, as well as other ﬁles used by the compiler. Chapter Three talks about the
Downhill Simplex Method, which is the test program used to show a ‘proof of concept’
of the beneﬁts of using SOS-Shortcutting Functions. Chapter Four is details the
conﬁguration of the project. Chapter Five presents the Analysis and Results for the
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Downhill Simplex Method and the modiﬁcations done to the compiler. Chapter 6
talks about the conclusions of the project, as well as possible future work. Lastly,





This project aims to introduce Non-Deterministic parallelism into the PC
Compiler. This is hypothetically done in two ways:
• by modifying the compiler to accept and properly translate the race condition
statement
• by adding SOS-Shortcutting functions to the PC code
This chapter will discuss the theory behind the solution of the Race Condition, as
well as details regarding the modiﬁcations done with the PC Compiler.
2.2 Solving the Race Condition issue
We would like to resolve the issue in regards to the statement:
• X @ 5 = Y
This can be read, as a non-deterministic resolution of race condition, where “X gets
the ﬁrst value of Y to arrive”. In order to do this a concept on how the compiler
would act in this situation must be presented. The idea behind this non-deterministic
resolution is the following:
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N Processors are running the same code, using diﬀerent data sets
N Processors are calculating a RESULT using these data sets
If (RESULT calculated is good enough)
Send RESULT and timestamp of calculation
Tab. 2.1: Non-Deterministic Resolution Concept
In order to implement this solution to the PC compiler, a thorough under-
standing to the compiler must be ﬁrst achieved. In collaboration with Dr. Ernesto
Gomez, modifying the compiler of PC to accept a race condition statement must
be done in diﬀerent phases, and can be done sequentially and/or concurrently. The
phases are:
1. to modify the grammar ﬁle in order to accept the race condition statement,
which is done in the gram.y ﬁle
2. to create a race condition function that would convert the race condition state-
ment to a proper race condition SOS function, which is done in the gen.c ﬁle
3. to develop the race condition SOS function, which is done in the sos.c and
sosdefs.h ﬁle
Because of Dr. Gomez’s thorough knowledge with the SOS API, his task is to create
the race condition SOS function. This race condition SOS function will be added to
the sos.c ﬁle. Once completed, the function shall be integrated with the changes made
in the gram.y and gen.c ﬁles, thus completing the implementation of the solution for
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the SOS race condition statement.
2.3 Understanding the PC Compiler
There are diﬀerent components that make the PC Compiler. Figure 2.1









Generate Code Object Code
Error Messages
Fig. 2.1: Functional View of the Compiler [17]
• Source program
The Program Code is written in PC language.
• Scan source and tokens
The various inputs from the source programs are divided into meaningful units,
then the validity of these units are veriﬁed. Some examples of these units are
variable names, constants, operators, symbols, operators, strings, among others.
A lexical analyzer (such as Flex) uses a set of known rules and assigns these input
into tokens. A token is a “pair consisting of a token and an optional attribute
value[1].”
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• Symbols and Symbol table
A symbol table is a data structure that contains records for diﬀerent identiﬁers
that are used in the source program. This data structure also contains ﬁelds for
the attributes of the identiﬁer. Some of these attributes are the type, scope, and
in the case of procedure names, the number of arguments it uses, and the data
type used in return. When identiﬁers are detected by the lexical analyzer, they
are entered into the symbol table.
• Parser
A parser checks the validity of the relationships among the diﬀerent tokens gen-
erated by the lexical analyzer. It checks whether a sequence of tokens matches
one of the rules inside the grammar, as well as being able to detect if the se-
quence of tokens does not match any of the rules. A valid sequence of tokens
means that the original string can be generated and interpreted by the grammar
for compilation and execution.
• Generate code
Once the validity of the source program has been veriﬁed, a code generator takes
the source program (which is PC) and creates an equivalent output (which is a
C program with SOS library calls).
• Object Code
The object code is an intermediated object ﬁle which is the generated output
from the code generator. The object ﬁle is an output of native C compiler.
• Error Handling
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A proper compiler correctly identiﬁes error coming from the original source pro-
gram, and returns an error message indicating such.
Once a clear idea of how the PC Compiler works, the next step is ﬁnd-
ing the cause of the ‘Race Condition’ error present. In order to do this, a proper
understanding of the Grammar of the PC Compiler must be made.
2.4 Grammar of the PC Compiler
A review of the work conducted by Ms. Yingqun Wang[17], and the accom-
panying documentation was conducted. While extensive work was done in the doc-
umentation, a key component for understanding the PC Compiler was missing; this
was the Backus-Naur Form of the grammar of the PC Compiler.
2.4.1 BNF of the PC Compiler
The Backus-Naur form (BNF) is a type of notation technique used for context
free grammars. This form is used to distinguish the diﬀerent terminals and non-
terminals of a given language. Having a Backus-Naur form diagram of the entire
grammar of the PC Compiler is a valuable tool into tracking down the cause of the
error message. The Backus-Naur form for the PC Compiler was created with the use
of the gram.y ﬁle, which is the YACC ﬁle used for parsing PC source code. Appendix
N contains the BNF Diagram of the PC Compiler.
Another useful tool included as part of the deliverables of this project is
the syntax diagrams of the PC Compiler. Using the Railroad Diagram Generator[11],
an interactive HTML page is created. This tool can be used to track down the diﬀer-
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ent permutations of speciﬁc expressions, along with all their succeeding derivations.
Appendix A contains the diagrams in their entirety.
2.5 Race Condition Error
The ﬁrst step is seeing what error message appears when the PC code con-
taining this line is ran:
• X @ 5 = Y;
The result of this is an error containing the message:
• ‘incorrect usage of communication statement’
After some research, this error is found from the expression:
< assignment expr >→
< unary expr > < assignment operator >
< assignment expr >
Using the BNF Diagrams discussed earlier, a complete translation into cre-
ating the exact sequence of the form “X @ 5 = Y” was developed. This is done to
ensure that the correct section of the compiler is being modiﬁed. Figure 2.3 contains
this sequence.
The sequence in ﬁgure 2.3 shows how the PC compiler reads “X @ 5 =
Y”, and shows the various expressions it goes through to derive and end up with the
race condition error. The next step is to check and see if the other commands that
use the ‘@’ symbol will be aﬀected by the removal of the race condition, and if so,
what would the eﬀects be. Modifying a compiler should be treated with great care,
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since any minor change can have a profound impact. Figure 2.2 contains the sequence
that uses the a broadcast command. It is important to take note that the broadcast
command is similar to the Race Condition command; the diﬀerence between the two
is that the left-hand side and the right-hand side of the equation are switched around.
Fig. 2.2: Sequence for the usage of the Race Condition code
• X @ 5 = Y; Race Condition
• Y = X @ 5; Broadcast
The sequence for the code “Y @ 2 = X @ 5” has to be analyzed to show the
movement of how the compiler interprets this line. This code represents a ‘point to
point’ communication.
• X @ 5 = Y; Race Condition
• Y @ 2 = X @ 5; Point-to-Point communication
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Fig. 2.3: Sequence for the usage of the Broadcast command
As is with the broadcast command, the left-hand side of the ‘point-to-
point’ command is similar to the left-hand side of the Race Condition command. It
is crucial to verify the relationship and the conditions being set will not adversely
aﬀect the other parts of the grammar ﬁle, and the interpretations within it. Figure
2.4 contains the sequence of point-to-point communication.
2.6 Modification of the gram.y file
Once the path of on how the PC Compiler interprets and checks the diﬀerent
communication types is veriﬁed, the next step is to check the ﬂags that are set in the
program, which leads the compiler to end up in the speciﬁc block of code containing
the error message. Figure 2.5 shows the path that the compiler uses that leads into
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Fig. 2.4: Sequence for the usage of the point-to-point communication
the race condition. The error condition called is:
• yyerror(wrongusermessage);
After determining the location on where the code modiﬁcation should oc-
cur, the error message ‘yyerror(wrongusermessage)’ is replaced with code that would
check the validity and structure of the race condition. Proper setting of values is
also determined and checked. Figure 2.6 shows the modiﬁcation done in that speciﬁc
block of code.
After studying all three ‘@’ communication types, it was concluded that
the ’Race Condition’ section of the code is isolated, and will not aﬀect both the
broadcast and the point-to-point communication, and as such, any modiﬁcation is
isolated in that speciﬁc section of the code. Knowledge in assessing and following the
syntax of a YACC, as well as the BNF diagrams, and an understanding of the PC
Compiler has led to the modiﬁcation of the proper code section.
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Fig. 2.5: Code snippet of the path towards the race condition error message
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Fig. 2.6: Code snippet of the modification within the gram.y file
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Race Condition PC Code Race Condition Code
recv value@rootnode = send value; sosdolh (&SOS recv value);
sosdorh (&SOS send value);
SOS count = sizeof(send value);
SOS oﬀsetR = 0;
SOS ipTo = rootnode;
sosrace (&SOS send value, &SOS recv value,
&SOS count, &SOS oﬀsetR, &SOS type, &ZER,
&SOS ipTo);
Tab. 2.2: Sample conversion from PC code to C code
2.7 Modification of the gen.c file
The next step in the project is the modiﬁcation of the gen.c ﬁle. This ﬁle is
important because it is the next link in the chain from the in the conversion of PC
code into C code with raw MPI functions. While the gram.y ﬁle makes sure of the
validity of the line of code, and the proper setting/passing of values, the gen.c ﬁle can
be describe as the actual conversions PC code would translate into. For the purposes
of this project, PC code converts into C code and/or MPI function calls.
The deﬁnition of the function singlepidinst racecondition() is located in
the gen.c ﬁle. The function converts the race condition statement in PC into an
executable SOS code. The SOS code has to properly set the variables, set the proper
data type and size, and call the correct related SOS function. Table 2.2 is a sample
conversion of a code line in PC and its equivalent in C. The conversion aspect in gen.c
has reﬂected these modiﬁcations.
The last line of the generated code from gen.c is the function sosrace ().
This function is developed by Dr. Gomez. Appendix H is the sosrace.pc ﬁle and
Appendix I, sosrace.c, is the resulting converted code.
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3. DOWNHILL SIMPLEX METHOD AND OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
3.1 Introduction
A background on the program as well as the algorithm and program is used
to show the ‘proof of concept’ of the project is discussed.
3.2 Irregular Problems
Ideally, the type of algorithms to beneﬁt the use of using the Race Con-
dition function and SOS-Shortcut from this project are called Irregular Problems,
also known as Irregular Algorithms. The term “Irregular” comes from the irregular
dependencies certain types of algorithm may contain. These are complexities often
associated with parallel implementations of algorithms. Some of these complexities
are: synchronization, data races, and memory consistency. Also, when computation
between nodes and within nodes occur, these dependencies are dynamic and are only
known during a program’s runtime. Because of these data dependencies, it is hard
to be able to create an eﬃcient-type of scheduling that would lessen communication
costs.
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3.3 Downhill Simplex Optimization Algorithm
For the purposes of this project, the algorithm to be used to show gains from
the Race Condition and SOS-Shortcut functions is the “Downhill Simplex Optimiza-
tion Algorithm”.
The Downhill Simplex Method, also known as the Amoeba algorithm, was
ﬁrst introduced by J. A. Nedler and R. Mead in 1965[10]. This minimization method
uses a simplex, which is a geometric ﬁgure or polytope consisting, of N+1 points in N
dimension. Steps are made based on the function values at these points, speciﬁcally
the point with the low (PL), highest (P1), and second highest (P2) values. A series of
steps are made, where most steps move the point of the simplex where the function is
largest (‘highest point’ )through the opposite face of the simplex to a lower point[16].
There are 4 possible outcomes for a step in the downhill simplex method.
These are:
(a) reﬂection away from the high point
(b) reﬂection and expansion away from the high point
(c) contraction along one dimension from the high point
(d) contraction along all dimensions towards the low point
Figure 3.1 represents these 4 outcomes in the movement of the diﬀerent points.
An appropriate sequence of steps will always converge to the minimum of
the function. The Downhill Simplex Method is considered as a “direct method”
where it only requires function evaluations and not derivatives. It is important to
note that this minimization method continues until it satisﬁes a speciﬁc threshold or
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tolerance, or until a minimum has been found. Also, the Downhill Simplex Method
does not diﬀerentiate the diﬀerence between a local minimum and a global minimum
- this means that the minimum found can become either one of the two[16].
3.3.1 Downhill Simplex Program
One of the artifacts received during the course of this project is an Amoeba.F
ﬁle that uses SOS-Shortcutting functions in Fortran. Another artifact uncovered is
an Amoeba.PC ﬁle for the downhill simplex method.
After studying the diﬀerences between the Amoeba.F ﬁle, the Amoeba.PC
ﬁle, and the Downhill Simplex Method, two new programs were developed. The
ﬁrst program, called amoeba ﬁnal, is a PC ﬁle that more accurately matched the
Downhill Simplex method, and the logical errors corrected. The second program,
named amoeba shortcut, is derived from the amoeba ﬁnal code, and the internal
algorithm is modiﬁed to make use of the SOS-Shortcutting functions.
Several versions of the Downhill Simplex method were tested in order to
ﬁnd a version of the algorithm that would be able to incorporate the addition of
the SOS-Shortcutting functions. This variant is diﬀerent compared to the original
version by Nelder-Mead, in the way the algorithm goes through and chooses which
step to take. A variant of the Downhill Simplex Method was chosen and is used
for the amoeba ﬁnal, and a modiﬁcation is used for amoeba shortcut.pc. Table 3.1
shows the algorithm on how amoeba ﬁnal runs. Table 3.2 shows how amoeba shortcut
works.
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IF Reﬂect is really good
Calculate Expand values










Tab. 3.1: Pseudocode for Amoeba Final
Calculate Initial Simplex
IF (Shortcut has not occurred)
Calculate Reﬂect values
IF (Reﬂect is good enough)
Use Reﬂect
Perform Shortcut
ELSE IF (Reﬂect is really good)
IF (Shortcut has not occurred)
Calculate Expand values







IF (Shortcut has not occurred)
Calculate Contract values
IF (Shortcut has not occurred)




Tab. 3.2: Pseudocode for Amoeba Shortcut
3.3.2 SOS Functions
In the case of the amoeba shortcut.pc code, it was determined that the fol-
lowing SOS-Shortcutting functions[7] is required in order for proper “shortcutting”
to occur:
• sosshortcut (int SOSvarIndex, int DStream) - asserts a shortcut at the current
process
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• sosshortcutclear () - internally clears/resets the shortcut value, allowing new
shortcut to be received
• sosshortcuttest () - returns the process number of the shortcutting process, oth-
erwise it returns -1.
In addition to the SOS-shortcutting functions, the Interrupt System has to be called
in order to set-up the polling routing to check for communications activity:
• setsosalarm (int INTERVAL) - sets the timer interrupt interval
• sosalarm () - starts the timer interrupt system
Lastly, proper function initialization of variables is needed in order to be properly
used in communications:
• sosaddvar(vod *Buﬀer, long *Size, int *SOStype, int *SOSivar)
3.3.3 Heuristic values
The main diﬀerence between the amoeba shortcut and the amoeba ﬁnal pro-
grams is with the use of the SOS-Shortcutting functions. After calculating which
proper step to execute in order to converge to the minimum of the function, the
amoeba ﬁnal code compares the function value at the new point, while the amoeba shortcut
code uses a heuristic equation to compare if the function value calculated is ‘good
enough’, and therefore shortcut is initiated. This value that is deemed ‘good enough’
is called ‘ebetter’.
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Two heuristic formulas were used is in the amoeba shortcut.PC code. These are:
delta ebetter = fval[lowest]−DELTA ∗ (fval[lowest]− fval[highest]) (3.1)
percentage ebetter = fval[lowest] ∗MARGIN ; (3.2)
And the variables are deﬁned as:
• fval - array that holds function values
• lowest - index that holds lowest function value
• highest - index that holds highest function value
• DELTA - parameter used for contraction
• MARGIN - parameter used for acceptable variation value.
During the development of the amoeba shortcut code, it was realized that
there should be two versions of the heuristic equation that would work better based on
speciﬁc scenarios. The heuristic equation of ‘delta ebetter’ is suited for decimal values,
while ‘percentage ebetter’ works better for large values. The code in amoeba shortcut
calculates both ‘delta ebetter’ and ‘percentage ebetter’ and chooses which of the two
values are better, and is then used in that iteration of the algorithm. For the purposes
of this project, the value DELTA is 0.50, and MARGIN is 1.0000001.
It is important to note that MARGIN is used as a more relaxed condition
when compared to fval[lowest]. While it doesn’t seem that there is much of a dif-
ference between the two, MARGIN is allowing a deviation of 1E − 7, and to satisfy
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convergence, the minimum found must be accurate to 1E − 9, which two decimal
places more, or less rigid by a factor of 100.
3.3.4 Program Files
The programs amoeba shortcut and amoeba ﬁnal are divided into two parts:
the Parallel C (.pc) ﬁle containing the entire code, and a control ﬁle (.ctr) that used
to set the internal values to be used during the execution of the downhill simplex
algorithm. Appendix O is the control template being used. The code and control
ﬁles for the amoeba shortcut and amoeba ﬁnal are found in the appendices.
3.4 Test function to find Minimum
The next phase in the development of the amoeba shortcut.pc and amoeba ﬁnal.pc
code is to determine the test function that will be minimized by the downhill simplex
method. Within the scope of this project, the two most important requirements in
choosing an optimization function are:
• Given an N dimension, the function should have at least one known minimum
in order to test the accuracy of the optimization algorithm
• The function should not be limited, and can run in N dimensions
Multiple test optimization functions exists in literature, and four functions stood
out and chosen to be further tested and researched.
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3.4.1 Sphere Function/De Jong’s Function
The Sphere Function, also known as De Jong’s function is one of the simplest opti-






A global minimum exists for f(x) = 0 when xi = 0 and i = 1, ..., n.
3.4.2 Styblinski-Tang Function
The Styblinski-Tang is a multimodal minimization function introduced in 1990[15].





1 − 16x21 + 5xi
2
(3.4)
3.4.3 Rotated Hyper-Ellipsoid Function
The Rotated hyper-ellipsoid function creates rotated hyper-ellipsoids with respect to







3.4.4 Rosenbrock Banana Function
The Rosenbrock Banana Function was introduced by Howard H. Rosenbrock
in 1960[12]. The term banana is from the curved contours. The global minimum is
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found inside a long, narrow, parabolic-shaped ﬂat valley. There are diﬀerent variations
of this functions. The original formula introduced by Rosenbrock[9] is:
f(x, y) = (1− x)2 + 100(y − x2)2 (3.6)
It has a global minimum at (x, y) = (1, 1) where f(x, y) = 0. From this equation,




[100(xi+1 − x2i )2 + (1− xi)2] (3.7)
where −30 ≤ xi ≤ 30, i = 1, ..., n. The n-dimensional version is found to be a
better ﬁt because of the N-dimensionality and was chosen as the function the downhill
simplex method to ﬁnd the minimum.
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4. PROJECT CONFIGURATION
This chapter talks about the Software and Hardware requirements needed to
run the PC Compiler. The testing environment that is used during the software
development is also discussed. This machine is used to test the viability of the goals
of the Project.
4.1 Software Requirements
The PC language is a parallel language that supports SOS. To use SOS, MPI
must be installed because the SOS API library uses MPI functions behind the scenes.
A GNU Compiler must also be installed in order to run the converted PC code into
C-SOS code.
The compiler uses two tools: LEX and YACC. The two programs are available
in Linux operating system. The testing environment uses FLEX and BISON which
are variants of LEX and YACC respectively.
4.2 Hardware Requirements
The PC language is a parallel program language. The program must run on
the system supporting a parallel execution.
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4.3 Documentation
Several internal documents are updated to show the changes in the PC Com-
piler. These documents are: ‘README.PC’,‘RELEASE NOTES.PC’, ‘design.txt’,
‘changes.txt’, ‘FILES.txt’, and ‘pc-notes.txt’. These ﬁles are found in the Appen-
dices.
4.4 PC Compiler Usage
To generate an executable program from PC code, the following steps must be done:
• Given a <ﬁlename >.PC, in the command line type ‘make fn=ﬁlename’ to gen-
erate the C-SOS code
• If successful, in the command line type ‘./run <#number of processors>ﬁlename’
• To delete the generated compilation ﬁles, type ‘make clean fn=ﬁlename’
4.5 Operating System and Packages
The Operating System that is used in the development is a Linux Virtual Machine
running Linux Mint 14 - Nadia. This machine is running on a 64-bit architecture.
Table 4.1 lists the packages used to run Parallel C Programs.
Package Version Number




Tab. 4.1: Packages Used In Linux Mint
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5. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
This chapter is divided into two main sections. The ﬁrst section discusses
the results of the amoeba ﬁnal and amoeba shortcut PC programs, and the eﬀect of
the SOS-Shortcutting Function in the execution of the algorithm. The second section
discusses the results of the Race Condition that was added into the PC Compiler.
5.1 SOS-Shortcutting Results
The goals in testing the amoeba ﬁnal and amoeba shortcut programs are the
following:
• To see if adding shortcutting functions is a viable option
• To see if the program using the SOS-Shortcutting functions yield positive results
• To see if the program using the SOS-Shortcutting functions performs better than
a program that does not perform a shortcut
The metric used to determine if the amoeba shortcut performs better than
the amoeba ﬁnal is the number of function calls done. This is because the function
calls is determined to be the most taxing and most time-consuming aspect of the
program. A counter was added in both programs that keep track of the number of
function calls, and the total of a given process is shown once a minimum has been
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Fig. 5.1: Average Function Calls - Dimensions 3 to 10
found.
The following sections are grouped based on the results and analysis derived from
the Run Results - function count and ending data points/locations.
5.1.1 Results and Analysis for N = 3 and 5
When comparing the results for the execution of the programs amoeba shortcut
and amoeba ﬁnal, with the number of Dimensions N = 3 and N = 5 yielded positive
results. There is a noticeable improvement in locating the minimum of the Rosenbrock
Banana Function.
For N = 3, Figure 5.1 shows that amoeba ﬁnal has an average function
call of 146.67 while amoeba shortcut has an average function call of 92.67, which is
a 36.82% diﬀerence. Also, Figure 5.4 shows that the coordinates amoeba ﬁnal and
amoeba shortcut are diﬀerent. This means that sometime during the execution of the
program, the traversal of the simplex changed. This shows that amoeba shortcut.pc
and amoeba ﬁnal has a diﬀerent path of execution and ended up on diﬀerent mini-
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Fig. 5.2: Amoeba Final vs Amoeba Shortcut Results - 3 Dimensions
Fig. 5.3: Amoeba Final vs Amoeba Shortcut Results - 5 Dimensions
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Fig. 5.4: Final Output - Dimensions: 3, 5
mums.
For N = 5, the end coordinates in Figure 5.4 show that both amoeba shortcut
and amoeba ﬁnal ended up in the same minimum, and also that amoeba shortcut
used less function calls. The average function calls for amoeba ﬁnal is 451.20, which
amoeba shortcut had 348.80, which is a 22.70% improvement.
It can be surmised that SOS-Shortcutting functions has the ability to shorten
calculation time of certain algorithms, and can come up with the same results as a
non-shortcutting parallel functions, as well as coming up with diﬀerent results, due
to traversing diﬀerent paths of execution.
5.1.2 Results and Analysis for N = 8, 9, 10
Looking at the results of the number of function calls for amoeba ﬁnal and
amoeba shortcut, it seems that amoeba ﬁnal is outperforming amoeba shortcut given
the number of Dimensions N = 8, N = 9, and N = 10. For N = 8, Figure 5.1 shows
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Fig. 5.5: Amoeba Final vs Amoeba Shortcut Results - 8 Dimensions
that amoeba ﬁnal had an average function call of 581.87, while amoeba shortcut had
an average function call of 622.75, which is a 7.03% increase. For N = 9, amoeba ﬁnal
had an average function call of 894.89, while amoeba shortcut had an average function
call of 1162.89, which is a 29.95% increase. Lastly, for N = 10, there is a 68.37%
increase with the number of function calls between amoeba ﬁnal’s count of 952.80 and
amoeba shortcut’s 1604.20. Both Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show that the end results
of the execution of amoeba ﬁnal and amoeba shortcut, both ended up in diﬀerent
coordinates and found diﬀerent minimums for the Rosenbrock Banana Function.
Analyzing the amoeba ﬁnal and amoeba shortcut algorithms, the primary
reason as to why amoeba shortcut has a higher number of function calls is because
of the use of the heuristic values of EBETTER. Back in Chapter 3, the value of
EBETTER is deﬁned as:
delta ebetter = fval[lowest]−DELTA ∗ (fval[lowest]− fval[highest]) (5.1)
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Fig. 5.6: Amoeba Final vs Amoeba Shortcut Results - 9 Dimensions
Fig. 5.7: Amoeba Final vs Amoeba Shortcut Results - 10 Dimensions
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percentage ebetter = fval[lowest] ∗MARGIN ; (5.2)
Because amoeba shortcut uses EBETTER when checking if the reﬂection function
values is deemed ‘good enough’, there is a higher possibility for the function to per-
form a reﬂection operation. As the simplex moves closer to the minimum in higher
dimensions, the better alternative is to contract instead of reﬂect, therefore mak-
ing the simplex move each vertex one at a time instead of moving the simplex all
at once towards the minimum. Also, there are instances during the execution of
amoeba shortcut where a speciﬁc vertex oscillates back and forth by reﬂecting re-
peatedly, and slowly moves closer to the minimum. In both these cases, the optimal
step to take instead of reﬂection is contraction.
5.1.3 Results and Analysis for N = 4, 6, 7
The ﬁrst results derived when executing the amoeba ﬁnal and amoeba shortcut
code for Dimensions N = 4, N = 6, and N = 7 yielded unexpected results. Figure 5.10
show that the algorithm ended prematurely and only ended up calling the function
twice. Analyzing the output of both programs, one of the starting function values
calculated is ‘inf’, and the value of ‘inf’ is used in all of the vertices as part of the
calculations. This creates a domino eﬀect that when the calculation of convergence
occurs, the value of ‘-nan’ is computed, which in turn satisﬁes the exit criterion of:
• while(convergence>tolerance && iter <MAX ITER)
Further analysis show that only one processor managed to calculate a con-
vergence value. There are several ideas on how to ﬁx these unexpected results. One
idea to check convergence values of all the processor/vertex during the comparison
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Fig. 5.8: Final Output - Dimensions: 8, 9
Fig. 5.9: Final Output - Dimensions: 10
phase, and if an invalid value is calculated, it is immediately discredited and will not
be used to compare the downhill simplex method for that iteration. The ﬂaw found
in this idea is that the comparison function used is the set operator ‘{}’ in PC. The
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Fig. 5.10: Erroneous Output - Dimensions: 4, 6, 7
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comparison function in both amoeba ﬁnal and amoeba shortcut is:
• minval=dmin{minval};
This means that in order to perform this modiﬁcation, adjustments has to be made
inside the compiler itself. Another possible solution for this error, which was used
in both amoeba ﬁnal and amoeba shortcut is to change the value of dmin before the
comparison phase. Figure 5.11 is a block of code added into the program.
Fig. 5.11: Code - checking ’NaN’ value
The code checks if a ’NaN’ value is present in dmin, and if so, it is replaced
with a large value for convergence. This is done so that the comparison phase still
occurs. At the same time, since a larger value is being compared with all other
processors, this value will not be chosen as a minimum, and a logical value will be
used for the next iteration of the algorithm.
After implementing this modiﬁcation, a second round of testing was done for
Dimensions N = 4, N = 6, and N = 7. The results yielded positive results. For Dimen-
sion N = 4, amoeba ﬁnal had an average function call of 222.00 while amoeba shortcut
had an average function call of 208.75 - which is a 5.97% improvement. For N = 6,
amoeba ﬁnal had an average function call of 482.33, while amoeba shortcut had an
average function call of 472.33 - which is a improvement of 2.07%. Lastly, for N =
7, there is a 4.39% increase with the number of function calls between amoeba ﬁnal’s
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Fig. 5.12: Final Output - Dimensions: 4, 6, 7
count of 621.43 and amoeba shortcut’s 594.14. It is also important to note that
Figure 5.12 shows that both amoeba ﬁnal and amoeba shortcut found the same min-
imum, thereby following similar execution paths that lead towards the same results.
5.2 Non-Deterministic Race Condition modification in PC
The ﬁrst half of the modiﬁcation to accept the non-deterministic race condition
statement - the modiﬁcation of the gram.y ﬁle to accept the statement ’id @ ip =
id’, and modiﬁcation of the gen.c ﬁle to correctly parse and call the speciﬁc SOS
functions required for correct execution has been tested and is concluded to work
correctly. Appendix H and I shows the complete conversion of the sosrace.pc code
into sosrace.c code. The complete gram.y ﬁle and gen.c ﬁle are located in Appendix
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Fig. 5.13: Amoeba Final vs Amoeba Shortcut Results - 4 Dimensions
Fig. 5.14: Amoeba Final vs Amoeba Shortcut Results - 6 Dimensions
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Fig. 5.15: Amoeba Final vs Amoeba Shortcut Results - 7 Dimensions
B and Appendix C respectively.
The second half of modiﬁcation - the implementation of the sosrace() function in
the sos.c ﬁle is currently being developed by Dr. Gomez. Once the implementation





This Masters Project is a continuation of a previous project proposed by Dr.
Ernesto Gomez regarding the PC Compiler and the SOS API Library. The project’s
goal is to introduce non-determinism by oﬀering two solutions:
• To modify the PC Compiler to be able to solve a non-deterministic race condition
inherently present in the system
• To introduce SOS-Shortcutting functions and show if using these functions would
improve the execution of certain algorithms
6.2 Modification of the PC Compiler
The PC Compiler was modiﬁed in order to accept the Race Condition state-
ment ‘id @ ip = id’. The proper translation from PC to C with SOS Functions is
correctly implemented. In collaboration with Dr. Ernesto Gomez, once the function




The project has successfully shown the eﬀect of SOS-Shortcutting functions
when it is implemented in a PC language. While there are noticeable gains in the
execution of the program, there is also the possibility of having an adverse eﬀect
with the computation time. It is also important to note that using SOS-Shortcutting
functions may go through a diﬀerent path of execution compared to a non-shortcutting
program. Future usage of SOS-Shortcutting functions by users must keep in mind
that tailoring an existing program must be done in order to get the full beneﬁts of
shortcutting.
6.4 Future Work
The next logical step in the project is the introduction of SOS ipStream
functions into the PC Compiler. The possibility of expanding the non-deterministic
race condition can also be expanded to include the possibility of having the right-hand
side come from multiple sources such as:
• X @ N = {Y, f()}
This is read as, ’Variable X at Process N gets either the ﬁrst calculate value of Y or
the calculated result of some function f()’.
• X @ N = {Y @ A, Y @ B, f()}
This is read as, ’Variable X at Process N gets either the calculate value of variable Y
at Process A, variable Y at Process B, or the result of some function f()’.
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It is recommended that at the completion of sosrace() to modify c batonx.pc
and add a veriﬁcation that the usage of ‘id ip = id’ is valid and can be used in the
system being installed.
For general maintenance, ﬁnding and ﬁxing the shift-reduce errors inherent in
the PC Compiler can be done. Another possible future work is the trimming of the
old and unnecessary functions inside SOS. Lastly, while a full overhaul of the entire
PC Compiler is a monumental task to undertake, it may be a viable option to do.
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APPENDIX A




A.2 expression or identifier
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A.14 exclusive or expr
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A.15 inclusive or expr
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A.16 logical and expr
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A.29 struct or union specifier
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A.30 struct or union
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A.41 type specifier list
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MPI - PC is developed and tested with MPICH versions 1.2.x. Other versions
of MPI may work, but will require recompilation and possible editing of
code and makefiles.
GNU tools - gcc compiler version 3.3.4 or later. Recompilation of PC also
requires GNU versions of lex and yacc (flex and bison). PC should compile
under other C compilers, but this may require modification of makefiles
and source code. Flex and bison have options missing from other versions
of lex and yacc; if these tools are not present, it will be necessary to
modify the makefiles.
PC binary distribution on Intel/Linux MPICH:
============================================
Read the RELEASE NOTES for updates to the compiler
0. Untar the file PC-xxx.tgz - this will create directory PC and subdirectories.
1. cd into the PC directory and run script ’mktestdir’ - this will create directory
PC/testdir with files needed to compile and test program c_batonx.pc.
2. Copy files in directory PC/testdir into your working directory.
3. Make sure ’mpicc’ and ’mpirun’ are in your path.
4. cd into your working directory.
Edit the makefile in your working directory so that PCROOT (first line)
points at your PC directory.
5. Edit the machines.DEFAULT file in your working directory so it lists the machines
in your cluster, or replace it with your standard machines file.
6. Test the system by typing:
make fn=c_batonx
to compile the file c_batonx.pc to c_batonx.
Run ’c_batonx’ by typing: ’./run 4 c_batonx’ (using the PC ’run’ script)
or enter the MPI command:
’mpirun -machinesfile machines.DEFAULT -np 4 c_batonx’
("make clean fn=c_batonx" removes work files from previous compilation.)
7. To use on your own code: your program source code should have a
.pc extension. Assume your program is ’pr.pc’. Compile by typing:
’make fn=pr’ (without the extension). Your executable code
will be called ’pr’ (no file extension.) To remove compilation workfiles,
type ’make clean fn=pr’.
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The above may not work due to incompatibility between your system libraries
and those compiled into PC and its runtime system. In this case (or if
you have a source distribution) you will need to make the compiler.
Making and testing the compiler:
===============================
PC uses a static SPMD model, therefore MPI 2 extensions are not required. PC
has been compiled with MPICH 1.2 through 1.2.7.
All programs have been compiled and tested with GNU gcc versions up to 4.3,
however best numeric performance is obtained when mpich, pcc and sos are
compiled with gcc 3.4.x, or 4.3 and later. Versions of pcc later than 2.5.2
require GNU gcc version 3.34 or later. The sos runtime library, which may be
compiled separately from pcc, compiles with all GNU gcc versions >= 2.96.
All programs will compile and run in 32 or 64 bit mode, depending on how
your system is configured.
Verify that mpirun and mpicc are in your path.
’cd’ into the PC directory; type -
make realclean
make
(You may get 20 shift/reduce warnings, type conversion warnings. These may
be ignored).




Perform a full system test:
./runall
./check
-> this runs 4 processes on localhost, runs every program in the
PC test suite and puts results into "alltests.lst". Check verifies that
all tests pass, produces output only if some test does not pass.
(Tests take about 2 minutes to run on a 2GHz Intel Pentium M.)
NOTE: makeall cleans up compilation workfiles. To check the generated
C code, variable list and object files, do "makedebug" instead of
"makeall".
If above does not work (not MPICH, not gcc, or incompatible version), you
may need to modify the makefiles in PC and PC/allpc.




: compiles program pname.pc into executable pname
make fl=S fn=pname
: compiles with SOS overlap support, but without MIPS support
make fa=-aNNN fn=pname
: sets the runtime system interrupt interval to NNN microseconds
(default is 1 microsecond without this option)
make clean fn=pname
: removes all intermediate files relating to compilation of pname.pc
make realclean




Incomplete documentation is in directory PC/doc.
Example files are in directory PC/allpc.
Known Bugs and Workarounds:
==========================
Declarations of local variables in subroutines should not use the same
names of communicated variables in main or other routines. Doing this
may lead the compiler to treat such variables as communicated variables
and to treat the subroutine as one in which communication occurs. This
error does not affect the correctness of the code, but will slow down
the program because there will be communication protocol checks attached
to the local variables and synchronization on entry and exit from the
subroutine.
Declarations of built-in variable types (e.g. int, float, double, etc.)
must appear before declarations of data types defined in headers.
Global variables must be declared after function header declarations,
otherwise pcc does not correctly identify functions that contain
communications.
Formal function parameter cannot be used in communications. Workaround:
copy it into a local variable inside the function before using in a
fusion statement
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Passing sections of character arrays (sometimes) causes processes to
hang and require halting with Ctrl+C. This specifically happens in
lines 119-136 of test program array_c.pc (presently enclosed in a
comment block).
Communicated variables are not correctly identified when they
appear as parameters of function calls (e.g. in print statements).
As a result, communication may not be complete when the function
is called, resulting in an incorrect value for the variable.
Workaround: copy communicated variable into a dummy variable, use
the dummy variable in the function call.
Restrictions and work-arounds in main:
MPI initialization requires command line arguments from mpirun.
Therefore "main" must have explicit parameters as follows:
"main(int argc, char *argv[])"
If "main" has a return type (i.e. "int main..", rather than "main.."),
pcc does not generate correct cleanup code at the end of the program.
Workaround: if you require a return value in "main", insert
"PCC_stop();" at the end of "main".
If there are no variable declarations in "main", pcc does not generate
the MPI/SOS start code.As a result, mpirun will only execute one copy
of the program, and PCC_stop() will cause a segment violation.
Workaround: Declare at least one dummy variable in "main", or







2.9.9 with sos 1.9
-introduced non-deterministic feature of ’id @ ip = id’, where
id is the first calculated value by a group of processors
**see design.txt for additional information
created sosrace_() located in sos.c where it declare a reduce operation
at process RootP, while checking the SOStime of the processors involved
- sos-shortcutting compatibility tested and verified; results show
that sos-shortcutting optimizes certain algorithms, but also have the
ability to worse computation; tailoring the code in order to fully
use sos-shortcutting functions is recommended. It is also noted that
sos-shortcutting may give a different path of execution to a program
compared to a non-shortcutting one.
MPICH 2.xxx compatibility fixes.
2.9.2 / 1.72
Logic changes to SOS and PC -
- Handling of local communicated variables in subroutine calls
is significantly faster, is now tied to actual allocation of
such variables inside the routine.
- When a variable appears on LH side of a broadcast or reduction,
and is subsequently read inside an IF statement block with an
irregular predicate, and the variable in question is not referenced
again in the routine in which it is allocated: the communication
statement involves a set of processes, but the subsequent reference
only occurs at a subset of that set, and the communication is
not forced to complete at the excluded processes. Fixed by forcing
completion on routine or program exit.
2.9.1
Bug in all previous versions - a variable that appeared only once
in the right-hand side of a point to point fusion statement - e.g.
y in x@p = y@j; - would not be properly identified as a communicated
variable and not be declared to the runtime system, producing a
compile-time error. Fixed in this version
2.9 with sos 1.7
Partial MIPS support added to SWITCH statements. An MIPS will be formed
for every CASE that has attached code. An empty alternative (e.g.
"case n:" with no attached code) such that execution drops through to the next
case or default will automatically be merged with the first following
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alternative that has code, or with default. If there is no "default:"
option, one will be generated, empty of user code but with MIPS code to
capture processes that would not otherwise be in any MIPS generated by
the SWITCH. However, if any "case" has code in it (so it counts as a
separate MIPS) is not terminated by a break statement, it will not merge
with the MIPS corresponding to any subsequent case or default, but rather
will merge with all MIPS generated by the SWITCH immediately after the
SWITCH statement.
This version has MIPS support in SWITCH, IF and IF-ELSE statements. It does
not have MIPS incorporated into code for GOTO statements or in any loops
with non-uniform control logic.
2.81 with sos 1.7
Change in split logic structure - added an internal split level stack
that keeps track of current split level, merge now specifies how many
items to pop off stack to find new MIPS level. Previously merge
decremented from current MIPS level to new level, but this would not
work for N-way splits because of partial merges, which require an
ultimate final merge to an absolute level (see data-dependent.txt).
2.8 with sos 1.6
Code efficiency improvements. Collective communication pattern is
now defined as function in net.c, allowing easier modification.
2.7 with sos 1.5
Tuning for greater efficiency in split/merge code. Syntax
modifications to all source code to allow 64 bit compilation and
execution; some arrays that may contain addresses changed from
int to long.
2.67
Removes barrier synchronization after SOSAddVar. This was needed
so all communicating processes would have the same set of
communication variables. Replaced by code in SOS that holds
protocol messages with respect to undefined variables until
they are defined.
2.66
Efficiency improvements to code generation for array transfers,
eliminates some temporary variables.
2.65
Adds support for static variables.
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Improves efficiency of variable allocation and deallocation for
communicated variables local to subroutines.
Changes default timer interrupt interval from 100 microseconds
to 20 microseconds. Revised tests indicate this is reasonable
compromise for single processor and multiprocessor performance
on a cluster with 1GB Ethernet interconnect.
2.51
Efficiency of reduction is improved by removing allocation of
temporary variables in the compiler, which removes an addvar
call and a synchronization just before every reduction.
2.5
Adds flag -aNNN, where NNN is the timer interrupt interval in ms.
This is in standard makefile as ’fa’ parameter:
make fa=-anNNN fl=progname
Without fa, interrupt interval is SOS_REPEAT in sos.h.
Note: interrupt at 100us appears optimal for multiple tasks on
a single 2GHz Pentium M; Cray XD1, 1 task/CPI works best with interval
around 10us.
Edit sos.h file to set:
#define TIMER ITIMER_REAL
#define ALARM SIGALRM
real timer (works best on Cray);
For virtual timer (better when multiple processes on single CPU)
set ITIMER_VIRTUAL and SIGVTALRM. Suse 11.1 systems may require
ITIMER_VIRTUAL.
2.4
Runtime system/exit code is streamlined for speedup by factor of 10
in splits, merges and recursive calls compared to previous versions.
Virtual timer is used instead of real timer, generates interrupts for
the runtime system only in user space, decreases overhead when program
may be swapped out (as when multiple processes run on a single CPU).
2.3.4
Compiler checks and does not insert MIPS split code in if statements
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that are nested inside if statements that contain communication, if the
nested statements do not themselves contain communication.
2.3.3
Fixes bug in MIPS split code that incorrectly set level with nested splits.
Deallocates communicated local variables from SOS system when exiting function
call. Resolves problem 1 in 2.3, below.
2.3.1
1. When communicating portions of arrays, size was arbitrarily
limited by comp__BUFSIZE in generated code. This is now a
variable, dynamically set at runtime so should accomodate
arbitrarily large array sections. (Not fully tested).
2. Some array broadcast code in prior versions was generated
as multiple p-p sends, sequentializing the broadcast. This is
replaced by calls to sosbroadcast. Limitation: code such as:
x[i:j] = y[l:m]@p; in which i<>l
in which array section at target of broadcast is different from
section at source will no longer work. This
must instead be implemented as a loop:
for(q=0;q<NUMNODES;q++) x[i:j]@q = y[l:m]@p;
Or, in MIPS code:
int *mi=MIPS;
for(q=0;q<MIPSCNT;q++) x[i:j]@mi[q] = y[l:m]@p;
2.3:
1. SOS handles are now declared locally not globally. This
fixes a problem with recursive calls in which SOS communications
used the wrong communications handle when returning from a call.
(Remaining problem - if different processes each do different
number of recursive calls with communications, then subsequent
variable declarations will not match - because variable handles
are not cleared when exiting recursive call).
2. Return values from subroutines that include a locally defined
communicated variable are not handled correctly in 2.3. Always




1.This compiler supports both SOS overlap and optional
MIPS analysis (see notes in makefile)
make fl=S fn=pname - compiles pname.pc with overlapping
make fn=pname - compiles pname.pc with overlapping and MIPS analysis
2.FIxes bug - execution with less than 3 processes would fail.
3.Extended .lst file -> now lists communicated variables and
functions that include communication statements, fixes potential
problem with process sets when such functions are called.
4.New standard variables:
MIPSCNT - number of processes in MIPS set
MIPSTOP - highest numbered proc in MIPS
MIPSBOT - lowest numbered proc in MIPS
MIPS - returns (pointer to integer) array of size MIPSCNT that
contains process numbers in MIPS.
in addition to
THISPROC==THISNODE==mynode - number of current process
NUMNODE==numnodes - number of processes in execution





CHANGE NOTES: March 5, 2014
>> Modified the following files as part of R. Concepcion’s Masters Project:
- Gram.y -> modified to accept the statement ’id @ ip = id’
-> created singlepidinst_racecondition(&$1,&$2,&$3,instructions)
- Gen.c -> defined singlepidinst_racecondition(&$1,&$2,&$3,instructions)
-> singlepidinst_racecondition(&$1,&$2,&$3,instructions) calls
SOS functions as well as sosrace_()
- sos.c -> defined sosrace_(); currently in development under the guidance
of Dr. Ernesto Gomez
>> As part of the deliverables submitted, there is now a BNF as well as a
BNF Diagram which can be used as reference for future development of the PC
Compiler.
CHANGE NOTES: May 9, 2008
>> Up to now, reduction operationshave been allreduce. This is
because SOS uses the variable to which the reduction operation
applies as workspace, so a reduction that answers at a single
process would still modify memory at all others. That is, something
like x@1=+{y} modifies x at processes other than 1 anyway.
However, the implementation has always contemplated that this
syntax should work, therefore the allreduce is actually implemented
as a reduction to a single (root) node followed by a broadcast.
The communication complexity is log(n) in the number of nodes -
SOS uses a Hypercube tree (binary one step up from leaves, ternary
2 steps up, etc.) for its communication pattern. This is optimal
complexity. However, there is still an implicit barrier imposed
by the single root node for both reduction and broadcast, the extra
work done by the root node reduces potential concurrency, and the
constant multiplier is of order 2 because the logarithmic step
occurs twice. Some kind of shuffle-exchange algorithm should have
a smaller constant and more concurrency, but needs careful
coding to handle sets of procs that are not powers of 2.
However the current algorithm appears to be better than shuffle-
exchange in terms of number of messages. As it stands, only
the root node receives and transmits on every dimension of the
hypercube. For a hypercube of dimensionality N, a node k arcs
away from the root only transmits/receives along N-k arcs. In
an exchange algorithm, all nodes transmit and receive along N
dimensions.
DESIGN NOTES: June 29, 2006
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>> SOS refers to variables by an integer handle. This requires that all
communicated variables be registered into the system before use. This is
a response to the fact that an SOS communication involves protocol
messages w/respect to a particular variable, these messages as well as
data messages may arrive out of order, it is necessary to map the
messages to a particular communication action - this is done by
process source of message+variable ident. Variable ident must be
uniform across processes, so addreses don’t work. Hence integer
handles, which are uniform in SPMD-MIPS for communication within
MIPS.
>> There is a fixed array of communication variables, indexed by
variable handle. This forces a decision on the maximum number of
communicated variables (MAXVAR, in sos.h). Using a linked list or
some other dynamic strcture instead would remove this limit; however
it would introduce the problem of what to do if a process running
faster than others sends a message w/respect to a variable that has
not been declared yet. In MIPS, this variable will be declared, and
since declaration order is consistent, will have the right handle.
A fixed array allows storing protocol info w/respect to an as-yet
undeclared variable. A dynamic data structure would require an
extra barrier synchronization at variable declarations to ensure
no messages w/respect to undeclared variables.
>> Because MPI guarantees message ordering, each variable gets its own
MPI communication group/channel (It is not clear that this is essential,
it may have to do with the MPI implementation). It is intended to prevent
messages w/respect to one variable to interfere with messages w/respect
to a different variable. to allow communications w/respect to
not-yet-declared variables, channels are created at sos initialization
for all MAXVAR potential varable entries in the array.
>> Presently there are arrays of fixed size to keep track of nodes and
MIPS levels - this sets a maximum number of processes. These arrays
could be declared (malloc) after initializing MPI and getting the
number of processes, under the current (static) model with a fixed
number of processes.
>> The actual communications queue is a linked list - while this is
slower to traverse than an array would be, it is faster to remove out
of order communications and does not limit the number of pending
communication actions at each process. NOTE: complex communications
in which a single instruction results in multiple sends and receives
at each process (and in which send and receive actions may be partially
ordered - e.g. a tree based broadcast in which a process must receive
first, then has multiple sends in any order) - are side chains off
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the main linked list. This adds to traversal complexity because the
side chains may need to be traversed also if actions on them don’t
have to execute in order. The current implementation was done to
facilitate partially ordered complex communication - anything on the
main trunk of the queue can execute, side chains may or may not
be able to execute - we only have to check for this on side chain.
Also a complex communication is not over until all its members are
gone, the side chain identifies which particular sends and receives
are members. There may be a cleaner way of doing this.
>> Dynamic variable allocation happens in PC/SOS when a communicated
variable is local to a subroutine. Since subroutines are called by
code, they are called within a MIPS so local variables are created
at entry, destroyed at exit. A global - lastVar - keeps track of which
is the last (highest numbered) allocated variable handle, defines
local variables starting from there, keeps track of multiple nested
subroutine calls / lastVar in each subroutine call on a stack. On
subroutine exit, every variable above lastVar at subroutine entry
is deallocated. PROBLEM: this is expensive because the queue is checked
for pending communication w/respect to every variable to be
eliminated; must wait for completion to avoid comm. errors.
There should be a flag (refcount?) to keep track of whether there
is anything pendin w/respect to a variable, then check this flag
would be faster than checking queue. It should only be necessary
to scan the queue if something is actually pending.
The present compiler cannot handle passing a communicated variable to
a subroutine. If a variable is declared as communicated in main(), for
example, and this variable is passed as a parameter to a
subroutine, the handle is not passed so the subroutine cannot communicate
that variable. Since the handle exists only in the intermediate code,
but not in the high level, it could only be passed by the programmer
manually editing the i-code. Further, the compiler does not catch
communicated variable declared in a formal parameter list. This means
it will not correctly handle communication involving a formal subroutine
parameter. Presently, to communicate a formal parameter you must copy
it into a local parameter. To communicate a variable defined in a calling
routine both in the caller and the called routine, such a variable
must be global (PC declares global handles in such a case and enters
variables into SOS in main().
August 5 2008
Change to MIPS split procedure.
We are currently distinguishing between uniform and non-uniform control logic
predicates. An uniform predicate requires no split code at compile time,
because all processes will take the same path.
A non-uniform predicate causes a split, may create multiple implicit process
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streams at runtime and therefore the compiler must insert split code.
However, split code in the worst case requires an all-all reduce, which is
expensive. As of PC 2.7, all non-uniform splits get the expensive allreduce.
However, it is sometimes possible to compute the split uniformly. That is,
there are predicates which are non-uniform (not the same at all processes)
but which are nontheless unformly computable at all processes.
We may distinguish:
1- Uniform predicates: (x > 5), x a uniform variable
2- Uniformly computable predicates: (THISNODE > 5), THISNODE a non-uniform variable
3- Measurable predicates: (10*rand > 5). Note that rand is the random number
generator. This does not dempend on thisnode (the usual requirement for
non-unifomity) however it will generally be the case that different
processes will have different seeds for rand and therefore will generate
different values.
An all-all transfer is required for measurable predicates, but not
for uniformly computable ones. If the process group is known, then all
predicates are measurable, because an all-all reduction can be used to
fill an array of values of the predicate in question. Therefore treating
a predicate as measurable is always correct, but this is the most
expensive solution. We want to be able to distinguish non-uniform but
computable predicates and compute them without communicating.
Can we say that a predicate that compares a uniform term with a non-uniform
term is computable?
proposed rules:
The special variable THISNODE and its aliases (myNode, ME) are non-uniform.
The random function and its aliases and variants are non-uniform.
We say that THISNODE and rand are non-uniform terms.
Any variable that appears on the LH side of an assignment with an NU term to
the RH side is an NU term.
The situation 2- above is distinguishable from 3- above, even though both
are of the form (NU <relation> <uniform term>) because the set of nodes that
will execute 2- is uniform, even though THISNODE is not. Whereas the set
{10*rand} is ideally infinite, and in practice much larger than the set of
particular values that will appear in any given execution.(??) Or is it the
fact that the set {THISNODE} is not only uniform, but also tied to the
processes that execute the statement? That is, THISNODE>5 is a relation
computable on a known set, whereas rand*10>5 is neither known, nor associated
to specific processes.
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If a predicate depends only on THISNODE, then it is computable because the
process set is known - therefore it is theoretically possible to compute
f(THISNODE) for all nodes at each node, by code such as
while(i in PROCESS_SET) x[i] = f(i);
x[i] gives the value of the predicate at each i in PROCESS_SET and allows
a determination (without communication) of the new process sets. However,
if computation of f(i) is expensive, then it may still be preferable to
communicate.
if we have f(data,THISNODE) or f(rand, THISNODE), where the data is not replicated
at every process, then we say that x[i], the array of predicates defined by
f() is measurable, but not directly computable at each process. This is because
in order to compute f, we would in any case need to communicate data and/or
rand, so we would be replicating the computation at each process without eliminating





2014: Added the ability to solve the nondeterministic race condition of ’id @ ip = id’
by modifying the compiler to accept the code statement, and writing the appropriate
functions behind it, specifically sosrace_() found in sos.c
The function accepts the first calcuated value of id from all processors involved and
send the value to the corresponding variable and processor
> Comments on switch statement:
There are issues with switch statements:
- the grammar is of the form
SWITCH notepointer1 BRACKETOPEN expr BRACKETCLOSE notepointer2 statement
whereas the cases and default are types of labeled_statement:
CASE constant_expr COLON statement
and
DEFAULT COLON statement
The statement at the end of SWITCH would normally be a compound statement
enclosed in curly braces, but the CASE and DEFAULT statements are not always of
this form. BREAK at the end of a CASE statement is optional.
We need to check if a particular CASE is empty - if so, we drop through to
the next alternative rather than creating an MIPS set. This requires tracing
the chain of $x.head statements until the next CASE (or DEFAULT?). We assume that
an empty CASE is always going to be followed by another CASE with code, otherwise
makes no sense since would just drop through to DEFAULT anyway.
The problem is that we know if any of the CASE/DEF statements enclosed in
the SWITCH contain communications when we process SWITCH, but when we do CASE
or DEFAULT we do not know if another path in the SWITCH includes communication.
A possible workaround is to do it dynamically -
insert a conditional start stream instruction at the start of every CASE/DEFAULT,
conditioned on a flag. Insert the a statement that sets the flag TRUE or FALSE
ahead of the switch statement, depending on if there is comm inside the switch.
If there is comm inside the switch, append an endstream statement at the end of the
switch (after statement in switch), not otherwise (can not condition execution
of end on flag, because of possibility of nested switch statements).
<> Comment:
In prefix.c - we are calling sosstreamstart and sosstreamend, never
sossplit directly - this forces number of streams == 2.





int i; double x;
SOS_size = sizeof(x);
int SOS_x;
sosaddvar_((int*)&x, &SOS_size, &SOS_type, &SOS_x, &ZER);
sosdolh_(&SOS_x);
x=start;
for(i = 1; i<SEQ; i++){
{ sosdolh_(&SOS_x);





since there is no communication, do we need an sosaddvar? maybe this is
what is taking all the extra time in prefix????
>>>> this is error in compiler - lookup of communicated variables does not
discriminate between variables defined at different levels - it is
because x is a communicated variable in a different function.
>>>> changing the variable name to q generates correct code, speeds up but
not enough - still a lot slower than prefix-mpi
<> To add:
Splits - if predicate depends on communicated variable, then set up global exchange
as now (version 2.8) - if it does not, compute it locally.
Optimization - if read/write of a communicated variable that has not been written
since last read, it is not necessary to get it from remote process.
<> Add to PC:
Currently, x@n=y is an error. This can be reas, however, as a non-deterministic
resolution of race condition : x gets the first value of y to arrive.
Issue - how about locally computed y?? Need to lift communication ahead of





X in each case gets first result computed (similar to Hoare’s guard
statement).
x = {y@a,y@b,f()} does computation at every process, equiv to x@ME = ..
Function is local computation. How about -
x = {f()} - first result from computing f everywhere? How is this distinguished
from reduction? from local computation of f? In a statement like:
x@n = {y@a,y@b,f()}
- compute f locally and send it if not previously received?
<> Change to MIPS split procedure.
We are currently distinguishing between uniform and non-uniform control logic
predicates. An uniform predicate requires no split code at compile time,
because all processes will take the same path.
A non-uniform predicate causes a split, may create multiple implicit process
streams at runtime and therefore the compiler must insert split code.
However, split code in the worst case requires an all-all reduce, which is
expensive. As of PC 2.7, all non-uniform splits get the expensive allreduce.
However, it is sometimes possible to compute the split uniformly. That is,
there are predicates which are non-uniform (not the same at all processes)
but which are nontheless unformly computable at all processes.
We may distinguish:
1- Uniform predicates: (x > 5), x a uniform variable
2- Uniformly computable predicates: (THISNODE > 5), THISNODE a non-uniform variable
3- Measurable predicates: (10*rand > 5). Note that rand is the random number
generator. This does not dempend on thisnode (the usual requirement for
non-unifomity) however it will generally be the case that different
processes will have different seeds for rand and therefore will generate
different values.
An all-all transfer is required for measurable predicates, but not
for uniformly computable ones. If the process group is known, then all
predicates are measurable, because an all-all reduction can be used to
fill an array of values of the predicate in question. Therefore treating
a predicate as measurable is always correct, but this is the most
expensive solution. We want to be able to distinguish non-uniform but
computable predicates and compute them without communicating.




The special variable THISNODE and its aliases (myNode, ME) are non-uniform.
The random function and its aliases and variants are non-uniform.
We say that THISNODE and rand are non-uniform terms.
Any variable that appears on the LH side of an assignment with an NU term to
the RH side is an NU term.
The situation 2- above is distinguishable from 3- above, even though both
are of the form (NU <relation> <uniform term>) because the set of nodes that
will execute 2- is uniform, even though THISNODE is not. Whereas the set
{10*rand} is ideally infinite, and in practice much larger than the set of
particular values that will appear in any given execution.(??) Or is it the
fact that the set {THISNODE} is not only uniform, but also tied to the
processes that execute the statement? That is, THISNODE>5 is a relation
computable on a known set, whereas rand*10>5 is neither known, nor associated
to specific processes.
If a predicate depends only on THISNODE, then it is computable because the
process set is known - therefore it is theoretically possible to compute
f(THISNODE) for all nodes at each node, by code such as
while(i in PROCESS_SET) x[i] = f(i);
x[i] gives the value of the predicate at each i in PROCESS_SET and allows
a determination (without communication) of the new process sets. However,
if computation of f(i) is expensive, then it may still be preferable to
communicate.
if we have f(data,THISNODE) or f(rand, THISNODE), where the data is not replicated
at every process, then we say that x[i], the array of predicates defined by
f() is measurable, but not directly computable at each process. This is because
in order to compute f, we would in any case need to communicate data and/or
rand, so we would be replicating the computation at each process without eliminating









x.pc -> x.lst (communicated variables)
pcc
x.pc+x.lst -> x.c (c code with sos functions)
mpicc
x.c -> x.o (object code)
mpicc







LATEST VERSION: PC 2.9.9 with sos 1.9, in this directory.
This version is compatible with MPICH 2 and GNU gcc 4.4 or later
It is compiled and tested on a 64 bit system.
PC - changes: as of March 5, 2014
Compiler structure / grammar
now:
introduced non-deterministic feature of ’id @ ip = id’, where
id is the first calculated value by a group of processors
**see design.txt for additional information
sos-shortcutting compatibility tested and verified
sos-overlapping
static variables
MIPS for if, if-else statements,switch
required:
MIPS for single-exit while/for loops
MIPS for while/for loops with break (?)
bug fixes:
** stdio.h problem (FILES gives syntax error)
appears to be problem of when .h
files get read
* check if still problem with char arrays, fix
* check README file for remaining issues
others ?
desirable features:
optional runtime warning/error if send/receive
statement is outside MIPS.
would be nice to have compiler directive that
would turn MIPS on/off, change timer interrupt
settings
Compiler usage:
right now -s is SOS-MIPS, -S flag is overlapping
only - change to something more mnemonic!
usage of timer interrupt flag - clarify in makefile
other flags - runtime errors?
Language issues:
What to do with send/receive outside MIPS? (that is,
receiver or sender is not present/matched in MIPS)
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- let error happen
- do not perform send/receive
with error message
without message








/* Filename: gram.y */
//Located at ˜Desktop/MP/PC
//8-30-13: RC - Commented out all printf’s
//9-11-13: RC - modified unary_expr assignment_operator assignment_expr to handle race
conditions
//9-12-13: RC - Added the function singlepidinst_racecondition(&$1,&$2,&$3,instructions)
/* history (started 12Sep90)
* 12Sep90 -- JET -- fixed problems created when compiling with a non-gcc
* C compiler.
*







extern FILE *yyin, *yyout;
extern char inputfile[];
extern int ghostcube, useSOS;
/* these declarations used to be at the bottom of this file - eeg */
extern int MIPS; /* MIPS stream analysis flag */
extern int MIPSflag; /* communications within split-merge */
extern int MIPSflagS; /* save variable for mipsflag */
extern int MIPSlevel; /* split-merge nesting level */
extern int MIPSfun; /* communication inside function */
extern int SOSident; /* is a variable registered to sos */
int MIPSvar=0; /* flag denotes that a variable is added */
extern int isincommunicationfunlist(char *name); /* check if funct has comm */
extern int isincommunicationlist(char *name); /* check if var is communicated */
extern int isinstaticcommunicationlist(char *name); /* check if static declaration */
extern int yylineno;
extern char yytext[], nameofthisnode[];
int typestackpointer, stackpointer_s;
extern char *createstring();
extern struct record *createrecord();
extern int column;
extern int SOS_LR_ID_NUM, RECORDID, needflowopen;
extern struct record *CreateInstructionsSOSAddVar();
extern struct record *CreateInstructionsSOSDoLR();
extern void FillSOSDoLR();
extern void PrintExpression();




extern struct record *CreateSOSDoLRPrevious_Record();
//extern struct record *CreateSOSDoLRPrevious_Record2();
extern int i_SOSLRPre;
extern void CreatePreviousSOSLR_String();
extern struct record *InsertSOS_Record(struct record *p,char *c);






*message = "Communication statements are not allowed in expressions",
*argmessage = "Communication statements are not allowed in function arguments",
*needpidmessage = "communication statement requires pid ",
*rangeonrhsmessage = "processor range is not allowed on the right side",
*wrongusagemessage = "Incorrect usage of communication statement",
/* RC: Error message that showed up when X @ 5 = Y is called*/
*invaliddecmessage = "invalid declaration",
*warningmessage = "warning-conditional communication may hang the cube",
*nomultipleassign = "Multiple assignment is not allowed with communication",
*complexcommnotallow = "Complex communication is not allowed use with function";
int eegdebug;
struct record *pt; /* stacktype pointer for DEBUG */

















%token <valu> IDENTIFIER CONSTANT STRING_LITERAL SIZEOF
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%token <valu> PTR_OP INC_OP DEC_OP LEFT_OP RIGHT_OP LE_OP GE_OP EQ_OP NE_OP
%token <valu> AND_OP OR_OP MUL_ASSIGN DIV_ASSIGN MOD_ASSIGN ADD_ASSIGN
%token <valu> SUB_ASSIGN LEFT_ASSIGN RIGHT_ASSIGN AND_ASSIGN
%token <valu> XOR_ASSIGN OR_ASSIGN TYPE_NAME
%token <valu> SEMICOLON FLOWEROPEN FLOWERCLOSE COMMA COLON EQUAL BRACKETOPEN
%token <valu> BRACKETCLOSE SQUAREOPEN SQUARECLOSE PERIOD AMPERSAND EXCLAMATION
%token <valu> TILDA MINUS PLUS STAR SSTAR SLASH PERCENT LESSTHAN GREATERTHAN CARET
%token <valu> VERTICALBAR QUESTION
%token <valu> TYPEDEF EXTERN STATIC AUTO REGISTER
%token <valu> CHAR SHORT INT LONG LLONG SIGNED UNSIGNED FLOAT DOUBLE ENUM CONST
%token <valu> VOID STRUCT UNION
%token <valu> CASE DEFAULT IF ELSE SWITCH WHILE DO FOR GOTO
%token <valu> CONTINUE BREAK RETURN ATSIGN
%token <valu> ELLIPSIS
%type <expressions> primary_expr postfix_expr unary_expr cast_expr
%type <expressions> multiplicative_expr additive_expr shift_expr
%type <expressions> relational_expr equality_expr and_expr exclusive_or_expr
%type <expressions> inclusive_or_expr logical_and_expr logical_or_expr
%type <expressions> conditional_expr assignment_expr expr
%type <expressions> argument_expr_list constant_expr expression_or_identifier
%type <specifiers> declaration_specifiers ssc_specifier type_specifier
struct_or_union_specifier enum_specifier
%type <declarators> declarator declarator2 init_declarator declaration_list
%type <declists> init_declarator_list
%type <valu> unary_operator assignment_operator
%type <valu> struct_or_union
%type <valu> declaration function_body startup
%type <valu> struct_declaration_list enumerator_list enumerator
%type <valu> struct_declaration struct_declarator_list struct_declarator
%type <valu> pointer
%type <valu> type_name abstract_declarator
%type <valu> abstract_declarator2 initializer initializer_list
%type <valu> file external_definition function_definition identifier_list
%type <valu> parameter_declaration_list parameter_types parameter_list
%type <valu> parameter_declaration type_specifier_list
%type <valu> notepointer notepointer1 notepointer1a notepointer2 notepointer4
%type <identifiername> identifier
%type <statements> statement labeled_statement compound_statement statement_list


















FillSOSDoLR(&$1, -1, SOS_LR_ID_NUM); // temp setting -1


















$$.idname = (struct record *) NULL;
}








if(($2.typeofexpr == ANEXPRESSION) || ($2.typeofexpr == IDENTIFIERONLY));














































if(($3.pidtype == ISAFUNCTION) || ($5.pidtype == ISAFUNCTION))
$$.pidtype = ISAFUNCTION;
else $$.pidtype = NOPID;
if(($1.typeofexpr == ARRAY) || ($1.typeofexpr == SPECIALARRAY))
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$$.noofdimensions++;























$$.pidtohead = (struct record *) NULL;
$$.pidtotail = (struct record *) NULL;
if ($3.pidtype == ISAFUNCTION)
$$.pidtype = ISAFUNCTION;



















$$.pidtohead = (struct record *) NULL;
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$$.pidtotail = (struct record *) NULL;
if ($4.pidtype == ISAFUNCTION)
$$.pidtype = ISAFUNCTION;




























| primary_expr BRACKETOPEN BRACKETCLOSE
















{//do sospop after return from function
//sprintf(SOS_string,";sospopvar_();");MIPSvar=1;




| primary_expr BRACKETOPEN argument_expr_list BRACKETCLOSE





if ($3.pidtype == ISAFUNCTION)
$$.pidtype = ISAFUNCTION;
else $$.pidtype = NOPID;
$$.typeofexpr = NOTSUITABLE;
$$.special = NOTSPECIAL;
$$.idname = (struct record *) NULL;
// DEBUG






{//do sospop after return from function
sprintf(SOS_string,";sospopvar_();");
MIPSvar=1;
$4.head = AppendSOS_Record( $4.head, SOS_string );
}
}












$$.idname = (struct record *) NULL;
}










































| argument_expr_list COMMA assignment_expr
{$$ = $1;










































































































$$.lowhead[0] = (struct record *) NULL;
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$$.lowtail[0] = (struct record *) NULL;
}





















if (($1.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE) || ($3.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE))
$$.typeofexpr = NOTSUITABLE;
else $$.typeofexpr = ANEXPRESSION;











if (($1.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE) || ($3.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE))
$$.typeofexpr = NOTSUITABLE;
else $$.typeofexpr = ANEXPRESSION;












if (($1.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE) || ($3.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE))
$$.typeofexpr = NOTSUITABLE;
else $$.typeofexpr = ANEXPRESSION;
















if (($1.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE) || ($3.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE))
$$.typeofexpr = NOTSUITABLE;
else $$.typeofexpr = ANEXPRESSION;




if ($1.special == SPECIAL || $3.special == SPECIAL )





















if ($1.special == SPECIAL)
complexity = 1; // first
if ($3.special == SPECIAL)
{$$.pidfromhead1 = $3.pidfromhead;
$$.pidfromtail1 = $3.pidfromtail;
if ($1.special == SPECIAL)
complexity = 3; // both










if (($1.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE) || ($3.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE))
$$.typeofexpr = NOTSUITABLE;
else $$.typeofexpr = ANEXPRESSION;




if ($1.special == SPECIAL || $3.special == SPECIAL ){ // a@1 + b@2;
$$.typeofexpr = COMPLEXCOMMUNICATION;

















if ($1.special == SPECIAL)
complexity = 1; // first
if ($3.special == SPECIAL)
{$$.pidfromhead1 = $3.pidfromhead;
$$.pidfromtail1 = $3.pidfromtail;
if ($1.special == SPECIAL)
complexity = 3; // both















if (($1.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE) || ($3.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE))
$$.typeofexpr = NOTSUITABLE;
else $$.typeofexpr = ANEXPRESSION;











if (($1.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE) || ($3.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE))
$$.typeofexpr = NOTSUITABLE;
else $$.typeofexpr = ANEXPRESSION;

















if (($1.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE) || ($3.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE))
$$.typeofexpr = NOTSUITABLE;
else $$.typeofexpr = ANEXPRESSION;











if (($1.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE) || ($3.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE))
$$.typeofexpr = NOTSUITABLE;
else $$.typeofexpr = ANEXPRESSION;











if (($1.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE) || ($3.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE))
$$.typeofexpr = NOTSUITABLE;
else $$.typeofexpr = ANEXPRESSION;












if (($1.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE) || ($3.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE))
$$.typeofexpr = NOTSUITABLE;
else $$.typeofexpr = ANEXPRESSION;
















if (($1.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE) || ($3.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE))
$$.typeofexpr = NOTSUITABLE;
else $$.typeofexpr = ANEXPRESSION;




FillSOSDoLR(&$1, 1, SOS_LR_ID_NUM); // 0 -> left hand side
FillSOSDoLR(&$3, 1, SOS_LR_ID_NUM); // 1 -> right hand side
//PrintOutSOSLRID();
}






if (($1.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE) || ($3.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE))
$$.typeofexpr = NOTSUITABLE;
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else $$.typeofexpr = ANEXPRESSION;




FillSOSDoLR(&$1, 1, SOS_LR_ID_NUM); // 0 -> left hand side













if (($1.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE) || ($3.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE))
$$.typeofexpr = NOTSUITABLE;
else $$.typeofexpr = ANEXPRESSION;
















if (($1.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE) || ($3.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE))
$$.typeofexpr = NOTSUITABLE;
else $$.typeofexpr = ANEXPRESSION;
















if (($1.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE) || ($3.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE))
$$.typeofexpr = NOTSUITABLE;
else $$.typeofexpr = ANEXPRESSION;
















if (($1.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE) || ($3.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE))
$$.typeofexpr = NOTSUITABLE;
else $$.typeofexpr = ANEXPRESSION;

















if (($1.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE) || ($3.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE))
$$.typeofexpr = NOTSUITABLE;
else $$.typeofexpr = ANEXPRESSION;


















if (($1.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE) ||($3.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE) || ($5.
typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE))
$$.typeofexpr = NOTSUITABLE;
else $$.typeofexpr = ANEXPRESSION;

























































if (StartRecordSOSLRPre==SOSPREOK) FillSOSDoLR(&$1, 1, 0); // zero the LR count
//PrintExpression(&$1);
}











$$.pidfromhead = (struct record *) NULL;















$$.pidfromhead = (struct record *) NULL;
















$$.pidfromhead = (struct record *) NULL;





| STAR FLOWEROPEN expression_or_identifier ATSIGN SQUAREOPEN expression_or_identifier



























| PLUS FLOWEROPEN expression_or_identifier ATSIGN SQUAREOPEN expression_or_identifier


























| identifier FLOWEROPEN expression_or_identifier ATSIGN SQUAREOPEN




























| unary_expr assignment_operator assignment_expr
{$$ = $1;
/*unary_expr assignment_op assignment_expr */
/* $1 $2 $3 */
/* LHS = RHS */
/* X @ 5 = Y */
/* RC - if RHS is a function, outcome is a function */
/* for the case of X @ 5 = Y, $3.pidtype is not a function */
if ($3.pidtype == ISAFUNCTION) /*unchanged */
$$.pidtype = ISAFUNCTION;
/*added this block of code as reverse of above */
/*can be combined with above */
if ($1.pidtype == ISAFUNCTION)
$$.pidtype = ISAFUNCTION;





/* RC -for the case of X @ 5 = Y, $3 RHS is an identifier, therefore NOTSPECIAL; skip
entirely */
/* unchanged */




else if($3.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE)
yyerror(nomultipleassign);
else
{char s[30], *c, *t, comments[4096];
char instructions[4096];














































else if($1.special == SPECIAL)
{/* RC - deleted ’yyerror(wrongusagemessage);’ and replaced with new block of code */
/* for the case of X @ 5 = Y, LHS is X @ 5, therefore SPECIAL */
/* $1.special is defined in ’primary_expr ATSIGN expression_or_identifier’ */
/* Note: block of code is reversed -> based on Y = X @ 5 */
/*Legend: LHS = RHS */
/* $1 $2 $3 */
/* X @ 5 = Y */
/*RC - for the case of X @ 5 = Y, PIDTYPE of X @ 5 should be SINGLEPID */
/* DEBUG printf("$3.pidtype is %d\n", $3.pidtype); */
if($1.pidtype == NOPID)
yyerror(needpidmessage);
/*RC - for the case of X @ 5 = Y, typeofexpr of X @ 5 should be IDENTIFIERONLY */
else if($1.typeofexpr == NOTSUITABLE)
yyerror(nomultipleassign);
else
{char s[30], *c, *t, comments[4096];
char instructions[4096];




/* RC - modified from switch ($3.pidtype) */
switch ($1.pidtype)
{/* case is SINGLEPID */
case SINGLEPID :
if ($3.pidtype != NOPID && $1.typeofexpr == COMPLEXCOMMUNICATION)





singlepidinst_racecondition(&$1,&$2,&$3,instructions); /* id @ ip









if ($1.typeofexpr == COMPLEXCOMMUNICATION)
































/* add sosdorh, sosdolh */
/* PrintExpression(&$1); */
/* PrintExpression(&$3); */
FillSOSDoLR(&$1, 0, SOS_LR_ID_NUM); /* 0 -> left hand side */






















































$$.descriptionhead = (struct record *) NULL;























case SHORT: case LONG : case LLONG :
$$.length = $1.valu;
break;
case SIGNED: case UNSIGNED :
$$.sign = $1.valu;
break;
default : $$.type = $1.valu;


















case SHORT: case LONG : case LLONG :
if($1.length == UNDEFINED) $$.length = $2.valu;
else yyerror(invaliddecmessage);
break;
case SIGNED: case UNSIGNED :
if($1.sign == UNDEFINED)$$.sign = $2.valu;
else yyerror(invaliddecmessage);
break;
default : $$.type = $2.valu;
break; /* attempt to fix userdefine order problem */
}







































































































































































































































































































































































$$.type = DEFINEFUNCTION; // declare function
}






















































































































































































































































































// if(SOSident) {$1.comm= COMMUNICATIONSTATEMENT;








// if(SOSident) {$1.comm= COMMUNICATIONSTATEMENT; SOSident = 0;}























// check if $4 is non-empty - maybe enough to check if
// $4->head sequence ends in or contains a semicolon
191
// possible test it sequence starts with case or
// default indicating next statement.
//
// if so, pack a start-stream ahead of ’statment’, with
// selector == constant_expre.
// for DEFAULT, use a negative selector.
//
// endstram may not be after statement because maybe break
// need to put it at end of SWITCH
//
// otherwise must check for break and write code into the
// statement both for start and endstream
//
// note that executable block in case or default does not
// require a FLOWEROPEN-CLOSE pair







{printf("CASE . %s . %s\n",$2.head->name,$4.head->name);fflush(stdout);






// if(isincommunicationlist(pt->name)) printf(" <%s>",pt->name);

























































































































































{p1 = CreateFlowOpen(0); // left
p2 = CreateFlowOpen(1); // right
if(MIPS)
{if(MIPSflag && irFlag)












$4.head = InsertSOS_Record( $4.head, SOS_string );
$4.head = AppendSOS_Record( $4.tail, ")" );
sprintf(SOS_string,"else{ sosstreamstart_(&mipsflag); \n /* merge :
level %d flag %d */ sosstreamend_(&mipslevel);}\n", MIPSlevel,
MIPSflag);
p2 = AppendSOS_Record(p2,SOS_string);
$7.head = InsertSOS_Record($7.head, "/* split code */ sosstreamstart_
(&mipsflag);\n");





















if (($4.pidtype == ISAFUNCTION) && ($7.comm == COMMUNICATIONSTATEMENT))
yywarn(warningmessage);
}
| IF notepointer1a BRACKETOPEN expr BRACKETCLOSE notepointer2 statement ELSE statement
{// struct record *p;
// struct record *p1;
// struct record *p2;
// struct record *p3;















{p1 = CreateFlowOpen(0); // left
p2 = CreateFlowOpen(1); // right
p3 = CreateFlowOpen(0); // left
p4 = CreateFlowOpen(1); // right
if(MIPS)
{if( MIPSflag && irFlag )
{sprintf(SOS_string,"\n /* merge : level %d flag %d */
sosstreamend_(&mipslevel);\n", MIPSlevel, MIPSflag);













$4.head = InsertSOS_Record( $4.head, SOS_string );
$4.head = AppendSOS_Record( $4.tail, ")" );
$7.head = InsertSOS_Record($7.head, "/* split code */ sosstreamstart_
(&mipsflag);\n");





























else $$.comm = $9.comm;
checkerror(&$4,message);




| SWITCH notepointer1a BRACKETOPEN expr BRACKETCLOSE notepointer2a compound_statement
{//notepointer1a increments MIPSflag
//notepointer2a sets deFlag 0"if(SOS_doflag){mipsflag=0; sosstreamstart_(&
mipsflag);}"
//need to check deFlag - if false, need to generate default: option.






printf("SWITCH logic %d %d %d %d end %s\n",MIPS,MIPSflag,irFlag,MIPSflagS,$7.tail
->name);











{//if MIPS and irregular and there is communication
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if (($4.pidtype == ISAFUNCTION) && ($7.comm == COMMUNICATIONSTATEMENT))
yywarn(warningmessage);
if(MIPS)
{if(MIPSflagS) MIPSflag = MIPSflagS; /* recover old MIPSflag */
















{ StartRecordSOSLRPre = SOSPREOK;}
;
notepointer2 :








WHILE notepointer1 BRACKETOPEN expr BRACKETCLOSE notepointer2 statement













{p1 = CreateFlowOpen(0); // left




























{p1 = CreateFlowOpen(0); // left





















if (($6.pidtype == ISAFUNCTION) && ($2.comm == COMMUNICATIONSTATEMENT))
yywarn(warningmessage);
}









{p1 = CreateFlowOpen(0); // left






























{p1 = CreateFlowOpen(0); // left


































{p1 = CreateFlowOpen(0); // left
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{p1 = CreateFlowOpen(0); // left




































{p1 = CreateFlowOpen(0); // left




































{p1 = CreateFlowOpen(0); // left




































{p1 = CreateFlowOpen(0); // left






































{p1 = CreateFlowOpen(0); // left




















{CreatePreviousSOSLR_String(); i_SOSLRPre++; StartRecordSOSLRPre = SOSPRENO;









































































































/*if( MIPS && MIPSfun) { o push inside function if vars declared
sprintf(SOS_string,"{sospushvar_();\n");
$2.head = InsertSOS_Record($2.head,SOS_string);
sprintf(SOS_string,"\n}\n"); balance the pushvar bracket





















| notepointer declaration_list compound_statement
{/*struct record *p;
stackpointer_s = $1.valu;






























/* process irregular value - irFlag set in scan.l */








/* modified function readstring to add buffer also to its output string
on 06-03-89 by Balaji Raghavachari
* 9Mar90 -- J. Eric Townsend. Code cleaning, and modifcations to run
* on CE ghost cube.
* 12Sep90 -- JET -- Fixed problems created when compiling with a non-gcc
* C compiler
*
* 13Sep96 -- Ernesto E. Gomez. MPI support
* June03 -- Yingqun Wang SOS Overlap support
*
* 8Sep09 -- Ernesto Gomez - places marked rh->lh replace an sosdorh with sosdolh
* this appears to ensure reception of temporary variables which are not
* referred to as communicated vars in user code. applied after communication
* to received values (either ISTEMP is true or SOS_combuf).
* 13Sep09 -- mod to above - back to rh where external defined var, do rh and lh for temp
* var compbuf only
* 12Feb11 -- do rh and lh after temp variable use, because will delete them. all
* operations with remark lh->rh no that originaly were just dorh are modified
* to dolh as well
* 12Sep13 --RC - added a placeholder for singlepidinst_racecondition(&$1,&$2,&$3,
instructions)







/* patch 7/13/2005 - replace with check if n comm varlist */
#define ISTEMP(s) strstr(s,"tmp")
extern int MIPS; /* MIPS stream analysis flag */
extern int MIPSflag; /* communications within split-merge */
extern int MIPSlevel; /* split-merge nesting level */










extern char *id_s,*id_s1; /* fix pc_start or pc_halt March 98 */










extern int isincommunicationfunlist(char *name); /* check if funct has comm */
extern int isincommunicationlist(char *name); /* check if var is communicated */
extern int isinstaticcommunicationlist(char *name); /* check if static declaration */
int eegdebug;
static char *nofunconlhsmessage = "function on left side of \n communication statement is
not allowed";
static char *funcofTNonlhs = "function of THISNODE \n on left side of communication
statement is not yet allowed";
int complexity = 0; // first expr 1-->x=y@1+1 snd expr 2-->x=1+y@1 both expr 3-->x=a@1
+b@2;
/* RC - Added Function */
/* Note: this function currently writes the line "#define RACECONDITION 1" */















sprintf(s,"%s\n /******* SOS Race Condition ******/ \n", s);
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sprintf(s, "%s\n{ sosdolh_(&SOS_%s);\n", s, lidname); // ok
sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_%s);\n", s, ridname); // ok
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_count = sizeof(%s);\n", s, ridname); // ok
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetR = 0;\n", s); // ok
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_ipTo = %s;\n", s, lpidfrom); // ok
sprintf(s, "%s sosrace_(&SOS_%s , &SOS_%s , &SOS_count, &SOS_offsetR, &
SOS_type , &ZER , &SOS_ipTo );\n", s, ridname, lexpr);
/*sosrace_(int *ivarRH, int *ivarLH, int *Count, int *Off, int
*SOStype, int *sel, int *rootP) */
sprintf(s, "%s \n}", s);
}


















fprintf(yyout,"int mynode, numnodes,edim; \n");
fprintf(yyout,"void pc_sum(),pc_mul();\n");
fprintf(yyout,"int comp__tag = 1000;\n");
/* fprintf(yyout,"\nMPI_Status *PCC_status; \n"); */
}






fprintf(yyout,"int comp__tag = 1000;\n");
}
else if( useSOS ) {
fprintf(yyout,"#include \"mpi.h\" \n");
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fprintf(yyout,"#ifndef SOS\n #include \"sos.h\"\n#endif\n");











fprintf(yyout,"int pc_sum_i(), pc_sum_f(), pc_sum_l(), pc_sum_d(), pc_mul_i(),
pc_mul_l(), pc_mul_f(), pc_mul_d();\n");
fprintf(yyout,"int comp__tag = 1000;\n");
fprintf(yyout,"int SOS_ipFrom, SOS_ipTo, SOS_type = MPI_BYTE;\n");









if( useMPI || usePVM || useSOS) { /* MPI communications */
/* fprintf(yyout,"#define HOST 1 host node id \n");
fprintf(yyout,"#define HOSTPROC 1 host process id \n");
fprintf(yyout,"#define THISNODE mynode\n");
fprintf(yyout,"#define MAXNODES 256 \n");
fprintf(yyout,"#define comp__BUFSIZE 1024\n");
fprintf(yyout,"typedef struct { int node, pid; } VEC; from xmsend.c \n");
fprintf(yyout,"int* outlist;\n");




fprintf(yyout,"#define HOST myhost() \n");
fprintf(yyout,"#define HOSTPROC 1 \n");
fprintf(yyout,"#define THISNODE mynode()\n");
fprintf(yyout,"#define THISPROC mypid()\n");
fprintf(yyout,"#define MAXNODES 256 \n");
fprintf(yyout,"#define comp__BUFSIZE 4096\n");
fprintf(yyout,"void pc_sum(),pc_mul();\n");
/*fprintf(yyout,"typedef struct { int node, pid; } VEC; \n");
fprintf(yyout,"int* outlist;\n"); */
fprintf(yyout,"int comp__tag = 1;\n");
}
fprintf(yyout,"#define myProc THISNODE\n");
fprintf(yyout,"#define nProc NUMNODE \n");
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fprintf(yyout,"#define nProc0 NUMNODE-1\n");
/* adds SOS global handles */
if (useSOS){
if (COMMUNICATIONID!=0) sprintf(s, "\n int ");
for (i=0; i<COMMUNICATIONID; i++){ // add int sosindex_name;
if( strstr(communicationidlist[i],",s")==NULL ){ /* not a static notation entry */
if ((i)%5 == 0 && i != 0){
s[strlen(s)-1]=’;’;







/* print reduction function global handles */
if (REDUCTIONFUN!=0) sprintf(s, "\n int ");
for (i=0; i<REDUCTIONFUN; i++){ // add int sosindex_name;
if ((i)%5 == 0 && i != 0){
s[strlen(s)-1]=’;’;
















fprintf(yyout,"/* before we can call the program, we need to initialize some global\n"
);
fprintf(yyout," * variables */\n");
fprintf(yyout," {\n");
fprintf(yyout,"int i;\n");
fprintf(yyout," /* ugly, but it gets the job done. */\n");




fprintf(yyout," outlist[i] = i;\n");
fprintf(yyout," outlist[i+1] = THISPROC;\n");





fprintf(yyout,"}\n"); /* end of fprintf */
} /* end if ghostcube */
}
void Trimoff(char *d, char* s){
int i, j,len;
len = strlen(s);
for (i=0, j=0; i<len; i++){




void makeSOSbroadcast(char s[], char lidname_S[], char rexpr_S[], char rpidfrom[])
{
MIPSfun=1; if( MIPSlevel>0 ) MIPSflag=1;
sprintf(s, "%s\n { \n ", s);
sprintf(s, "%s if (sizeof(%s) != sizeof(%s)) printf(\"Data type error;\\n\");\n",
s, lidname_S, rexpr_S);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdolh_(&SOS_%s);\n", s, lidname_S);
if (!iskeyword(rexpr_S)) sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_%s);\n", s, rexpr_S);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_size = sossize_(&SOS_%s);\n", s, lidname_S);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetR = 0;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_ipFrom = %s;\n", s, rpidfrom); // in case rpidfrom is number or
variable
if (!iskeyword(rexpr_S))
sprintf(s, "%s sosbroadcast_(&SOS_%s, &SOS_%s, &SOS_size, &SOS_offsetR, &
SOS_type, &SOS_ipFrom);\n", s, rexpr_S, lidname_S);
else sprintf(s, "%s sosbroadcast_(&%s, &SOS_%s, &SOS_size, &SOS_offsetR, &
SOS_type, &SOS_ipFrom);\n", s, rexpr_S, lidname_S);
if( ISTEMP(lidname_S)) sprintf(s, "%s sosdolh_(&SOS_%s); \n}", s, lidname_S); // rh
->lh
else sprintf(s, "%s \n}",s);
}
void makeSOSpoint2point(char s[], char lidname_S[], char rexpr_S[])
{
MIPSfun=1; if( MIPSlevel>0 ) MIPSflag=1;
sprintf(s,"%s else { \n ",s);
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sprintf(s, "%s sosdolh_(&SOS_%s);\n", s, lidname_S);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_%s);\n", s, rexpr_S);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_count = sossize_(&SOS_%s);\n", s, lidname_S);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetR = 0;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetL = 0;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s sospoint2point_(&SOS_%s, &SOS_%s, &SOS_count, &SOS_offsetR, &
SOS_offsetL, &SOS_type, &comp__w, &comp__p);\n", s, rexpr_S, lidname_S);
if( ISTEMP(lidname_S) ) sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_%s);sosdolh_(%SOS_%s);}\n}\
n", s, lidname_S,lidname_S); // rh->lh no
else sprintf(s, "%s }\n}\n", s);
}
makeInstructions_(int id_th, char tmpname[], char rexpr_S[], char rpidfrom[], char rexpr
[], char sx[], char s[])
{
if ( id_th == 0 )
{
if (useSOS){
makeSOSbroadcast(s, tmpname, rexpr_S, rpidfrom);
}
else {
sprintf(s,"%s comp__tag = (comp__tag + 1) %% comp__MAXINT;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%sif (THISNODE == (%s) ) {\n",s,rpidfrom);







sprintf(s,"%s\nelse crecv(comp__tag,&(%s),sizeof(%s),-1);\n",s, tmpname, tmpname)
;
else




else // id_th = 1
{
sprintf(s,"%s\n{ int comp__p,comp__w;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s for ( comp__p=0; comp__p < NUMNODE; comp__p++) \n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s { comp__w = (%s); \n",s,sx);
sprintf(s,"%s if ( comp__w == comp__p && comp__p == THISNODE )\n",s);






sprintf(s,"%s else if ( comp__w == THISNODE ) \n ",s);




sprintf(s,"%s if ( comp__w != THISNODE ) \n ",s);





sprintf(s,"%s crecv(comp__tag,&(%s),sizeof(%s),-1);} \n",s, tmpname,
tmpname);
else






simplebroadcastComplex(l,o,r,s, vartype) /* l-lhs, o-opr, r-rhs */
EXPRESSIONSRC *l,*r; int *o; char s[], vartype[];
{ char rpidfrom[NAMESIZE],rexpr[NAMESIZE],lidname[NAMESIZE];
char rexpr_S[NAMESIZE], lidname_S[NAMESIZE];


















sprintf(s, "%s\n { %s tmp1, tmp2;\n", s, vartype);
if (useSOS){
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sprintf(s, "%s int SOS_tmp1, SOS_tmp2;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_size = sizeof(%s);\n", s, vartype);
if (complexity!=2) sprintf(s, "%s sosaddvar_((int*)&tmp1, &SOS_size, &SOS_type, &
SOS_tmp1, &ZER);\n", s);
if (complexity!=1) sprintf(s, "%s sosaddvar_((int*)&tmp2, &SOS_size, &SOS_type, &
SOS_tmp2, &ZER);\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s sossync_(&MIPScnt);\n", s);
}
if (complexity != 2){
sprintf(tmpname, "tmp1");
makeInstructions_(id_th, tmpname, rexpr_S, rpidfrom, rexpr, sx, s);
}
else {
sprintf(s, "%s tmp1 = %s; \n", s, rexpr);
}
if (complexity != 1){
sprintf(tmpname, "tmp2");
makeInstructions_(id_th1, tmpname, rexpr_S1, rpidfrom1, rexpr1, sx1, s);
}
else {
sprintf(s, "%s tmp2 = %s; \n", s, rexpr1);
}
// already have tmp1 and tmp2
//sop = r->pidfromtail->next;
if (complexity != 2) sop = r->pidfromtail->next;
else sop = r->exprhead->next;
sprintf(s, "%s\n %s = tmp1 %s tmp2; \n", s,lidname, sop->name);
sprintf(s, "%s\n}\n", s);
}
simplebroadcast(l,o,r,s, vartype) /* l-lhs, o-opr, r-rhs */
















if ( id_th == 0 )
{
sprintf(s,"%s\n /* simplebroadcast */ \n", s); // 2003, 6.24
if (useSOS){
MIPSfun=1; if( MIPSlevel>0 ) MIPSflag=1;
makeSOSbroadcast(s, lidname_S, rexpr_S, rpidfrom);
}
else {
sprintf(s,"%s\n{ comp__tag = (comp__tag + 1) %% comp__MAXINT;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%sif (THISNODE == (%s) ) {\n",s,rpidfrom);










sprintf(s,"%s\nelse crecv(comp__tag, &(%s), sizeof(%s)); }\n",s,lidname,lidname);
}
}
else // id_th = 1
{
sprintf(s,"%s\n /* simplebroadcast id_th=1*/ \n", s); // 2003, 6.24
sprintf(s,"%s\n{ int comp__p,comp__w;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s for ( comp__p=0; comp__p < NUMNODE; comp__p++) \n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s { comp__w = (%s); \n",s,sx);
sprintf(s,"%s if ( comp__w == comp__p && comp__p == THISNODE )\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s { %s = %s; } \n",s,lidname,rexpr);
if (useSOS){
MIPSfun=1; if( MIPSlevel>0 ) MIPSflag=1;
makeSOSbroadcast(s, lidname_S, rexpr_S, rpidfrom);
if(ISTEMP(lidname_S))
sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_%s);sosdolh(&SOS_%s)}\n}\n", s, lidname_S,
lidname_S); // rh->lh no
else sprintf(s, "%s }}\n}\n", s);
}
else {
sprintf(s,"%s else if ( comp__w == THISNODE ) \n ",s);





sprintf(s,"%s if ( comp__w != THISNODE ) \n ",s);




























// w[0:10000] = w[0:10000]@[NUMNODE-1];
sprintf(s,"%s\n /******* onedarraybroadcast ******/ \n", s); // 2003, 6.24
if (useSOS){
/* WARNING - this code assumes offsetL==offsetR, because sosbroadcast assumes this.
should replaced with alternate sosbcast that does allow this - even though this is
probably not commmon usage.
This is done for efficiency, because otherwise need a series of p-p sends
*/
MIPSfun=1; if( MIPSlevel>0 ) MIPSflag=1;
sprintf(s, "%s\n{ int comp__i, comp__j, comp__p;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_count = sizeof(%s[0])*((%s)-(%s)+1);\n", s, lexpr, rhigh, rlow);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetL = (%s)*sizeof(%s[0]);\n", s, llow, lexpr);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetR = (%s)*sizeof(%s[0]);\n", s, rlow, rexpr);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_ipFrom = %s;\n", s, rpidfrom);
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sprintf(s, "%s \n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdolh_(&SOS_%s);\n", s, lexpr);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_%s);\n", s, rexpr);
sprintf(s, "%s sosbroadcast_(&SOS_%s, &SOS_%s, &SOS_count, &SOS_offsetR, &
SOS_type, &SOS_ipFrom);\n", s, rexpr, lexpr);
if( ISTEMP(lexpr) )
sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_%s);sosdolh_(&SOS_%s); \n", s, lexpr, lexpr); // rh->
lh no
else sprintf(s, "%s \n", s);




sprintf(s,"%s comp__tag = (comp__tag + 1) %% comp__MAXINT;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s if (THISNODE == (%s) ) {\n",s,rpidfrom);
sprintf(s,"%s csend(comp__tag, (%s)+(%s) , sizeof(%s[0])*((%s)-(%s)+1), -1,
THISPROC);\n",s,rexpr,rlow,rexpr,rhigh,rlow);
sprintf(s,"%s comp__j = %s;\n",s,rlow);
sprintf(s,"%s for(comp__i = (%s); comp__i <= (%s); comp__i++)\n",s,llow,lhigh);
sprintf(s,"%s %s[comp__i] = %s[comp__j++];\n",s,lexpr,rexpr);
sprintf(s,"%s }\n",s);
if(useMPI)
sprintf(s,"%s else crecv(comp__tag, (%s)+(%s), sizeof(%s[0])*((%s)-(%s)+1),
MPI_ANY_SOURCE);\n",s,lexpr,llow,lexpr,lhigh,llow);
else if(usePVM)
sprintf(s,"%s else crecv(comp__tag, (%s)+(%s), sizeof(%s[0])*((%s)-(%s)+1),-1);\
n",s,lexpr,llow,lexpr,lhigh,llow);
else














printf(" chj_read %s %s\n",rpidfrom,llow);
}












sprintf(s,"%s\n /******* arraybroadcast ******/ \n", s); // 2003, 6.24
// cn[0:20][0:20][0:20] = dn[0:20][0:20][0:20]@[NUMNODE-1];
sprintf(s,"%s\n{comp__BUFSIZE=sizeof(%s);\n",s,rexpr); /* NOTE - this only works with
SOS compilation */
sprintf(s,"%s\n int comp__i[%d],comp__ix[%d]; %s comp__buf[comp__BUFSIZE];\n",s,
MAXARRAYDIM,MAXARRAYDIM,vartype);
sprintf(s,"%s int comp__k,comp__tg=2000,comp__ks,comp__j,comp__m,comp__k1,comp__j0; \n",
s);
if (useSOS){
sprintf(s, "%s int SOS_compbuf;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_size = sizeof(%s)*comp__BUFSIZE; \n ", s, vartype);
sprintf(s, "%s sosaddvar_((int*)&comp__buf, &SOS_size, &SOS_type, &SOS_compbuf, &ZER
);\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s sossync_(&MIPScnt);\n", s);
}
sprintf(s,"%s comp__ks=",s);
for(i=1; i <= l->noofdimensions; i++)
{readstring(l->lowhead[i],l->lowtail[i],llow);
readstring(l->highhead[i],l->hightail[i],lhigh);












sprintf(s,"%s if ( comp__ks != comp__j ) fprintf( stderr,",s);
sprintf(s,"%s \"%s%s",s,"\\","n");
sprintf(s,"%s array date len not match on Node=",s);
sprintf(s,"%s %s%s left=%s",s,"%","d","%");
sprintf(s,"%sd right=%s",s,"%");
sprintf(s,"%sd %s%s \", THISNODE,comp__ks,comp__j);\n",s,"\\","n");
sprintf(s,"%s comp__j=comp__ks/comp__BUFSIZE;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s if ( comp__ks > (comp__j*comp__BUFSIZE) ) comp__j++;\n",s);





sprintf(s,"%s comp__ix[%d] = (%s);\n",s,i, rlow);
}




sprintf(s,"%s for(comp__i[%d] = %s; comp__i[%d] <= (%s); comp__i[%d]++)\n",s,i,llow,i,
lhigh,i);
}
sprintf(s,"%s {if ( comp__m == 0 ) \n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s {comp__j0++; comp__k=0; comp__m=1; \n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s if ( comp__j0 == comp__j ) comp__k1=comp__ks-(comp__j-1)*
comp__BUFSIZE;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s else comp__k1=comp__BUFSIZE;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s if (THISNODE == (%s)) \n",s,rpidfrom);
sprintf(s,"%s { while ( comp__k < comp__k1 )\n",s);







if ( i == 1 ) sprintf(s,"%s comp__ix[1]++; \n",s);
else {
sprintf(s,"%s comp__ix[%d]++; \n",s,i);
sprintf(s,"%s if ( comp__ix[%d] > (%s) ) \n",s,i,rhigh);
sprintf(s,"%s { comp__ix[%d]=%s; \n",s,i, rlow);
}
}
for(i=1; i <= r->noofdimensions; i++) sprintf(s,"%s } \n",s);
if (useSOS){
MIPSfun=1; if( MIPSlevel>0 ) MIPSflag=1;
sprintf(s, "%s comp__k = 0;\n }", s);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdolh_(&SOS_compbuf);\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_compbuf);\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetR = 0;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_size = sizeof(comp__buf[0])*comp__k1;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_ipFrom = %s;\n", s, rpidfrom); // in case rpidfrom is number
or variable
sprintf(s, "%s sosbroadcast_(&SOS_compbuf, &SOS_compbuf, &SOS_size, &
SOS_offsetR, &SOS_type, &SOS_ipFrom);\n ", s);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdolh_(&SOS_compbuf); sosdorh_(&SOS_compbuf); \n } ", s);
// rh->lh

















sprintf(s,"%s crecv(comp__tg, comp__buf, sizeof(comp__buf[0])*comp__k1",s);
sprintf(s,"%s);\n",s);
}




sprintf(s,"%s = comp__buf[comp__k++]; \n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s if ( comp__k == comp__k1 ) comp__m=0;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s } \n } \n ",s);
}










sprintf(s,"%s\n /******* simple copy ******/ \n", s); // 2003, 6.24
if (useSOS){
MIPSfun=1; if( MIPSlevel>0 ) MIPSflag=1;
sprintf(s, "%s\n{ sosdolh_(&SOS_%s);\n", s, lidname);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_%s);\n", s, rexpr);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_count = sizeof(%s);\n", s, lidname); // vartype); nov14
2011
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetL = 0;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetR = 0;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_ipFrom = %s;\n", s, rpidfrom);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_ipTo = %s;\n", s, lpidfrom);
sprintf(s, "%s sospoint2point_(&SOS_%s, &SOS_%s, &SOS_count, &SOS_offsetR, &
SOS_offsetL, &SOS_type, &SOS_ipFrom, &SOS_ipTo);\n", s, rexpr, lidname);
if( ISTEMP(lidname))
226
sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_%s);sosdolh_(&SOS_%s); \n}", s, lidname, lidname); //
rh->lh no
else sprintf(s, "%s \n}", s);
}
else {
sprintf(s,"%s\n{ comp__tag = (comp__tag + 1) %% comp__MAXINT;\n",s);
#ifdef ERRORINHYDRA
/* I dont want this, but hydra doesnt work otherwise */










sprintf(s,"%s comp__k = %s;\n",s,rexpr);
sprintf(s,"%s csend(comp__tag, &comp__k , sizeof(comp__k), %s, THISPROC);\n }\n"
,s,lpidfrom);
#ifdef ERRORINHYDRA








sprintf(s,"%s if (THISNODE == (%s) && (%s) >= 0 && (%s) < NUMNODE) crecv(comp__tag,
&(%s), sizeof(%s),-1); }\n",s,lpidfrom,rpidfrom,rpidfrom,lidname,lidname);
else




















sprintf(s,"%s\n /******* onedarraycopy ******/ \n", s); // 2003, 6.24
if (useSOS){
MIPSfun=1; if( MIPSlevel>0 ) MIPSflag=1;
sprintf(s, "%s\n{\n",s);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdolh_(&SOS_%s);\n", s, lexpr);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_%s);\n", s, rexpr);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_count = sizeof(%s[0])*((%s)-(%s)+1);\n", s, lexpr, rhigh,
rlow);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetL = (%s)*sizeof(%s[0]);\n", s, llow, lexpr);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetR = (%s)*sizeof(%s[0]);\n", s, rlow, rexpr);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_ipFrom = %s;\n", s, rpidfrom);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_ipTo = %s;\n", s, lpidfrom);
sprintf(s, "%s sospoint2point_(&SOS_%s, &SOS_%s, &SOS_count, &SOS_offsetR, &
SOS_offsetL, &SOS_type, &SOS_ipFrom, &SOS_ipTo);\n", s, rexpr, lexpr);
if( ISTEMP(lexpr))
sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_%s);sosdolh_(&SOS_%s);\n", s, lexpr,lexpr); // rh->lh
no




sprintf(s,"%s\n{ comp__tag = (comp__tag + 1) %% comp__MAXINT;\n",s);
#ifdef ERRORINHYDRA
/* I dont want this, but hydra doesnt work otherwise */
sprintf(s,"%s if ((%s) == (%s)) {\n",s,rpidfrom,lpidfrom);
sprintf(s,"%s int comp__i,comp__j;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s comp__j = %s;\n",s,rlow);
sprintf(s,"%s for (comp__i = (%s); comp__i <= (%s); comp__i++) \n",s,llow,lhigh);
sprintf(s,"%s %s[comp__i] = %s[comp__j++];\n",s,lexpr,rexpr);
sprintf(s,"%s }\n else",s);
#endif
sprintf(s,"%s if (THISNODE == (%s) && (%s) >= 0 && (%s) < NUMNODE) csend(comp__tag,
(%s)+(%s) , sizeof(%s[0])*((%s)-(%s)+1), (%s), THISPROC);\n",s,rpidfrom,lpidfrom,
lpidfrom,rexpr,rlow,rexpr,rhigh,rlow,lpidfrom);
#ifdef ERRORINHYDRA






























sprintf(s,"%s\n /******* arraycopy ******/ \n", s); // 2003, 6.24
// cn[0:20][0:20][0:20]&i = dn[0:20][0:20][0:20]@[i-1];
sprintf(s,"%s\n{comp__BUFSIZE=sizeof(%s);\n",s,rexpr); /* NOTE - this only works with
SOS compilation */
sprintf(s,"%s\n int comp__i[%d],comp__ix[%d]; %s comp__buf[comp__BUFSIZE];\n",s,
MAXARRAYDIM,MAXARRAYDIM,vartype);
sprintf(s,"%s int comp__k,comp__tg=2000,comp__ks,comp__j,comp__m,comp__k1,comp__j0; \n",
s);
if (useSOS){
sprintf(s, "%s int SOS_compbuf;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_size = sizeof(%s)*comp__BUFSIZE; \n ", s, vartype);
sprintf(s, "%s sosaddvar_((int*)&comp__buf, &SOS_size, &SOS_type, &SOS_compbuf, &ZER
);\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s sossync_(&MIPScnt);\n", s);
}
sprintf(s,"%s if ( (THISNODE==(%s) && (%s)>=0 && (%s)<NUMNODE) ||",s,rpidfrom,lpidfrom,
lpidfrom);
sprintf(s,"%s (THISNODE==(%s)&&(%s)>=0&&(%s)<NUMNODE) )\n {",s,lpidfrom,rpidfrom,
rpidfrom);
sprintf(s,"%s comp__ks=",s);
for(i=1; i <= l->noofdimensions; i++)
{readstring(l->lowhead[i],l->lowtail[i],llow);
readstring(l->highhead[i],l->hightail[i],lhigh);













sprintf(s,"%s if ( comp__ks != comp__j ) fprintf( stderr,",s);
sprintf(s,"%s \"%s%s",s,"\\","n");
sprintf(s,"%s array date len not match on Node=",s);
sprintf(s,"%s %s%s left=%s",s,"%","d","%");
sprintf(s,"%sd right=%s",s,"%");
sprintf(s,"%sd %s%s \", THISNODE,comp__ks,comp__j);\n",s,"\\","n");
sprintf(s,"%s comp__j=comp__ks/comp__BUFSIZE;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s if ( comp__ks > (comp__j*comp__BUFSIZE) ) comp__j++;\n",s);




sprintf(s,"%s comp__ix[%d] = (%s);\n",s,i, rlow);
}




sprintf(s,"%s for(comp__i[%d] = %s; comp__i[%d] <= (%s); comp__i[%d]++)\n",s,i,llow,i,
lhigh,i);
}
sprintf(s,"%s {if ( comp__m == 0 ) \n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s {comp__j0++; comp__k=0; comp__m=1; \n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s if ( comp__j0 == comp__j ) comp__k1=comp__ks-(comp__j-1)*
comp__BUFSIZE;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s else comp__k1=comp__BUFSIZE;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s if (THISNODE == (%s)) \n",s,rpidfrom);
sprintf(s,"%s while ( comp__k < comp__k1 )\n",s);







if ( i == 1 ) sprintf(s,"%s comp__ix[1]++; \n",s);
else {
sprintf(s,"%s comp__ix[%d]++; \n",s,i);
sprintf(s,"%s if ( comp__ix[%d] > (%s) ) \n",s,i,rhigh);




for(i=1; i <= r->noofdimensions; i++) sprintf(s,"%s } \n",s);
if (useSOS){
MIPSfun=1; if( MIPSlevel>0 ) MIPSflag=1;
sprintf(s, "%s sosdolh_(&SOS_compbuf);\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_compbuf);\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_count = comp__k1*sizeof(comp__buf[0]);\n", s, lhigh, llow
);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetL = 0;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetR = 0;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_ipFrom = %s;\n", s, rpidfrom);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_ipTo = %s;\n", s, lpidfrom);
sprintf(s, "%s sospoint2point_(&SOS_compbuf, &SOS_compbuf, &SOS_count, &
SOS_offsetR, &SOS_offsetL, &SOS_type, &SOS_ipFrom, &SOS_ipTo);\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdolh_(&SOS_compbuf); sosdorh_(&SOS_compbuf);\n}\n", s); // rh
->lh
sprintf(s, "%s sosremovevar_(&SOS_compbuf); \n } ",s); // remove temp
}
else {
sprintf(s,"%s if (THISNODE == (%s) && THISNODE == (%s) ) comp__k=0 ; \n",s,
rpidfrom,lpidfrom);
sprintf(s,"%s else { if (THISNODE == (%s)) { \n",s,rpidfrom);
sprintf(s,"%s csend(comp__tg,comp__buf,sizeof(comp__buf[0])*comp__k1,(%s),
THISPROC);\n",s,lpidfrom);
sprintf(s,"%s comp__k=0;\n } \n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s else ",s);
if(useMPI) {
sprintf(s,"%s crecv(comp__tg, comp__buf, sizeof(comp__buf[0])*comp__k1",s);
sprintf(s,"%s,MPI_ANY_SOURCE);\n",s);
}else if(usePVM) {
sprintf(s,"%s crecv(comp__tg, comp__buf, sizeof(comp__buf[0])*comp__k1",s);
sprintf(s,"%s,-1);\n",s);
}else {
sprintf(s,"%s crecv(comp__tg, comp__buf, sizeof(comp__buf[0])*comp__k1",s);
sprintf(s,"%s);\n",s);
}
sprintf(s,"%s comp__tg++; \n } \n } \n",s);
}




sprintf(s,"%s = comp__buf[comp__k]; \n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s comp__k++; \n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s if ( comp__k == comp__k1 ) comp__m=0;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s } \n } \n } \n",s);
}














sprintf(s,"%s\n /******* limitedbroadcast ******/ \n", s); // 2003, 6.24
// x@[0:5] = y@1;
if (useSOS){
MIPSfun=1; if( MIPSlevel>0 ) MIPSflag=1;
sprintf(s, "%s\n{\n ", s);
sprintf(s, "%s int comp__p; \n",s);
sprintf(s, "%s for (comp__p = %s; comp__p <= %s; comp__p++) { \n", s, lpidfrom,
lpidto);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdolh_(&SOS_%s);\n", s, lidname);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_%s);\n", s, rexpr);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_count = sizeof(%s);\n", s, lidname); // vartype); nov14
2011
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetL = 0;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetR = 0;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_ipFrom = %s;\n", s, rpidfrom);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_ipTo = comp__p;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s sospoint2point_(&SOS_%s, &SOS_%s, &SOS_count, &SOS_offsetR, &
SOS_offsetL, &SOS_type, &SOS_ipFrom, &SOS_ipTo);\n", s, rexpr, lidname);
if( ISTEMP(lidname))
sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_%s);sosdolh_(&SOS_&s); \n", s, lidname,lidname); //
rh->lh no
else sprintf(s, "%s \n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s }\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s\n}\n ", s);
}
else {
sprintf(s,"%s\n{ comp__tag = (comp__tag + 1) %% comp__MAXINT;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s if (THISNODE == (%s) ) {\n",s,rpidfrom);
sprintf(s,"%s %s comp__k;\n",s,vartype);
sprintf(s,"%s comp__k = (%s);\n",s,rexpr);
sprintf(s,"%s csend(comp__tag, &comp__k , sizeof(comp__k), -1, THISPROC);\n",s);
#ifdef ERRORINHYDRA
/* I dont want this, but hydra doesnt work otherwise */
sprintf(s,"%s if ((THISNODE >= (%s) ) && (THISNODE <= (%s) ))\n",s,lpidfrom,lpidto);





sprintf(s,"%s if ((THISNODE >= (%s) ) && (THISNODE <= (%s) ))\n",s,lpidfrom,lpidto);
if(useMPI)
sprintf(s,"%s crecv(comp__tag, &(%s), sizeof(%s),MPI_ANY_SOURCE); }\n",s,lidname,
lidname);
else if(usePVM)
sprintf(s,"%s crecv(comp__tag, &(%s), sizeof(%s),-1); }\n",s,lidname,lidname);
else
sprintf(s,"%s crecv(comp__tag, &(%s), sizeof(%s)); }\n",s,lidname,lidname);
}
}














sprintf(s,"%s\n /******* limitedarraybroadcast ******/ \n", s); // 2003, 6.24
// cn[0:10][5:15]@[1:2] = dn[10:20][0:10]@[NUMNODE-1]
sprintf(s,"%s\n{comp__BUFSIZE=sizeof(%s);\n",s,rexpr); /* NOTE - this only works with
SOS compilation */





sprintf(s, "%s int comp__p, SOS_compbuf;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_size = sizeof(%s)*comp__BUFSIZE; \n ", s, vartype);
sprintf(s, "%s sosaddvar_((int*)&comp__buf, &SOS_size, &SOS_type, &SOS_compbuf, &ZER
);\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s sossync_(&MIPScnt);\n", s);
}
sprintf(s,"%s comp__i1=(%s); comp__i2=(%s) ;comp__i3=(%s);\n",s,lpidfrom,lpidto,
rpidfrom);
//sprintf(s,"%s PCC_swap(&comp__i1,&comp__i2); PCC_check(&comp__i3) ;\n",s);




for(i=1; i <= l->noofdimensions; i++)
{readstring(l->lowhead[i],l->lowtail[i],llow);
readstring(l->highhead[i],l->hightail[i],lhigh);












sprintf(s,"%s if ( comp__ks != comp__j ) fprintf( stderr,",s);
sprintf(s,"%s \"%s%s",s,"\\","n");
sprintf(s,"%s array date len not match on Node=",s);
sprintf(s,"%s %s%s left=%s",s,"%","d","%");
sprintf(s,"%sd right=%s",s,"%");
sprintf(s,"%sd %s%s \", THISNODE,comp__ks,comp__j);\n",s,"\\","n");
sprintf(s,"%s comp__j=comp__ks/comp__BUFSIZE;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s if ( comp__ks > (comp__j*comp__BUFSIZE) ) comp__j++;\n",s);




sprintf(s,"%s comp__ix[%d] = (%s);\n",s,i, rlow);
}




sprintf(s,"%s for(comp__i[%d] = %s; comp__i[%d] <= (%s); comp__i[%d]++)\n",s,i,llow,i,
lhigh,i);
}
sprintf(s,"%s {if ( comp__m == 0 ) \n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s {comp__j0++; comp__k=0; comp__m=1; \n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s if ( comp__j0 == comp__j ) comp__k1=comp__ks-(comp__j-1)*
comp__BUFSIZE;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s else comp__k1=comp__BUFSIZE;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s if (THISNODE == comp__i3) \n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s while ( comp__k < comp__k1 )\n",s);










sprintf(s,"%s if ( comp__ix[%d] > (%s) ) \n",s,i,rhigh);
sprintf(s,"%s { comp__ix[%d]=%s; \n",s,i, rlow);
}
}
for(i=1; i <= r->noofdimensions; i++) sprintf(s,"%s } \n",s);
if (useSOS){
MIPSfun=1; if( MIPSlevel>0 ) MIPSflag=1;
sprintf(s, "%s for ( comp__p=%s; comp__p <= %s; comp__p++){ \n", s, lpidfrom, lpidto);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdolh_(&SOS_compbuf);\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_compbuf);\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_count = comp__k1*sizeof(comp__buf[0]);\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetL = 0;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetR = 0;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_ipFrom = %s;\n", s, rpidfrom);
sprintf(s, "%s sospoint2point_(&SOS_compbuf, &SOS_compbuf, &SOS_count, &
SOS_offsetR, &SOS_offsetL, &SOS_type, &SOS_ipFrom, &comp__p);\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s }\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_compbuf); sosdolh_(&SOS_compbuf); \n", s); // rh ->lh
sprintf(s, "%s if (THISNODE == comp__i3) comp__k=0; \n } \n",s);
sprintf(s, "%s sosremovevar_(&SOS_compbuf); \n } ",s); // remove temp
}
else{
sprintf(s,"%s if (THISNODE == comp__i3 && THISNODE==comp__i1 && THISNODE ==
comp__i2 ) comp__k=0 ; \n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s else { if (THISNODE == comp__i3) { \n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s csend(comp__tg,comp__buf,sizeof(comp__buf[0])*comp__k1,-1,THISPROC
);\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s comp__k=0;\n } \n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s else ",s);
if(useMPI) {
sprintf(s,"%s crecv(comp__tg, comp__buf, sizeof(comp__buf[0])*comp__k1",s);
sprintf(s,"%s,MPI_ANY_SOURCE);\n",s);
}else if(usePVM) {
sprintf(s,"%s crecv(comp__tg, comp__buf, sizeof(comp__buf[0])*comp__k1",s);
sprintf(s,"%s,-1);\n",s);
}else {
sprintf(s,"%s crecv(comp__tg, comp__buf, sizeof(comp__buf[0])*comp__k1",s);
sprintf(s,"%s);\n",s);
}
sprintf(s,"%s comp__tg++; \n } \n } \n",s);
}
sprintf(s,"%s if ((THISNODE==comp__i3&&comp__i1<=comp__i3&&comp__i3<=comp__i2)||",s);
sprintf(s,"%s (comp__i1<=THISNODE && THISNODE <= comp__i2) ) \n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s %s",s,lexpr);
for(i=1; i<=l->noofdimensions;i++) sprintf(s,"%s[comp__i[%d]]",s,i);
sprintf(s,"%s = comp__buf[comp__k]; \n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s comp__k++; \n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s if ( comp__k == comp__k1 ) comp__m=0;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s } \n } \n } \n",s);
235








if ((l->special != SPECIAL) && (l->typeofexpr == IDENTIFIERONLY))
readstring(l->head,l->tail,lidname);
else readstring(l->exprhead,l->exprtail,lidname);
if(r->lowhead[0] != (struct record *) NULL) readstring(r->lowhead[0],r->lowtail[0],
vartype);
else if(lookuptype(lidname,vartype) == -1)
{strcpy(vartype,"float");




if(r->lowhead[0] != (struct record *) NULL) readstring(r->lowhead[0],r->lowtail[0],
vartype);












fprintf(stderr,"%d : Warning - type of lhs unknown, assuming float\n",yylineno);
}
if (l->typeofexpr == SPECIALARRAY)
{switch(l->pidtype)
{case NOPID :
















{case NOPID : simplebroadcast(l,o,r,s, vartype); break;
case SINGLEPID : simplecopy(l,o,r,s,vartype); break;
































sprintf(s,"%s\n /******* symcopy ******/ \n", s); // 2003, 6.24
/* EEG - this looks like a partial bcast implemented as multiple p-p! */
if (useSOS){
MIPSfun=1; if( MIPSlevel>0 ) MIPSflag=1;
sprintf(s, "%s\n{\n int comp__j,comp__n;\n",s);
sprintf(s, "%s for (comp__j = (%s); comp__j <= (%s); comp__j++) {\n",s,lpidfrom,
lpidto);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdolh_(&SOS_%s);\n", s, lidname);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_%s);\n", s, rexpr);
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sprintf(s, "%s SOS_count = sizeof(%s);\n", s, lidname); // vartype); nov 14
2011
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetL = 0;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetR = 0;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_ipFrom = %s;\n", s, rpidfrom);
sprintf(s, "%s sospoint2point_(&SOS_%s, &SOS_%s, &SOS_count, &SOS_offsetR, &
SOS_offsetL, &SOS_type, &SOS_ipFrom, &comp__j);\n", s, rexpr, lidname);
if( ISTEMP(lidname))
sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_%s);sosdolh_(&SOS_%s); \n", s, lidname,lidname); //
rh->lh no
else sprintf(s, "%s \n", s);






sprintf(s,"%s comp__s = (%s);\n",s,rexpr);
sprintf(s,"%s comp__tag = (comp__tag + 1) %% comp__MAXINT;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s for (comp__j = (%s); comp__j <= (%s); comp__j++)\n",s,lpidfrom,lpidto);
sprintf(s,"%s if ((%s) == THISNODE)\n",s,rpidfrom);
sprintf(s,"%s csend(comp__tag, &comp__s , sizeof(comp__s), comp__j, THISPROC);\n"
,s);
sprintf(s,"%s comp__j = THISNODE; comp__n = (%s);\n",s,rpidfrom);
sprintf(s,"%s if ((comp__n >= 0) && (comp__n < NUMNODE) &&\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s (THISNODE >= (%s)) && (THISNODE <= (%s)))\n",s,lpidfrom,lpidto);
#ifdef ERRORINHYDRA
/* I dont want this, but hydra doesnt work otherwise */
sprintf(s,"%s if (comp__n == THISNODE)\n",s);




sprintf(s,"%s crecv(comp__tag, &(%s), sizeof(%s),MPI_ANY_SOURCE); }\n",s,lidname,
lidname);
else if(usePVM)
sprintf(s,"%s crecv(comp__tag, &(%s), sizeof(%s),-1); }\n",s,lidname,lidname);
else
sprintf(s,"%s crecv(comp__tag, &(%s), sizeof(%s)); }\n",s,lidname,lidname);
}
}
































/* EEG onedarraysymcopy looks like a standard copy but with offsets */
sprintf(s,"%s\n /******* onedarraysymcopy ******/ \n", s); // 2003, 6.24
if (useSOS){
MIPSfun=1; if( MIPSlevel>0 ) MIPSflag=1;
sprintf(s, "%s\n{\n",s);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdolh_(&SOS_%s);\n", s, lexpr);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_%s);\n", s, rexpr);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_count = (%s - %s + 1)*sizeof(%s[0]);\n", s, lhigh, llow,
lexpr);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetL = (%s)*sizeof(%s[0]);\n", s, llow, lexpr);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetR = (%s)*sizeof(%s[0]);\n", s, rlow, rexpr);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_ipFrom = %s;\n", s, rpidfrom);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_ipTo = %s;\n", s, lpidfrom);
sprintf(s, "%s sospoint2point_(&SOS_%s, &SOS_%s, &SOS_count, &SOS_offsetR, &
SOS_offsetL, &SOS_type, &SOS_ipFrom, &SOS_ipTo);\n", s, rexpr, lexpr);
if( ISTEMP(lexpr)) sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_%s);sosdolh_(&SOS_%s); \n", s,
lexpr,lexpr); // rh->lh no





sprintf(s,"%s comp__tag = (comp__tag + 1) %% comp__MAXINT;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s for (comp__j = (%s); comp__j <= (%s); comp__j++)\n",s,lpidfrom,lpidto);
sprintf(s,"%s if ((%s) == THISNODE )\n",s,rpidfrom);
sprintf(s,"%s csend(comp__tag, (%s)+(%s) , sizeof(%s[0])*((%s)-(%s)+1), comp__j
, THISPROC);\n",s,rexpr,rlow,rexpr,rhigh,rlow);
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sprintf(s,"%s comp__j = THISNODE; comp__n = (%s);\n",s,rpidfrom);
sprintf(s,"%s if ((comp__n >= 0) && (comp__n < NUMNODE) &&\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s (THISNODE >= (%s)) && (THISNODE <= (%s)))\n",s,lpidfrom,lpidto);
#ifdef ERRORINHYDRA
/* I dont want this, but hydra doesnt work otherwise */
sprintf(s,"%s if (comp__n == THISNODE) {\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s int comp__i,comp__j;\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s comp__j = (%s);\n",s,rlow);
sprintf(s,"%s for(comp__i = (%s); comp__i <= (%s); comp__i++)\n",s,llow,lhigh);





sprintf(s,"%s\n crecv(comp__tag, (%s)+(%s), sizeof(%s[0])*((%s)-(%s)+1),
MPI_ANY_SOURCE); }\n",s,lexpr,llow,lexpr,lhigh,llow);
else if(usePVM)
sprintf(s,"%s\n crecv(comp__tag, (%s)+(%s), sizeof(%s[0])*((%s)-(%s)+1),-1); }\n",s
,lexpr,llow,lexpr,lhigh,llow);
else
































/* EEG - arraysymcopy allocates a dummy variable */
sprintf(s,"%s\n /******* arraysymcopy ******/ \n", s); // 2003, 6.24
sprintf(s,"%s\n{ int comp__i[%d],comp__j,comp__k = 0,comp__n;\n",s,MAXARRAYDIM);
sprintf(s,"%s %s comp__buf[comp__BUFSIZE];\n",s,vartype);
if (useSOS){
sprintf(s, "%s int SOS_compbuf;\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_size = sizeof(%s)*comp__BUFSIZE; \n ", s, vartype);
sprintf(s, "%s sosaddvar_((int*)&comp__buf, &SOS_size, &SOS_type, &SOS_compbuf, &ZER
);\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s sossync_(&MIPScnt);\n", s);
}




sprintf(s,"%sfor(comp__i[%d] = (%s); comp__i[%d] <= (%s); comp__i[%d]++)\n",s,i,rlow,i,
rhigh,i);
}




MIPSfun=1; if( MIPSlevel>0 ) MIPSflag=1;
sprintf(s,"%sfor (comp__j = (%s); comp__j <= (%s); comp__j++){\n",s,lpidfrom,lpidto)
;
sprintf(s, "%s sosdolh_(&SOS_compbuf);\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdorh_(&SOS_compbuf);\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_count = comp__k*sizeof(comp__buf[0]);\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetL = 0;\n", s, llow);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_offsetR = 0;\n", s, rlow);
sprintf(s, "%s SOS_ipFrom = %s;\n", s, rpidfrom);
sprintf(s, "%s sospoint2point_(&SOS_compbuf, &SOS_compbuf, &SOS_count, &
SOS_offsetR, &SOS_offsetL, &SOS_type, &SOS_ipFrom, &comp__j);\n", s);
sprintf(s, "%s sosdolh_(&SOS_compbuf); sosdorh_(&SOS_compbuf);\n", s); // rh->
lh
sprintf(s, "%s}\n",s);
sprintf(s, "%s sosremovevar_(&SOS_compbuf); \n } ",s); // remove temp
}
else {
sprintf(s,"%sfor (comp__j = (%s); comp__j <= (%s); comp__j++)\n",s,lpidfrom,lpidto);
sprintf(s,"%s if ((%s) == THISNODE)\n",s,rpidfrom);
sprintf(s,"%s csend(comp__tag,comp__buf,sizeof(comp__buf[0])*comp__k,comp__j,
THISPROC);\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%scomp__j = THISNODE; comp__n = (%s);\n",s,rpidfrom);
sprintf(s,"%sif ((comp__n >= 0) && (comp__n < NUMNODE) &&\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s (THISNODE >= (%s)) && (THISNODE <= (%s))) {\n",s,lpidfrom,lpidto);
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#ifdef ERRORINHYDRA
/* I dont want this, but hydra doesnt work otherwise */
sprintf(s,"%s if (comp__n != THISNODE)\n",s);
#endif
if(useMPI)
sprintf(s,"%s\n crecv(comp__tag, comp__buf, sizeof(comp__buf[0])*comp__k,
MPI_ANY_SOURCE);\n",s);
else if(usePVM)
sprintf(s,"%s\n crecv(comp__tag, comp__buf, sizeof(comp__buf[0])*comp__k,-1);\n",s
);
else
sprintf(s,"%s\n crecv(comp__tag, comp__buf, sizeof(comp__buf[0])*comp__k);\n",s);
}









sprintf(s,"%s = comp__buf[comp__k++]; \n }\n",s);
sprintf(s,"%s}\n",s);
}




{ char vartype[TYPEDESCRIPTION], *lidname;
eegdebug = 14;
/*
if ((l->special != SPECIAL) && (l->typeofexpr == IDENTIFIERONLY))
readstring(l->head,l->tail,lidname);
else readstring(l->exprhead,l->exprtail,lidname);
if(r->lowhead[0] != (struct record *) NULL) readstring(r->lowhead[0],r->lowtail[0],
vartype);
else if(lookuptype(lidname,vartype) == -1)
{strcpy(vartype,"float");




if(r->lowhead[0] != (struct record *) NULL) readstring(r->lowhead[0],r->lowtail[0],
vartype);





























if ( id_main < 3 )
{ read_p_s(r->head,lidname);
switch ( id_main )
{ case 0:





































/* printf(" check_main1=%s\n",lidname); fflush(stdout); */
if( id_state == 0 & strcmp(lidname,name_d) == 0) id_state=1;
if ( id_main == 3 )









/* printf(" check_main2\n"); fflush(stdout); */

















/* SOS : Streams, Overlap and Shortcut system */
/* Ernesto Gomez 11/98 - 08/09*/
/* standalone version 1.8 13/11/11
PC 2.8 - version for gnu 4.4+, MPICH 2
- as of 13/11/11 still fails c_batonx in test suite.
version 1.7 MIPS 08/07/09
compatible with gnu >=4.2.2 - fastest with gnu 3.4.6
*/
/* RC: Added int sosrace_(int *ivarRH, int *ivarLH, int *Count, int *Off,
int *SOStype, int *sel, int *rootP)
Currently has timing issues that needs fixing
*/
/* 121111 - this will be a version change if it holds
add block parameter to sospoll_(int block)
to allow sosdolh and sosdorh to signal blocked status -
this will force entry into poll routine even when
no external messages - should avoid timing
errors in which dolh or dorh calls which should
block fail to do so.
*/
/* 010510 - internal logic of dosospop simplified, forces
all non-static variables that are being popped into
a MustA state then calls SOSPOLL to force completion
of all pending communication. Same change to sosend.
Endsplit forces MustA instead of MustR. Version 1.72 */
/* 122609 - changed internal logic of dosospop, checks all
pushed variables together rather than one at a time, in
search of higher speed - version goes to 1.71*/
/* 091209 - logic marked SEP 06, adds DOSOSPOLL generating
an alarm to enter poll routine, at end of point2point,
broadcast and allreduce. Required change to gen.c that
added an sosdolh call as well as sosdorh after generated
code when transmitting part of an array using temporary
variable rather than user defined.
*/
/* 083009 - added MIPS logic to SWITCH statment, see release notes
changed default timer from real timer to virtual timer */
/* 080709 - changed merge logic, see release notes */
/* 061308 - added SOSdoMess() inside SOScheckMessStack, speeds
up check for pending messages when adding a variable */
/* added DOSPLIT in front of doLH, doRH - some speedup results */
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/* 1.5 - sosWorkP, SOSsplitC, SOSsplit changed to int for
64 bit compatibility. DOSOSPOLL code moved from startsplit
to endsplit */
/* 1.46 - change splits work array to unsigned char from int
add refcount check to sosdolh and sosdorh, remove forced
soschange */
/* 1.45 - begins support for static variables, streamlines logic
in popvar to not check stack if no refcount */
/* 1.4 changes logic of sospushvar and sospopvar -
stack is pushed/popped on entry/exit from routine, variables
are actually removed only when a new variable assignemet is
needed.
*/
/* 1.36 modifies sospopvar so it is delayed until just before new
variable assignment
*/
/* 1.35 adds sendCS(queuItem *q) routine, sends CS from a receive
entry and pushes the queue item to R Sus. Used presently only
on first entry of a collective communication, or on a single
receive communication.
new in sos.h - timer, alarm macros allow easy change between
real and virtual timer and alarm.
*/
/* 1.34 changes sosdolh_ and sosdorh_ so they only force an
sospoll call if blocked status - this resuces the number
of sospoll calls to more closely match the clock
interrupt, but preserves the semantics
*/
/* 1.33 fixes sospoll - increases efficiency, reduces force calls
into sospoll_(), fixes sosalarm system, changes to virtual timer.
sosalarm is subsumed into setsosalarm_(&repeat); */
/* 1.32 has:
- stack to keep track of variables allocated after some point in
execution, used by compiler for local variable allocation
- checks, forces completion of pending communications before







/* #define SOS_LOOP */
/* set for pblast compatibility:
call to addvar only acts if handle is NONE
allows repeated calls on same handle */
/* #define SOS_pblast */
/* ============= Stream functions: ============ */
int sosversion_()
{






for(i=0; i<numnode; i++){ /* fill standard Pstream group */















int sossplit_(int *p, int *nu)
{/* starts stream, increments stream no. by n-1 */
int i,j;
int n;
/* check if earlier split has not completed */
DOSPLIT;
SOSsplitF = TRUE; /* split in progress flag */
#ifdef SOS_DEBUG
printf("stream %d split ME= %d %d\n",*p,ME,SOSworkP );fflush(stdout);
#endif
SOSsplitS = *p+1; /* split selection - force non-zero */
SOSsplitC = *nu; /* number of output streams */
/* do reduce on work array, fill with values of P */
/* init */
n = numnode; /* need to check all procs because process uses its no. as array idx*/























printf("\n%d# endsplit %d =>",ME,SOSsplitS);fflush(stdout);
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*/
P = SOSsplitS; /* global selector */

































/* fill rest of stream array */
for(i=j;i<numnode;i++) SOSstream[i]=NONE; /* blank out array top */
MIPScnt=j;
/* PUSH MIPS level on MIPS stack */






for(i=0;i<numnode;i++) printf(" %d ",SOSlevel[i]);
printf("\n");fflush(stdout);
*/
/* SOScount(); set MIPS count values not needed because just made array*/
/*




SOSsplitF=FALSE; /* end pending split */
}
int sosmerge_(int *d)
{/* Ends the current stream. If the current stream is the initial stream, does





s=(struct SOSsplitItem *)malloc(sizeof(struct SOSsplitItem));
/*
printf("%d MERGE ::",ME);





/* printf("merging at:%d level %d\n",ME,oldl);fflush(stdout); */
for(i=0;i<D;i++) POP(SOSss,s); /* pop split stack to new level */
newl = SOSss->level; if(newl<0) newl=0;
/* LL merge - all streams above nesting level newl */
for(i=0;i<numnode;i++){
if(SOSlevel[i] >= newl) SOSlevel[i]=newl;













}int sosstreamlevel_(int *result )




int sosstreammember_(int *PN, int *result)
{/* Returns TRUE if process number PN is in the same stream as ME, FALSE
if it is not, NONE if the stream membership of P is not knownm */
DOSPLIT;









{/* Returns the index SI within the current stream of the current process.





if(SOSstream[i] == ME) result=i;
}
} else result = ME;
return result;
}
int sosid_(int *PN, int *result )
{/* Returns the index SI within the current stream of process PN. If the
composition of the stream is not completely known, returns -1. If the current
stream is the initial stream, returns PN. If the requested PN is outside





/* printf("count %d@%d\n",size,ME); */
if(SOSlevel[ME]) {
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for(i=0; i<size; i++ ){
if(SOSstream[i] == *PN) *result=i;
} /* set local ref if out of range */
if(*result==NONE) *result = SOSme();
} else { /* make sure works the same way for start stream */
if(*PN>numnode) *result = ME;
else *result = *PN;
}
}
int sospn_(int *SI, int *result)
{/* returns the process number PN of stream member SI. If SI is greater than the
stream count, returns ME */
DOSPLIT;
if( *SI < MIPScnt ) *result = SOSstream[*SI] ;













































{/* Returns the number of processes in the current stream. If the current stream




/* printf("ME = %d, SOSlevel[ME] = %d, numnode = %d\n",ME,SOSlevel[ME],numnode); */
if(SOSlevel[ME]) {
result = 0;













{/* Returns the number of processes in the (current stream - level). If the current stream
is the initial stream, returns NUMNODE */
int result,i,lev;
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lev = SOSlevel[ME]-level; if( lev < 0 ) lev=0;
/*









} else return numnode;
}
int SOSloopEntry()
{/* increments the loop level of the entering Pstream */
int i;
struct SOSloopItem *ll;







SPUSH(SOSls, ll); /* save loop entry level */
}






lev = ll->level; /* decrement looplevel */
for(i=0;i<numnode && SOSstream[i]!=NONE;i++){
SOSloop[SOSstream[i]]=lev; /* reset loop and stream to entry */
SOSlevel[SOSstream[i]]=lev;
}
if(NumExits>1) sossplit_(&exitNode,&NumExits); /* split if needed */
}
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/* ================ Overlap functions ======================== */
void SOScopy(int *isend,int soffset,int *irec,int roffset,int size)








senbuf = (BYTE *)(SOSvars[*isend].varPT);
else
senbuf = (BYTE *)((BYTE*)(SOSvars[*isend].varPT)+soffset);
if( roffset==0 )
recbuf = (BYTE *)(SOSvars[*irec].varPT);
else




int SOSput( int ivarRH, int ivarLH, int fromP, int toP,




/* put ivarRH@fromP -> ivarLH@toP */
/* queue send */
comItem = makeQuItem( ivarRH, S, fromP, toP, NONE,
Size, Off, ivarLH );
PUSH(SOSqu, comItem );
/* flag = stepFSA(ivarRH,S); */
}
int sosput_( int *ivarRH, int *ivarLH, int *fromP, int *toP,





/* put ivarRH@fromP -> ivarLH@toP */
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DOSPLIT;
isize = (*Size); /* bytes */
ioff = (*Off);
if(ME==*fromP){








/* queue send */













int SOSget( int ivarRH, int ivarLH, int fromP, int toP,




/* get ivarLH@toP <- ivarRh@fromP */
/* queue receive */
comItem = makeQuItem( ivarLH, CS, fromP, toP, NONE,





int sosget_( int *ivarRH, int *ivarLH, int *fromP, int *toP,
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/* get ivarLH@toP <- ivarRh@fromP */
DOSPLIT;
isize = (*Size); /* bytes */
ioff = (*Off);
if(ME==*toP){








/* queue receive */













int setPoint2Point( int ivarRH, int ivarLH, int fromP, int toP,




/* printf("\nexecuting at %d\n",ME); */
if((fromP == toP) && (ME == toP)) SOScopy(&ivarRH,OffRH,&ivarLH,OffLH,Size);
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else{
if( ME == fromP ) {
#ifdef SOS_DEBUG
printf("set send %d+%d at %d => %d+%d at %d\n",ivarRH,OffRH,fromP,
ivarLH,OffLH,toP); fflush(stdout);
#endif
comItem = makeQuItem( ivarRH, S, fromP, toP, NONE,
Size, OffRH, ivarLH );
PUSH(SOSqu, comItem );
flag = stepFSA(ivarRH,S);




if( ME == toP ) {
#ifdef SOS_DEBUG
printf("set receive %d+%d at %d <= %d+%d at %d\n",ivarLH,OffLH,toP,
ivarRH,OffRH,fromP);fflush(stdout);
#endif
comItem = makeQuItem( ivarLH, CS, fromP, toP, NONE,
Size, OffLH, ivarRH );
sendCS(comItem);
PUSH( SOSqu, comItem );










int sospoint2point_(int *ivarRH, int *ivarLH, int *Count, int *OffRH,
int *OffLH, int *SOStype,int *fromP, int *toP)
{ /* Declare a point to point communication of Count elements of FromBuffer at




isize = (*Count); /* bytes */
ioffRH = (*OffRH);
ioffLH = (*OffLH);
if( ME == *fromP || ME == *toP ) {
if( *fromP != *toP ) {
setPoint2Point( *ivarRH, *ivarLH, *fromP, *toP, isize,
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ioffRH,ioffLH);
/* stepfsa is in setpoint2point */
DOSOSPOLL; /* SEP 6 2009 */





int sosgroup2group_(void *FromBuffer, void *ToBuffer, int *Count, int *Off,
int *SOStype,int *FromPlist, int *ToPlist, int *ListCount)
{/* FromPlist and ToPlist are arrays of process numbers. Declare a set of point
to point communication of Count elements of FromBuffer at processes in FromPlist
to ToBuffer at processes ToPlist, in order of their positions in the list _(that
is, buffer at FromPlist_(1) is copied to ToPlist_(2). Returns TRUE if successful,
FALSE on error */
}
int sospoint2group_(void *FromBuffer, void *ToBuffer, int *Count, int *Off,
int *SOStype, int *FromP, int *ToPlist, int *ListCount)
/* ToPlist is an array of process numbers. Declare a broadcast communication of
Count elements of FromBuffer at process FromP to ToBuffer at processes ToPlist.
Returns TRUE if successful, FALSE on error */
{
}





if( ivarRH != ivarLH ) {
/* LH is final destination, use for working storage */




comItem = makeBroadcast( ivarLH, from, SOSstream, NIL, Size, Off );












int sosbroadcast_(int *ivarRH, int *ivarLH, int *Count, int *Off,
int *SOStype,int *FromP)
/* Declare a broadcast of Count elements of FromBuffer at process FromP to






isize = (*Count); /* bytes */
ioff = (*Off);
/* ivarRH = addVar((int *)fromBuffer,Count,SOStype);
ivarLH = addVar((int *)toBuffer,Count,SOStype); */
/* ivar = *ivarLH;*/
setBroadcast( *FromP, *ivarRH, *ivarLH, isize, ioff);
stepFSA(*ivarLH,A);
stepFSA(*ivarRH,S);
DOSOSPOLL; /* SEP 6 2009 */
} else SOScopy(ivarRH,*Off,ivarLH,*Off,*Count);
}
int setpReduce(int ivarRH, int ivarLH, int ifun, int sel, int root,
int Size, int Off)
{
/* do makeReduce; attach makeBroadcast; */
struct SOSqItem *comItem;
int mess,flag;
if( ivarRH != ivarLH ) {
/* LH is final destination, use for working storage */









PUSH( SOSqu, comItem );
/* printf("CHECK make bcast at %d %d %f\n",ME,ivarLH,SOSvars[ivarLH].varPT);
printQueue(ME,SOSqu); */
#ifdef SOS_DEBUG





int sospointreduce_(int *ivarRH, int *ivarLH, int *Count, int *Off,
int *SOStype,int *FunP, int *sel, int *rootP)
/* Declare a reduce operation at process RootP, using the function or subroutine






isize = (*Count); /* bytes */
ioff = (*Off);
/* ivar = *ivarLH; */






int sosrace_(int *ivarRH, int *ivarLH, int *Count, int *Off,
int *SOStype, int *sel, int *rootP)
/* Declare a reduce operation at process RootP, using the function or subroutine








isize = (*Count); /* bytes */
ioff = (*Off);
/* ivar = *ivarLH; */
SOSrat[0]=SOStime;
SOSrat[1]=ME;






setPoint2Point( *ivarRH, *ivarLH, ifrom, ito, isize, ZER,ZER);
}
}
int setReduce(int ivarRH, int ivarLH, int ifun, int sel, int Size, int Off)
{
/* do makeReduce; attach makeBroadcast; */
struct SOSqItem *comItem;
int mess,flag;
if( ivarRH != ivarLH ) {
/* LH is final destination, use for working storage */




comItem = makeReduce( ivarLH, SOSstream[0], SOSstream, ifun, sel,
Size, Off );
comItem = makeBroadcast( ivarLH, SOSstream[0], SOSstream, comItem,
Size, Off );
comItem->prevCom=NIL; /* make sure back pointer is NIL */
/* printCom(ME,comItem); */
if(comItem->send==CS) sendCS(comItem);
PUSH( SOSqu, comItem );








int sosallreduce_(int *ivarRH, int *ivarLH, int *Count, int *Off,
int *SOStype, int *FunP, int *sel)






icount = (*Count); /* bytes */
ioff = (*Off);
SOSratP=addVar(SOSrat,&THREE,&SOSratP,&ONE);
/* ivar = *ivarLH; */
setReduce( *ivarRH, *ivarLH, *FunP, *sel, icount, ioff);
stepFSA(*ivarLH,A);
stepFSA(*ivarRH,S);
DOSOSPOLL; /* SEP 6 2009 */
} else SOScopy(ivarRH,*Off,ivarLH,*Off,*Count);
}
int sosgroupreduce_(void *FromBuffer, void *ToBuffer, int *Count, int *Off,
int *SOStype, int *RootPlist, int *FunP)
{ /* Declare a reduce operation at each process in RootPlist _(an array of process
numbers), using the function or subroutine pointed to by FunP */
}
int sosdorh_(int *ivar)
{/* Buffer _(or an element in Buffer) is used or read in the program, i.e. appears
on the RH side of an equation. Buffer should be previously declared in a comm.





/* ivar = findVar(Buffer); */
if(*ivar != NONE ){
flag = stepFSA(*ivar,RH)|RefCount(*ivar); /* flag is blocking status */
/* or pending comm */










int sosdolh_(int *ivar )
{/* Buffer _(or an element in Buffer) is written to or updated in the program, i.e.
appears on the LH side of an equation. Buffer should be previously declared




/* ivar = findVar(Buffer); */
if(*ivar != NONE ) {
flag = stepFSA(*ivar,LH)|RefCount(*ivar); /* flag is blocking status */
/* or pending comm */










/* ================== Shortcut functions =================== */
int sosshortcut_(int *ivar,int *DStream)
{/* Assert a shortcut at the current process, indicating that processes that are
shortcutted will receive Buffer before starting to execute the shortcut section.
Shortcut is sent to all processes with streamLevel equal or greater to the current
process SOSstreamLevel -DStream */




/* set shortcut flag variables */
SOSshort = ME;
SOSshortLevel = SOSlevel[ME] - *DStream;
SOSshortVar = *ivar;
to = 0;
/* SOSchange = stepFSA(*ivar,DC); */
do {












}while((SOSstream[to] != NONE) && (to < numnode));
}
int sosshortcutstart_(int *PN)
{/* Join the shortcut group of process PN. Place at the start of the shorcut code




/* reset stream array to shortcut level */
i = 0; j = 0;
while( SOSlevel[i] != NONE ) {













{/* End a shortcut code section. An alias for SOSstreamEnd. */
/* shortcut section is always 1 level up from shortcut level






{/* Returns the number PN of the shortcutting process if a shortcut
has been received from another process or asserted by this one,









**** between start and end of a shortcut section, can only join one
group, reject all other shortcut requests. since there can be arbitrary
things in a shortcut section, all states must be able to receive a
shrtcut and return a non-join, just as all states have to be able to
receive a shortcut and join. diagram may be wrong in this respect.
**** the (state 7) shrtcut ==> (state 9) quiet : link is wrong!
should actually return wherever it came from is do not accept
shortcut - or possibly stay in state and reject. either of these
alternatives requires memory : a flag that says where to return, and/
or a flag that states that we are in a shortcut section (we may already
have this by keeping track of shortcut/group level?)
*/
/* =================== Initialization =========================*/
int sosinit_(int *argc, char ***argv)















/* printf("%d SOStotal %d\n",ME,numnode);
fflush(stdout); */
MPI_Buffer_attach(buffer,sizeof(buffer));
/* add comm group for system */
MPI_Comm_dup(MPI_COMM_WORLD,&SOSchannel);
MPI_Comm_dup(MPI_COMM_WORLD,&SOSdata);
/* add variable channels */
/* do we really need this? why not add channel at time of addvar?
possibly to allow messages with respect to variables not yet
defined at some processes, at least the channel is there */
for(SOSv=0;SOSv<MAXVAR;SOSv++) {
/* add comm group for variable */
/*MPI_Comm_dup(MPI_COMM_WORLD,&(SOSvars[SOSv].channel));*/
SOSvars[SOSv].channel=MPI_COMM_WORLD;
SOSvars[SOSv].size=NIL; /* zero size means unused var */
SOSvars[SOSv].refcount=0; /* undefined impliies not referenced */
/* SOSvars[SOSv].channel = SOSdata; */
}
/* init status object */
MPIstate = (MPI_Status *)malloc(sizeof(MPI_Status));
/* init function array pointer */
lastFun = 0;
sosinitfun_();











/* init tree */
makeSOStree();





SOScount(); /* set initial MIPS values */
SOSd=addVar(&SOSd,&ONE,&SOSd,&ONE);
SOSdP=addVar(&SOSd,&ONE,&SOSdP,&ONE); /* .98 - this works iff type is ignored */








/* some predefined functions */
int SOSvOR(int *x, int *y, int *result, int *size)
{
int i;
/* printf("reduction at ME = %d, size = %d:",ME,*size);*/
for(i=0;i<(*size);i++) { result[i]=x[i]|y[i];
/* printf(" %d = %d | %d;",result[i],x[i],y[i]);*/}
/* printf("\n");fflush(stdout);*/
}
int SOSvORC(unsigned char *x, unsigned char *y, unsigned char *result, int *size)
{
unsigned char *w,*a,*b,*t;










int SOSvAND(int *x, int *y, int * result, int *size)
{
int i;
for(i=0;i<(*size);i++) { result[i]=x[i]&y[i]; }
}
int SOSmul(double *x, double *y, double *result, int *size)
{
int i;
for(i=0;i<(*size);i++) { result[i]=x[i]*y[i]; }
}
int SOSsum(double *x, double *y, double *result, int *size)
{
int i;
/* printf("in sos sum %lf %lf %d\n\n",x,y,size); */
for(i=0;i<(*size);i++) { result[i]=x[i]+y[i]; }
}
int SOSmax(double *x, double *y, double *result, int *sel)
{
if( y[*sel]>x[*sel] ) { *result = *y; }
else {if( y[*sel]<x[*sel]){ *result = *x; }
/* tiebreaker */
else {if( y[*sel+1]>x[*sel+1] ) { *result = *y; }
else { *result = *x; }}}
}
int SOSmin(double *x, double *y, double *result, int *sel)
{
if( y[*sel]<x[*sel] ) { *result = *y; }
else {if( y[*sel]>x[*sel]){ *result = *x; }
/* tiebreaker */
else {if( y[*sel+1]>x[*sel+1] ) { *result = *y; }
else { *result = *x; }}}
}
int SOSmul1(float *x, float *y, float *result, int *size)
{
int i;
for(i=0;i<(*size);i++) { result[i]=x[i]*y[i]; }
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}int SOSsum1(float *x, float *y, float *result, int *size)
{
int i;
/* printf("in sos sum1 %f %f %d\n\n",x,y,size); */
for(i=0;i<(*size);i++) { result[i]=x[i]+y[i]; }
}
int SOSsumI(int *x, int *y, int *result, int *size)
{
int i;
/* printf("in sos sumI %d %d %d\n\n",x,y,size); */
for(i=0;i<(*size);i++) { result[i]=x[i]+y[i]; }
}
int SOSmulI(int *x, int *y, int *result, int *size)
{
int i;
/* printf("in sos sum %lf %lf %d\n\n",x,y,size); */
for(i=0;i<(*size);i++) { result[i]=x[i]*y[i]; }
}
int SOSsumL(int *x, int *y, int *result, int *size)
{
int i;
/* printf("in sos suml %ld %ld %d\n\n",x,y,size); */
for(i=0;i<(*size);i++) { result[i]=x[i]+y[i]; }
}
int SOSmulL(int *x, int *y, int *result, int *size)
{
int i;
/* printf("in sos sum %lf %lf %d\n\n",x,y,size); */
for(i=0;i<(*size);i++) { result[i]=x[i]*y[i]; }
}
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int SOSmax1(float *x, float *y, float *result, int *sel)
{
if( y[*sel]>x[*sel] ) { *result = *y; }
else {if( y[*sel]<x[*sel]){ *result = *x; }
/* tiebreaker */
else {if( y[*sel+1]>x[*sel+1] ) { *result = *y; }
else { *result = *x; }}}
}
int SOSmin1(float *x, float *y, float *result, int *sel)
{
if( y[*sel]<x[*sel] ) { *result = *y; }
else {if( y[*sel]>x[*sel]){ *result = *x; }
/* tiebreaker */
else {if( y[*sel+1]>x[*sel+1] ) { *result = *y; }
else { *result = *x; }}}
}
int sosaddfun_(int (*fun)(), int *funIndex)
{/* Fortran ffunction external definitions for reduces, function pointers and
types entered in finction array. Called by SOSinit */



























/* init queue */
#ifdef SOS_DEBUG
















/* init queue */
sosclearstack_();












printf("\nblock status at %d of %d: %d\n",ME, *i,getBlock( *i )); fflush(stdout);
}
void printQueue(int id,struct SOSqItem *s)




if( s ) {
p = s;







printf("var state : %d\n",SOSvars[p->ivar].fsm);
printf("CS count : %d\n",SOSvars[p->ivar].status[ME]);
printf("block state:%d\n",getBlock(p->ivar));














} else printf(" EMPTY Queue\n");
fflush(stdout);
}
void printCom(int id,struct SOSqItem *s)





if( s ) {
p = s;
while( p ) {
printf(" item \n");
printf(" ivar: %d\n",p->ivar);
printf(" snd status: %d\n",p->send);
printf(" var status: %d\n",SOSvars[p->ivar].fsm);









/* int mess[4]; */
SOSchange = TRUE; /* in getstatus iff Pflag, so there is a change */
/* printf("at %d, probing status on channel %d\n",ME,SOSchannel); */
do { /* while Pflag - only call getstatus if set */
do{
ierr = MPI_Recv(SOSmess, 3, MPI_INT,
MPI_ANY_SOURCE, MPI_ANY_TAG , SOSchannel, MPIstate);
}while( ierr );
#ifdef SOS_DEBUG




/* looks like should be < but hangs */
if( SOSmess[1] <= lastVar ) { SOSdoMess();}
else
{ /* place on message stack */
SOSmessW = (struct SOSmessStack *)malloc(sizeof(struct SOSmessStack));





/* printf("at %d, probed -> flag %d\n",ME,flag); */
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} while( Pflag ); /* if Pflag stay in getstatus */
}
void sendCS(struct SOSqItem *q)
{








{ /* process SOSmess iff var is defined, else went on stack */
if( SOSmess[2]==CS ){ /* protocol message */
/* put status into array for variable */
SOSvars[SOSmess[1]].status[SOSmess[0]]++;
} else { /* specials */





if( SOSmess[2]==R ) { /* remote sosput */










if( SOSmess[2]==S ) { /* remote sosget */











}/* end else - specials */
}
int SOScheckMessStack(int iVar )
{ /* check for pending mesage for var on message stack; pops it from stack */
int i;
struct SOSmessStack *w;
if( SOSmessS ) {
SOSmessW = SOSmessS; w=SOSmessW;
while( SOSmessW ){
if( (SOSmessW->mess[1])==iVar ) {
for( i=0; i<6; i++ ){
SOSmess[i]=SOSmessW->mess[i];/* copy standard message */
SOSdoMess(); /* and process it */
}
/* remove copied message */
if(SOSmessW==SOSmessS) { /* if top, reset top */
SOSmessS=SOSmessS->next;
free(SOSmessW);











struct SOSqItem *removeItem(struct SOSqItem *q)




printf( "removing item %d at %d\n",q->ivar,ME);
printQueue(ME,SOSqu);fflush(stdout);
#endif
/* determine if side move is legal */
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/* side move is allowed if group flag is set in current item
and next item, and if we’re on trunk or previous item is




if( q->nextCom) { if( q->nextCom->group==q->group )
side = TRUE; }
/* point at next item */
if( side ){ /* walk side chain */
result = q->nextCom;
} else { /* make sure were on trunk and point to next */
result = q;
while( result->prevCom ) result=result->prevCom;
result=result->next;
}
/* remove item q */
if( q->nextCom || q->prevCom ) { /* there is a side chain */
if( q->nextCom ) /* we are not at end point */
(q->nextCom)->prevCom = q->prevCom;
if( q->prevCom ) { /* we are not on trunk */
(q->prevCom)->nextCom = q->nextCom;
} else { /* were on the trunk if no prevCom */
if( q->prev ){ (q->prev)->next = q->nextCom;
} else { SOSqu = q->nextCom;}




} else { /* there is no side chain */
if( q->prev ) (q->prev)->next = q->next;
else SOSqu = q->next; /* q was on top */
if( q->next ) (q->next)->prev = q->prev;
}
/* if( RefCount(q->ivar)>=1 ) */
DecRef( q->ivar ); /* decrement reference */






















while( q ){/* if non-static + pending comm in range */
if( low <= q->ivar && high >= q->ivar && SOSvars[q->ivar].staticv==FALSE)







{/* Poll SOS system. Returns the number PN of the shortcutting process if a shortcut
has been received from another process or asserted by this one else returns











/* printf("\nenter queue at %d\n",ME); */
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if( SOSqu || SOSchange || SOSforce || blocked ){
/* printf("start queue at %d\n",ME); */
SOSforce=FALSE; /* .97g */
/* if(SOSchange || blocked) .97 - if we’re blocked anyway, try again */
{
while(SOSchange || blocked) {
/* setup pointers */
q = SOSqu;
/* check for status message */
/* getStatus(); check at loop bottom */
/* scan SOSqueue for communications that can proceed */
blocked = FALSE; /* set blocked before loop entry*/
while(q){ /* loop start */
nstep= TRUE;
{ /* logic start */
if( getBlock(q->ivar)) { blocked=TRUE; }
if( q->send == S ) { /* send */
/* check if we’re in send phase */
if( q->group==0 && q->prevCom==NIL )
stepFSA(q->ivar,SP); /* { blocked=TRUE; } */
if( SOSvars[q->ivar].status[q->to]) { /* clear to send */
/* clear status before sending */
SOSvars[q->ivar].status[q->to]--; /* =NIL */
doSend( q->iremote, q->to, q->size, q->off, q->ivar );
if( q->prevCom || q->nextCom ) {
/* if set of comm not finished */
q = removeItem( q );
nstep = FALSE;
} else {/* this ends a
communication - set Z
iff refcount 0 */
if( RefCount(q->ivar)<=1 )
stepFSA(q->ivar,Z);




} else {if(q->send == R){ /* receive */
/* standard receive */




{ /* if completed receive */
SOSreceive--;
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if(SOSreceive < 0) {
SOSreceive = 0;
printf("bad receive count\n");}
/* set send phase if we’re last receive */
if( q->prevCom || q->nextCom ) {
q = removeItem( q );
nstep = FALSE;
} else {/* this ends a communication
- set Z */
if( RefCount(q->ivar)<=1 )
stepFSA(q->ivar,Z);








{ /* if completed receive */
SOSreceive--;
if(SOSreceive < 0) {
SOSreceive = 0;
printf("bad receive count\n");}






if( q->prevCom || q->nextCom ) {
q = removeItem( q );
nstep = FALSE;
} else {/* this ends a communication
- set Z */
if( RefCount(q->ivar)<=1 )
stepFSA(q->ivar,Z);





if(q->send == CS ) { /* send CS and change q->send to R */
q->send = R;
if(q->fun==NONE)
doIrecv(q->ivar,q->from,q->off,q->size); /* post receive immediately */
else doIrecv2(q->ivar,q->from,(void *)(q->work),q->size);
/* SOSreceive++; */




/* only instream! */
SOSvars[q->ivar].mess[2]=CS;
/* doSend(MPI_INTEGER, mess, q->to,
4, SOSchannel); */
stateSend(q->ivar, q->from);
}}} /* ifs end */
} /* logic end */
if( q ) if( getBlock(q->ivar) ) { blocked = TRUE; } /* see if blocked got set in logic
*/
/* advance pointer && nstep */
/* nstep is false if item has been removed so we are already at
next item - a removed item is not blocked, don’t need new block check here*/
if( nstep && q ) {/* q && nstep */
/* check if side move is allowed */
/* side move is allowed if g flag is set in current item





if( q->nextCom) { if( q->nextCom->group==q->group )
side = TRUE; }
/* if we’re in a side chain and order doesn’t matter
walk down chain */
if( side==TRUE ) {
q = q->nextCom;
} else {
/* make sure we’re on trunk */
while( q->prevCom ) { q=q->prevCom; }





/* end of advance pointer */
} /* while( q ) loop end */
SOSchange = FALSE;
SETPFLAG;










} /* end while */
} /* end if( SOSchange ) */
/* SOSchange = FALSE; .97b - if here, processed all changes?? */
} /* end if( SOSqu ) */
SOSchange = FALSE; /* .97e - done whatever we could do */
return -1; /* dummy - no shortcut */
}
int sosflush_()
{/* Poll SOS system. Returns the number PN of the shortcutting process if a shortcut
has been received from another process or asserted by this one else returns







































/* interval microseconds */
if(*repeat!=0) SOS_REPEAT = *repeat;
/* set mask to block+unblock interrupt */
sigemptyset(&SOSset); /* clear signal set */
sigaddset(&SOSset,ALARM); /* set mask to alarm */
t.it_interval.tv_usec = SOS_REPEAT;
t.it_interval.tv_sec = 0;
t.it_value.tv_usec = SOS_REPEAT; /* this needs to be !=0 to start timer */
t.it_value.tv_sec = 0;
/* Install timer_handler as the signal handler for ALARM. */
memset (&sa, 0, sizeof (sa));
sa.sa_handler = (void *)sospoll_; /* 061208 - sospoll to dosospoll - back 090108 */
sigaction (ALARM, &sa, NULL);
/* signal(ALARM,(void *)sospoll_); alternate method */
/* start virtual timer */
setitimer(TIMER, &t, NULL);















/* ================== Internals ================= */
struct SOSqItem *makeQuItem(int ivar, int sendF, int Nfrom, int Nto, int Nfun,
int Size, int Off, int iremote)
{
struct SOSqItem *result;
result = (struct SOSqItem *)malloc(sizeof(struct SOSqItem));
result->ivar = ivar; /* local index */
IncRef( ivar ); /* increment local reference count */





result->sel = 0; /* selector for special array item */
result->nextCom = NIL; /* next - previous on complex comm side chain */
result->prevCom = NIL;
result->next = NIL; /* next - previous on main queue */
result->prev = NIL;
result->iremote = iremote; /* index at other process */
result->flag = FALSE; /* future use */
result->group = 0; /* distiguish groups of same type comm in collective - 0 send, 1,2
recv */
result->size = Size;
result->off = Off; /* local offset */
/* init handles for receive */
/* SOSvars[ivar].handle[Nfrom]=MPI_REQUEST_NULL;
SOSvars[ivar].handle[Nto]=MPI_REQUEST_NULL; */
/* increment receive count */
if( (sendF == R) || (sendF == CS) ) SOSreceive++; /* sanity check to make sure all





{/* hypercube tree - maps index i for group of size nodes to use root node = off */
int result;
result = i+off;
/* if( result > size) result = result - size; */
result = result % (size+1);
return result;
}
struct SOSqItem *makeBroadcast(int ivar, int root, int *group,





/* if attaching broadcast to a reduce, prev is address of reduce */
if( prev ) {
result = prev;
nextI = result->prevCom; /* tail pointer */
/* set nextI to tail of reduction, since hang
next new item to current nextI */
/* find tail
nextI = prev;
while( nextI->nextCom ) nextI = nextI->nextCom;*/
} else {
/* make dummy to attach broadcast */







/* find position of root node in array, size of array */
dest = 0; brt = 0; size = dest;
while(group[dest]!=NONE) {




/* FUDGE 14 SEP 09 - separate loop for senders and receivers to make sure receivers first
*/
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/* receive loop */
for(dest = 1; dest<size; dest++){
src = SOSPARENT(dest); /* since start dest=1, not root */
ifrom = RIGHTOFFSET(src,brt,size);
ito = RIGHTOFFSET(dest,brt,size);
if(ifrom != ito ){










/* send loop */
for(dest = 1; dest<size; dest++){
src = SOSPARENT(dest); /* since start dest=1, not root */
ifrom = RIGHTOFFSET(src,brt,size);
ito = RIGHTOFFSET(dest,brt,size);
if(ifrom != ito ){





/* set sending phase flag */
(nextI->nextCom)->flag=FALSE;




/* if straight broadcast, skip dummy and reset backpointer */
if( prev==NIL ) { result = result->nextCom; result->prevCom=NIL; }
return result;
}
struct SOSqItem *makeReduce(int ivar, int root, int *group, int ifun, int sel,






/* make dummy to attach broadcast */







/* find position of root node in array, size of array */
dest = 0; brt = 0; size = dest;
while(group[dest]!=NONE) {




/* use single buffer
buffer = (char *)malloc(SOSvars[ivar].size);
memcpy(buffer, SOSvars[ivar].varPT, SOSvars[ivar].size);
*/
/* printf("CHECK : ivar %d, %lf, %lf\n",ivar,
((double *)buffer)[0],SOSvars[ivar].varPT); */
/* FUDGE 14 Sep 09 - separate send and receive loops - receive first */
for(src = size-1; src>0; src--){











/* allocate and fill buffer */





nextI->group=2 ; /* receive group with function call */
}}
} /* end receive loop */
/* send loop */
for(src = size-1; src>0; src--){













nextI->group=0; /* send group */
}}
} /* end send loop */
result = result->nextCom;
result->prevCom = nextI; /* point at final com item */
return result;
}











if( sel != sel0 ) SOSchange = TRUE;
#ifdef SOS_DEBUG
if( sel == 0 && SOSchange)




result = getBlock(ivar); /* return blocking status */
switch( sel ) {











printf("must send state for %d at %d\n",ivar,ME);
break;
case 5:
printf("must receive state for %d at %d\n",ivar,ME);
break;
case 6:

























result = getBlock(ivar); /* return blocking status */
switch( sel ) {











printf("must send state for %d at %d\n",ivar,ME);
break;
case 5:
printf("must receive state for %d at %d\n",ivar,ME);
break;
case 6:















int addVar(void *buffer, int *size, int *type, int *staticv)
{/* add a variable into the variable table SOSvars, returns index ivar */
/* for generic use, make all variables into integers - force 16 byte chunks? */
/* returns index of variable if already defined
staticv is flag for static var allocation - defaults to 0==FALSE */
int SOSv,i;
int *SOSvP;
/* do pending removes */
if(popLevel) { dosospopvar_();} /* change feb 22 */
/* do pending pushvar if any */
if(SOSpushFlag) {DOSPLIT; dosospushvar_();}
/* get index */
SOSv = findVar( buffer );
if( SOSv == NONE ){
{ SOSv = SOSindex(*staticv);
/* add variable */
SOSvars[SOSv].varPT = buffer;
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/* add variable size and type */
SOSvars[SOSv].size = *size;
SOSvars[SOSv].type = *type;
/* set finite state machine, status and age */
SOSvars[SOSv].fsm = 0;
for(i=0;i<MAXNODE;i++) SOSvars[SOSv].status[i] = NIL;
SOSvars[SOSv].age = 0;
SOSvars[SOSv].refcount = 0;
/* set not static */
SOSvars[SOSv].staticv = *staticv;




printf("first item : %lf %lf \n",*(double *)SOSvars[SOSv].varPT,*(double *)buffer);
*/
/* save global last assigned */
lastVar = SOSv;
}
/* check for pending messages from procs where variable was
defined earlier and process them - this prevents need to synch
after addvar */




{ /* return size of registered variable in bytes */
return SOSvars[*iVar].size;
}
int sosaddvar_(int *buffer, int *size,int *type, int *iVar, int *staticv)
{ /* public interface for addVar */
/* DOSPLIT; */
#ifdef SOS_pblast








{/* returns index for variable insertion */
int result = NONE;
int i;
/* scan and age variables array */
for( i=0; i<MAXVAR; i++) {
if( result == NONE && (int *)SOSvars[i].varPT == NIL) result = i;
SOSvars[i].age++; /* increment age */
/* age tracks order of variable insertion */
}
if( result != NONE ) return result;
else return NONE; /* selectRemoveVar(); */
}
int findVar(void *buffer)




for( i=0; i<MAXVAR ; i++) {






{/* called by nobody - use sospopvar instead?*/











}int sospushvar_() /* set pushflag */
{
SOSpushFlag=TRUE;
/* this just sets flag so will add to varstack in addvar */
}
int dosospushvar_() /* save last allocation on entry to sbr - do in addvar*/
{struct SOSvarStackItem *i;
/* saves current value of LastVar on entry, before new vars are allocated */







int sospopvar_() /* remove local variables allocated in sbr */




if( SOSpushFlag ){SOSpushFlag=FALSE; /* didn’t push - don’t pop */}
else{
if( SOSvarS ) { /* this should always be true */
SPOP(SOSvarS,i) /* set poplevel + call actual pop routine */
/* the check for poplevel==0 guards agains popping twice on same push */
if(i->varHandle != lastVar && popLevel == 0) popLevel=i->varHandle;
dosospopvar_();
} /* end if( SOSvarS ) */








if(popLevel > SOSvarS->varHandle){ /* check if latest var needs deallocation */
/* check reference count forall except static */
for(j=lastVar ; j>popLevel ; j--){
if( SOSvars[j].staticv==FALSE ) {chk=TRUE;
/* stepFSA(j,RH);stepFSA(j,LH); force blockstate */
forceFSA(j,MustA);
}/* endif */
} /* end forloop */
/* not clear - check queue */
if(chk) { SOSforce=TRUE; SOSchange=TRUE; SOSBLOCK; SOSPOLL; SOSCLEAR;}
/*
if( chk ) { chk = scanQueueM_( popLevel, lastVar ); }*/
/* nothing pending - pop variables */
for(j=lastVar ; j>popLevel ; j--){
if( SOSvars[j].staticv==FALSE) removeVar(j); } /* remove only non-static */
} /* end check */
popLevel=0; /* clear poplevel */
}
int removeVar(int ivar)
{/* remove entry ivar from variable table */
/* remove variable */
SOSvars[ivar].varPT= NIL;







{/* returns index of variable to be removed by (some criterion) = FIFO */
int result = NONE;
int i;
/* scan variables array */
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for( i=0; i<MAXVAR; i++) {
if( result == NONE && SOSvars[i].age >= MAXVAR ) result = i;
}
if( result != NONE ) return result;
else return 0; /* always remove something */
}
int doSend(int ivar, int ito, int size, int offset , int iwhat)




printf("sendat %d >at> %d to %d\n",ivar,ME,ito); fflush(stdout);
#endif
if( offset==0 )
senbuf = (BYTE *)(SOSvars[iwhat].varPT);
else
senbuf = (BYTE *)((BYTE *)(SOSvars[iwhat].varPT)+offset);
do {
ierr = MPI_Rsend(senbuf, size,
MPI_BYTE, ito, ivar, SOSvars[ivar].channel );
} while(ierr);
}
int doIrecv(int ivar,int ifrom, int offset, int size )





if( SOSvars[ivar].handle[ifrom]==MPI_REQUEST_NULL ) {
/* post receive
printf("posting %d >at> %d with flag %d\n",ivar,ME,flag); */
/* printQueue(ME,SOSqu); */
if( offset==0 )
recbuf = ((BYTE *)(SOSvars[ivar].varPT));
else
recbuf = (BYTE *)((BYTE *)(SOSvars[ivar].varPT)+offset);
do{ierr = MPI_Irecv(recbuf, size,
MPI_BYTE, ifrom, ivar, SOSvars[ivar].channel,
&handle); }while(ierr);
SOSvars[ivar].handle[ifrom]=handle;
/*printf(" %ld MPI-set\n", handle);fflush(stdout);*/
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} else {
/* probe receive */




/*printf(" %ld MPI-read\n", handle); fflush(stdout);*/
do{ ierr= MPI_Test( &handle, &flag, MPIstate);
}while(ierr);
SOSvars[ivar].handle[ifrom]=handle;
/* if( ME==0 ) printQueue(13,SOSqu);
if( flag ) printf("received %d at %d time %f\n",ivar,ME,SOStime);
*/
}
/* printf("irecv %d %d >>> %d\n",SOSvars[ivar].handle,flag,ME); */




int doIrecv2(int ivar,int ifrom, BYTE *buffer, int size )




if( SOSvars[ivar].handle[ifrom]==MPI_REQUEST_NULL ) {
/* post receive
printf("posting %d >at> %d with flag %d\n",ivar,ME,flag); */
/* printQueue(ME,SOSqu); */
do{ierr = MPI_Irecv(buffer, size,
MPI_BYTE, ifrom, ivar, SOSvars[ivar].channel,
&handle); }while(ierr);
SOSvars[ivar].handle[ifrom]=handle;
/*printf(" %ld MPI-set\n", handle);fflush(stdout);*/
} else {
/* probe receive */
/* printf("receiving %d >at> %d\n",ivar,ME); */
/* printQueue(ME,SOSqu); */
handle=SOSvars[ivar].handle[ifrom];
/*printf(" %ld MPI-read\n", handle); fflush(stdout);*/
do{ ierr= MPI_Test( &handle, &flag, MPIstate);
}while(ierr);
SOSvars[ivar].handle[ifrom]=handle;
/* if( ME==0 ) printQueue(13,SOSqu);




/* printf("irecv %d %d >>> %d\n",SOSvars[ivar].handle,flag,ME); */




int msgTransfer(void *mess, int ifrom, int ito, int size)
{/* send data array: mess@ito = mess@ifrom */
int ierr;
/*
printf("in transfer, me= %d, ifrom= %d, ito= %d\n",ME,ifrom,ito); fflush(stdout);
*/
if( ME == ifrom){
do{ierr=MPI_Ssend(mess, size, MPI_INT, ito, ME, SOSdata );}while(ierr);
}
if( ME == ito){




int msgTransferSend(void *mess, int ifrom, int ito, int size)
{/* send data array: mess@ito = mess@ifrom */
int ierr;
#ifdef SOS_DEBUG
printf("in transferSend, me= %d, ifrom= %d, ito= %d\n",ME,ifrom,ito); fflush(stdout);
#endif
do{ierr = MPI_Ssend(mess, size, MPI_INT, ito, ME, SOSdata );
}while(ierr);
}
int msgTransferRec(void *mess, int ifrom, int ito, int size)





printf("in transferRecv, me= %d, ifrom= %d, ito= %d\n",ME,ifrom,ito); fflush(stdout);
#endif
/* while( ierr = MPI_Recv(mess, size,MPI_INT, MPI_ANY_SOURCE,
MPI_ANY_TAG,SOSdata, MPIstate) ); */
/* post receive */
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do{ierr = MPI_Irecv(mess, size,
MPI_INT, MPI_ANY_SOURCE, MPI_ANY_TAG, SOSdata, &handle);
}while(ierr);
/* probe receive */
while ( flag==FALSE ){
do{ierr= MPI_Test( &handle, &flag, MPIstate);}while(ierr);
/* SOSPOLL; check if anything is happening */
}
}
int msgTransferS(void *mess, int ifrom, int ito, int size)
{/* send data array: mess@ito = mess@ifrom */
int ierr;
/*
printf("in transfer, me= %d, ifrom= %d, ito= %d\n",ME,ifrom,ito); fflush(stdout);
*/
do{




int stateSend(int ivar, int ito)





mess[1] variable index at message receiver
mess[2] message code





















/* clear varstack */
for(j=lastVar;j>=0;j--) forceFSA(j,MustA);
SOSBLOCK; SOSPOLL; /* force poll - clears all pending comm*/
/* we are exiting the program, dont need to clear variable
stack since releasing all resources*/
MPI_Finalize();
}
int sossync_( int *DStream )
{
int ierr;
if( DStream ) {
/* SOSBLOCK protect initialization */
#ifdef SOS_DEBUG
printf("synchronize at %d\n",ME);fflush(stdout);
/* for(j=0;j<8;j++)printf(" %d",SOSstream[j]); */
#endif
/* dummy add function on sosdummy variable, select extra parameter
is 1 and offset is 0 */






























PI is process number
SI is id within stream
PI is a predicate value that selects a stream
D is a decrement number for stream end,
indicates how many nesting levels merge
*/
int sosstreamstart_(int *P); /* joins processes with common P */
int sosstreamend_(int *D); /* merges D nesting levels of streams */
int sosstreamlevel_(int *L); /* returns nesting level of this stream */
int sosstreammember_(int *PN, int *result); /* TRUE if PN is in this stream */
int sosme_(int *SI); /* SI of this process */
int sosid_(int *PN, int *SI); /* PN -> SI */
int sospn_(int *SI, int *PN); /* SI -> PN */










#define DOSPLIT if(SOSsplitF) sosendsplit_()
/* overlap - interface */
int sospoint2point_(int *ivarRH, int *ivarLH, int *Count, int *OffRH,
int *OffLH, int *SOStype, int *fromP, int *toP);
int sosgroup2group_(void *FromBuffer, void *ToBuffer, int *Count, int *Off,
int *SOStype, int *FromPlist, int *ToPlist, int *ListCount);
int sospoint2group_(void *FromBuffer, void *ToBuffer, int *Count, int *Off,
int *SOStype,int *FromP, int *ToPlist, int *ListCount);
int sosbroadcast_(int *ivarRH, int *ivarLH, int *Count, int *Off,
int *SOStype,int *FromP);
int sospointreduce_(int *ivarRH, int *ivarLH, int *Count, int *Off,
int *SOStype,int *FunP, int *sel, int *rootP);
int sosallreduce_(int *ivarRH, int *ivarLH, int *Count, int *Off,
int *SOStype,int *FunP, int *sel);
int sosgroupreduce_(void *FromBuffer, void *ToBuffer, int *Count, int *Off,
int *SOStype,int *RootPlist, int *FunP);
int sosdorh_(int *ivar);
int sosdolh_(int *ivar);
int sosrace_(int *ivarRH, int *ivarLH, int *Count, int *Off,
int *SOStype, int *sel, int *rootP); /* same interface as pointreduce */
/* overlap - internal */
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/* shortcut */
int sosshortcut_(int *ivar,int *DStream);
/* assert shortcut */
int sosshortcutstart_(int *PN);
/* sets DC local, sends C */
int sosshortcutend_();
/* drops stream nesting level by 1 -> SOSstreamEnd */
int sosshortcuttest_();
/* checks if we’re in shortcut, returns PN of shortcutter or -1 */
/* init */
int sosinit_(int *argc, char ***argv);
int sosinitfun_();
int sosaddvar_(int *buffer, int* size, int* type, int* iVar, int* staticv);
int sosaddfun_(int (*fun)(), int *iFun);
int sosremovevar_(int *iVar);
int soslastvar_(int *iVar); /* returns handle of top var */
int sossize_(int *iVar); /* returns size in bytes of var */
int sospopvar_(); /* mark for remoce all variables with index >= top of varstack, pops */
int sospushvar_(); /* sets pushvar flag */
int dosospushvar_(); /* saves value of next var to allocate - do in addvar*/
int dosospopvar_(); /* actually removes vars */
int popLevel; /* global level for popvar */
/* variable insertion and deletion */
int addVar(void *buffer,int *size, int *type, int *staticv);
int SOSindex(int staticv); /* returns index for new var insertion */
int findVar(void *buffer); /* returns index of variable */
/* removeVar is not safe inside any stream <> initial stream */
int removeVar(int ivar); /* removes variable */
int selectRemoveVar(); /* selects var for removal */
struct SOSqItem *scanQueue_(int iVar); /* returns item in queue that references iVar */
int scanQueueM_(int low, int high); /* true if queue has item between low and high */
/* polling */
int getStatus(); /* get all pending status msgs */
int sospoll_(int blocked); /* nov 12 2011 - allow call to signal blocked state */
/* sospoll fsa processing:
sets: MSG, CS, Z










/* probe for unreceived status msg */
int Pflag;
#define SETPFLAG Pflag=0; MPI_Iprobe(MPI_ANY_SOURCE, MPI_ANY_TAG, SOSchannel,&Pflag,
MPIstate)
/* overlap queue */
int setPoint2Point( int ivarLH, int ivarRH, int fromP, int toP,
int Size, int OffRH, int OffLH );
/* sets S, R */
int setBroadcast(int from, int ivarRH, int ivarLH, int Size, int Off);
/* sets S, A - calls makeBroadcast */
int setReduce(int ivarRH, int ivarLH, int ifun, int sel, int Size, int Off);
/* sets A - calls makeReduce */
int setRace(int ivarRH, int ivarLH, int ifun, int sel, int Size, int Off);
/* sets A - calls makeRace */
struct SOSqItem *makeBroadcast(int ivar, int root, int *group,
struct SOSqItem *prev, int Size, int Off);
struct SOSqItem *makeReduce(int ivar, int root, int *group, int ifun, int sel,
int Size, int Off);
struct SOSqItem *makeRace(int ivar, int root, int *group, int ifun, int sel,
int Size, int Off);
/* utility overlap functs, called by other functs */
struct SOSqItem *makeQuItem(int ivar, int sendF, int Nto, int Nfrom, int Nfun,
int Size, int Off, int iremote);
int offset(int i,int off,int size); /* maps i to use root=off instead of array base*/
/* replace offset function, inverse offset */
#define RIGHTOFFSET( i,off,size ) (i+off) % (size)
#define LEFTOFFSET( i,off,size ) (size+i-off) % (size)
/* finite automata */
int stepFSA(int ivar,int message);
/* defs to acces fsa */
#define getFSA( ivar ) SOSvars[ivar].fsm
#define getBlock( ivar ) SOSblock[ SOSvars[ivar].fsm ]
#define RefCount( ivar ) SOSvars[ivar].refcount
#define IncRef( ivar ) SOSvars[ivar].refcount++
#define DecRef( ivar ) SOSvars[ivar].refcount--; if(SOSvars[ivar].refcount<0) SOSvars[ivar
].refcount=0;
/* utility */
struct SOSqItem *removeItem(struct SOSqItem *q);
void printQueue(int id,struct SOSqItem *s);
void printCom(int id,struct SOSqItem *s);
int sosclear_();
int sosclearstack_();
int SOSdoMess(); /* process status message */
int SOScheckMessStack(int iVar ); /* check for waiting message */
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int SOScount(); /* count this stream */
int SOScountS(int level); /* count this stream and up */
int SOSme();
/* message passing */
int doSend(int ivar,int ito, int size, int offset, int iwhat);
int doIrecv(int ivar, int ifrom, int offset, int size );
int doIrecv2(int ivar, int ifrom, BYTE *buffer, int size );
int msgTransfer(void *mess, int ifrom, int ito, int size);
int stateSend(int ivar, int ito);




/* stac.h - doubly linked stack defines */
/* a stack item is any structure that contains data and
a pointers to an item of the same type called "next"
and "prev".
usage: declare the stack to be a pointer to a stack
item structure and set its value to NIL.
then, initialize data items as needed, and PUSH them
on the stack to create, or pop to empty them.
search routines depend on the actual data structures
and may not be generalized.
*/
#define NIL 0
/* init stack, place item on it */
#define PUSH( s , i ) i->next=s; if( s ) s->prev=i; s=i ; SOSchange=1
/* init stack, place item on it - standard */
#define SPUSH( s , i ) i->next=s; s=i
/* remove item from stack top and return pointer to it */
#define POP( s , i ) i=s; s=s->next; i->next=NIL; if( s ) s->prev=NIL;
/* remove item from stack top and return pointer to it */
#define SPOP( s , i ) if(s) { i=s; s=s->next; i->next=NIL; } else { i=s; }
/* get pointer to next item on stack */
#define NEXT( s , i ) i=s->next
/* get pointer to previous item on stack */
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#define PREV( s, i ) i=s->prev;
/* true if stack is empty */
#define EOS(s) (s==NIL)






























/*This function uses 3 processors, and is designed such that Process 1 finishes first,
because it has the lowest value of usleep, and then the value of 300 should be
received by the rootnode, which is process zero */
main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
int sending_value = 99;
int receiving_value = 50;
int rootnode = 0;










































int pc_sum_i(), pc_sum_f(), pc_sum_l(), pc_sum_d(), pc_mul_i(), pc_mul_l(), pc_mul_f(),
pc_mul_d();
int comp__tag = 1000;
int SOS_ipFrom, SOS_ipTo, SOS_type = MPI_BYTE;












/*This function uses 3 processors, and is designed such that Process 1 finishes first,
because it has the lowest value of usleep, and then the value of 300 should be
received by the rootnode, which is process zero */
main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
int sending_value = 99;
int receiving_value = 50;








sosaddvar_((int*)&receiving_value, &SOS_size, &SOS_type, &SOS_receiving_value, &ZER);
/* split : level 1 flag 0 */






/* split : level 2 flag 0 */






/* split : level 3 flag 0 */


















sosrace_(&SOS_sending_value , &SOS_receiving_value , &SOS_count, &SOS_offsetR,
&SOS_type , &ZER , &SOS_ipTo );
}











| BRACKETOPEN expr BRACKETCLOSE
| primary_expr SQUAREOPEN expr SQUARECLOSE
| primary_expr SQUAREOPEN expr COLON expr SQUARECLOSE
| primary_expr ATSIGN expression_or_identifier
| primary_expr ATSIGN SQUAREOPEN expr SQUARECLOSE
| primary_expr ATSIGN SQUAREOPEN expression_or_identifier COLON expression_or_identifier
SQUARECLOSE
| primary_expr BRACKETOPEN BRACKETCLOSE
| primary_expr BRACKETOPEN argument_expr_list BRACKETCLOSE
| primary_expr PERIOD identifier
































| multiplicative_expr STAR cast_expr
| multiplicative_expr SLASH cast_expr
| multiplicative_expr PERCENT cast_expr
additive_expr ::=
multiplicative_expr
| additive_expr PLUS multiplicative_expr
| additive_expr MINUS multiplicative_expr
shift_expr ::=
additive_expr
| shift_expr LEFT_OP additive_expr
| shift_expr RIGHT_OP additive_expr
relational_expr ::=
shift_expr
| relational_expr LESSTHAN shift_expr
| relational_expr GREATERTHAN shift_expr
| relational_expr LE_OP shift_expr
| relational_expr GE_OP shift_expr
equality_expr ::=
relational_expr
| equality_expr EQ_OP relational_expr
| equality_expr NE_OP relational_expr
and_expr ::=
equality_expr
| and_expr AMPERSAND equality_expr
exclusive_or_expr ::=
and_expr
| exclusive_or_expr CARET and_expr
inclusive_or_expr ::=
exclusive_or_expr
| inclusive_or_expr VERTICALBAR exclusive_or_expr
logical_and_expr ::=
inclusive_or_expr
| logical_and_expr AND_OP inclusive_or_expr
logical_or_expr ::=
logical_and_expr
| logical_or_expr OR_OP logical_and_expr
conditional_expr ::=
logical_or_expr
















| STAR FLOWEROPEN expression_or_identifier FLOWERCLOSE
| PLUS FLOWEROPEN expression_or_identifier FLOWERCLOSE
| identifier FLOWEROPEN expression_or_identifier FLOWERCLOSE
| STAR FLOWEROPEN expression_or_identifier ATSIGN SQUAREOPEN expression_or_identifier
COLON expression_or_identifier SQUARECLOSE FLOWERCLOSE
| PLUS FLOWEROPEN expression_or_identifier ATSIGN SQUAREOPEN expression_or_identifier
COLON expression_or_identifier SQUARECLOSE FLOWERCLOSE
| identifier FLOWEROPEN expression_or_identifier ATSIGN SQUAREOPEN
expression_or_identifier COLON expression_or_identifier SQUARECLOSE FLOWERCLOSE
| unary_expr assignment_operator assignment_expr
expr ::=
assignment_expr













| init_declarator_list COMMA init_declarator
init_declarator ::=
declarator
























struct_or_union identifier FLOWEROPEN struct_declaration_list FLOWERCLOSE

















| declarator COLON constant_expr
enum_specifier ::=
ENUM FLOWEROPEN enumerator_list FLOWERCLOSE
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| enumerator_list COMMA enumerator
enumerator ::=
identifier






| BRACKETOPEN declarator BRACKETCLOSE
| declarator2 BRACKETOPEN BRACKETCLOSE
| declarator2 BRACKETOPEN parameter_declaration_list BRACKETCLOSE
| declarator2 SQUAREOPEN SQUARECLOSE






































| abstract_declarator2 BRACKETOPEN BRACKETCLOSE
| BRACKETOPEN BRACKETCLOSE
| SQUAREOPEN SQUARECLOSE
| SQUAREOPEN constant_expr SQUARECLOSE
| abstract_declarator2 SQUAREOPEN SQUARECLOSE
| abstract_declarator2 SQUAREOPEN constant_expr SQUARECLOSE
| BRACKETOPEN parameter_types BRACKETCLOSE
| abstract_declarator2 BRACKETOPEN parameter_types BRACKETCLOSE
initializer ::=
assignment_expr
| FLOWEROPEN initializer_list FLOWERCLOSE
| FLOWEROPEN initializer_list COMMA FLOWERCLOSE
initializer_list ::=










| CASE constant_expr COLON statement
| DEFAULT COLON statement
compound_statement ::=
FLOWEROPEN notepointer FLOWERCLOSE
| FLOWEROPEN notepointer statement_list FLOWERCLOSE
| FLOWEROPEN notepointer declaration_list FLOWERCLOSE
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IF notepointer1a BRACKETOPEN expr BRACKETCLOSE notepointer2 statement LOWER_THAN_ELSE
| IF notepointer1a BRACKETOPEN expr BRACKETCLOSE notepointer2 statement ELSE statement
| SWITCH notepointer1a BRACKETOPEN expr BRACKETCLOSE notepointer2a compound_statement
iteration_statement ::=
WHILE notepointer1 BRACKETOPEN expr BRACKETCLOSE notepointer2 statement
| DO statement WHILE notepointer1 BRACKETOPEN expr BRACKETCLOSE notepointer2 SEMICOLON
| FOR notepointer1 BRACKETOPEN SEMICOLON SEMICOLON BRACKETCLOSE notepointer4 statement
| FOR notepointer1 BRACKETOPEN SEMICOLON SEMICOLON expr BRACKETCLOSE notepointer4
statement
| FOR notepointer1 BRACKETOPEN SEMICOLON expr SEMICOLON BRACKETCLOSE notepointer4
statement
| FOR notepointer1 BRACKETOPEN SEMICOLON expr SEMICOLON expr BRACKETCLOSE notepointer4
statement
| FOR notepointer1 BRACKETOPEN expr SEMICOLON SEMICOLON BRACKETCLOSE notepointer4
statement
| FOR notepointer1 BRACKETOPEN expr SEMICOLON SEMICOLON expr BRACKETCLOSE notepointer4
statement
| FOR notepointer1 BRACKETOPEN expr SEMICOLON expr SEMICOLON BRACKETCLOSE notepointer4
statement

















| declaration_specifiers declarator function_body
function_body ::=
compound_statement



















/* Filename: amoeba_final.pc */
/* GOLDEN MASTER */
/* To compile: make clean fn=amoeba_final */
/* : make fn=amoeba_final */
/* To run: use ./run <number of dimensions/processors> amoeba_final */
/* Notes: Downhill Simplex Method - Parallel Version */
/* Notes: Reworked by Rowen Concepcion */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
/* max iterations before giving up */
#define MAX_ITER 1000
/* Parameters */
#define ALPHA 1.00 /* reflection coefficient */
#define BETA 0.50 /* contraction coefficient */
#define GAMMA 2.0 /* expansion coefficient */
#define DELTA 0.50 /* reduction coefficient */
#define SCALE 2.00 /* for simplex initial values */
#define MARGIN 999999999999999 /* for NaN errors */




int amoeba(double tol, double simplex[][DIM], double *fval);
double *dmin(double *x, double *y, double *z, int *xel);
double testfun(double *p);
/* globals */
int count; /* counter for the number of times testfun() is called */
int dim,vert; /* actual dimensions and number of vertices */
float loadfactor;
double xtime;










double main_simplex[VERT][DIM]; /* vertex positions of simplex */
double fv[VERT]; /* function value at vertex */
FILE *ctr;
ME=myProc;
title = "amoeba - SOS over mpich";
/* read every ’ME’ - prints only at node 0 */
if(ME==0) { printf("*****************************\n%s\n", title); fflush(stdout);}
if(ME==0) { printf("Filename: %s.pc\n", argv[0]); fflush(stdout);}




if(ME==0) { printf("Control File: %s\n\n", control_file); fflush(stdout);}
ctr=fopen(control_file,"r");
/* fractional convergence criterion */
fscanf(ctr," %lf ",&tolerance);




if(ME==0) { printf("load factor: %f\n",loadfactor); fflush(stdout);}
/* setting the actual values of the dimensions and the vertex */
dim=MIPSCNT-1;
vert=dim+1;
if(ME==0) { printf("ALPHA %f BETA %f GAMMA %f DELTA %f\n",ALPHA,BETA,GAMMA,DELTA);
fflush(stdout);}
if(ME==0) { printf("*****************************\n"); fflush(stdout);}
fclose(ctr);







for(i=0;i<vert;i++) /* loop over vertices */
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{




main_simplex[i][j]=simside - startpos +dim+ME+1;
}
}
/* initialize function */
for(i=0;i< vert ;i++)
fv[i]=testfun(main_simplex[i]);
/* print initial vals at 0 */
if(ME==0)
{









/* call amoeba routine */
count = 0;
amoeba(tolerance, main_simplex, fv);
} /* end main */
/* PC function that compares local array with the arrays of the different processors */
/* returns min values of local value, ME, and convergence */
double *dmin(double *x, double *y, double *z, int *xel){
/* return type is void for fortran compatibility
y is local value, x is received
z is result
usage is: result_array = dmax {local_array}
array of two doubles, [0] is value, [1] is node number */
/* try SOSmin function instead of this - ? */
if( x[0] > y[0] )








if( x[0] < y[0] )























/* This block of code contains 4 different test functions for optimization algorithms */




double fvalue, a, b, c, d;




/* Rosenbrock Banana function - involved variant */
/* f(x) = Summation from i = 1 to n-1 -> [(1 - x_i) ˆ2 + 100 (x_[i+1] - x_i ˆ2)
ˆ2]
/* Note: when N = 3, there is one minimum found at (1,1,1); for (j = 1; j < DIM -1
; j++) */
for (j = 1; j <= dim -1 ; j++)
{
a = 0; b = 0; c = 0; d = 0;
a = (1 - p[j]) * (1 - p[j]);
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b = (p[j + 1] - (p[j] * p[j]) ) * (p[j + 1] - (p[j] * p[j]));
c = 100 * b;
d = a + c;
fvalue = fvalue + d;
}
/* Sphere Function/De Jong’s Function */
/* f(x) = Summation from i = 1 to n -> x_i ˆ2
/* Note: For All N, minimim is at 0 */
/* for (j = 1; j <= dim; j++)
{
fvalue = fvalue + ( p[j] * p[j] );
}
*/
/* StyblinskiTang function */
/* for (j = 1; j <= dim; j++)
{
a = ( p[j] * p[j] * p[j] * p[j] );
b = 16 * ( p[j] * p[j] );
c = 5 * p[j];




/* Rotated hyper-ellipsoid function */
/* f(x) = summation from i = 1 to n; summation from j = 1 to i -> x_j ˆ2 */
/* for (j = 1; j <= dim; j++)
{
for (k = 1; k <= j; k++)





/* end test function */
}
/* amoeba - simplex crawler routine */
int amoeba(double tolerance, double main_simplex[][DIM], double *fv)
{
double minval[12]; /* transfer array for minimum values */
double simplex[VERT][DIM]; /* vertex positions of simplex */
double fval[VERT]; /* function value at vertex */
int next_hi, highest, lowest;




double mval, convergence, ebetter;
double center, sum, average, test;
double p[DIM], p_reflect[DIM], p_expand[DIM], p_contract[DIM], p_shrink[DIM]; /* test
points */
double f_reflect, f_expand, f_contract;










while(convergence > tolerance && iter < MAX_ITER)
{
next_hi = 0; highest = 0; lowest = 0; flag = 0;
/* {printf(" >> %d %d %d flag %d function %lf\n",ME,iter,mnode,flag,minval[0]);
fflush(stdout);} */
/* clear test points */
for(j=0;j<dim;j++)
{p[j]=0;p_reflect[j]=0;p_expand[j]=0;p_contract[j]=0; p_shrink[j] = 0;}
/*find lowest and highest vertices */
for(i=0;i<vert;i++)
{
if( fval[i] > fval[highest] )
highest=i;
if( fval[i] < fval[lowest] )
lowest=i;
}
/* shortcut criterion */
ebetter = fval[lowest]-DELTA*(fval[lowest]-fval[highest]);
/* compute point at center of plane opposite my vertex */
for(i=0;i<vert;i++)
{ /* first coordinate sum all vertices */
center = 0.0;
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if (i != ME)
for(j=0;j<dim;j++)
center = center + simplex[j][i];
/* then divide by number of dimensions for average coordinate value */
p[i] = center/dim;
}
/* project/reflect from p by factor ALPHA on the line simplex[ME]->p */
for(j=0;j<dim;j++)
p_reflect[j] = p[j] + ALPHA * (p[j] - simplex[ME][j]);
f_reflect = testfun(p_reflect); /* compute function value at new point */
/* if Reflect is good */
if (f_reflect < fval[lowest])
{ /* project from p by factor GAMMA on the line simplex[ME]->p */
for(j=0;j<dim;j++)
p_expand[j] = p[j] + GAMMA * (p[j] - simplex[ME][j]);
/* p_expand[i] = p_reflect[i] + GAMMA * (p_reflect[i] - p[i]); */
f_expand = testfun(p_expand); /* compute function value at new point */
















else /*(f_reflect >= fval[lowest]) */
{ /*reflecting was not good; try contracting */
for(j=0;j<dim;j++)
p_contract[j] = p[j] + BETA * (simplex[ME][j] - p[j]);
f_contract = testfun(p_contract);
if (f_contract < fval[lowest])
{
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else /*contraction not good; we shrink whole simplex by DELTA */
{

















/* end set new simplex */
/* determine new max/min*/
for(i=0;i<vert;i++){
if( fval[i] > fval[highest] ) highest=i;
if( fval[i] < fval[lowest] ) lowest=i;
}

















printf("** Processor %d calculated an invalid convergence value (NaN) **\n**




/* compare all */
minval=dmin{minval};















/* end test loop */
}
































/* Golden Master */
/* Filename: amoeba_shortcut.pc */
/* GOLDEN MASTER */
/* To compile: make clean fn=amoeba_shortcut */
/* : make fn=amoeba_shortcut */
/* To run: use ./run <number of dimensions/processors> amoeba_shortcut */
/* Notes: Downhill Simplex Method - Parallel Version using SOS-Shortcutting Function */




/* RC: based on SOS Shortcut function definition */
#define DSTREAM 1
/* max iterations before giving up */
#define MAX_ITER 1000
/* Parameters */
#define ALPHA 1.00 /* reflection coefficient */
#define BETA 0.50 /* contraction coefficient */
#define GAMMA 2.0 /* expansion coefficient */
#define DELTA 0.50 /* reduction coefficient */
#define SCALE 2.00 /* for simplex initial values */
#define MARGIN 999999999999999 /* for NaN errors */




int amoeba(double tol, double simplex[][DIM], double *fval);
double *dmin(double *x, double *y, double *z, int *xel);
double testfun(double *p);
/* globals */
int count; /* counter for the number of times testfun() is called */
int dim,vert; /* actual dimensions and number of vertices */
float loadfactor;
double xtime;









double start[] = {100};
double main_simplex[VERT][DIM]; /* vertex positions of simplex */
double fv[VERT]; /* function value at vertex */
FILE *ctr;
ME=myProc;
title = "amoeba - SOS over mpich";
/* read every ’ME’ - prints only at node 0 */
if(ME==0) { printf("*****************************\n%s\n", title); fflush(stdout);}
if(ME==0) { printf("Filename: %s.pc\n", argv[0]); fflush(stdout);}




if(ME==0) { printf("Control File: %s\n\n", control_file); fflush(stdout);}
ctr=fopen(control_file,"r");
/* fractional convergence criterion */
fscanf(ctr," %lf ",&tolerance);




if(ME==0) { printf("load factor: %f\n",loadfactor); fflush(stdout);}
/* setting the actual values of the dimensions and the vertex */
dim=MIPSCNT-1;
vert=dim+1;
if(ME==0) { printf("ALPHA %f BETA %f GAMMA %f DELTA %f\n",ALPHA,BETA,GAMMA,DELTA);
fflush(stdout);}










for(i=0;i<vert;i++) /* loop over vertices */
{




main_simplex[i][j]=simside - startpos +dim+ME+1;
}
}
/* initialize function */
for(i=0;i< vert ;i++)
fv[i]=testfun(main_simplex[i]);
/* print initial vals at 0 */
if(ME==0)
{









/* call amoeba routine */
count = 0;
amoeba(tolerance, main_simplex, fv);
} /* end main */
/* PC function that compares local array with the arrays of the different processors */
/* returns min values of local value, ME, and convergence */
double *dmin(double *x, double *y, double *z, int *xel){
/* return type is void for fortran compatibility
y is local value, x is received
z is result
usage is: result_array = dmax {local_array}
array of two doubles, [0] is value, [1] is node number */
/* try SOSmin function instead of this - ? */
if( x[0] > y[0] )








if( x[0] < y[0] )























/* This block of code contains 4 different test functions for optimization algorithms */




double fvalue, a, b, c, d;




/* Rosenbrock Banana function - involved variant */
/* f(x) = Summation from i = 1 to n-1 -> [(1 - x_i) ˆ2 + 100 (x_[i+1] - x_i ˆ2)
ˆ2]
/* Note: when N = 3, there is one minimum found at (1,1,1); for (j = 1; j < DIM -1
; j++) */
for (j = 1; j <= dim -1 ; j++)
{
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a = 0; b = 0; c = 0; d = 0;
a = (1 - p[j]) * (1 - p[j]);
b = (p[j + 1] - (p[j] * p[j]) ) * (p[j + 1] - (p[j] * p[j]));
c = 100 * b;
d = a + c;
fvalue = fvalue + d;
}
/* Sphere Function/De Jong’s Function */
/* f(x) = Summation from i = 1 to n -> x_i ˆ2
/* Note: For All N, minimim is at 0 */
/* for (j = 1; j <= dim; j++)
{
fvalue = fvalue + ( p[j] * p[j] );
}
*/
/* StyblinskiTang function */
/* for (j = 1; j <= dim; j++)
{
a = ( p[j] * p[j] * p[j] * p[j] );
b = 16 * ( p[j] * p[j] );
c = 5 * p[j];




/* Rotated hyper-ellipsoid function */
/* f(x) = summation from i = 1 to n; summation from j = 1 to i -> x_j ˆ2 */
/* for (j = 1; j <= dim; j++)
{
for (k = 1; k <= j; k++)





/* end test function */
}
/* amoeba - simplex crawler routine */
int amoeba(double tolerance, double main_simplex[][DIM], double *fv)
{
/* RC: Added for SOS Shortcutting */






double minval[12]; /* transfer array for minimum values */
double simplex[VERT][DIM]; /* vertex positions of simplex */
double fval[VERT]; /* function value at vertex */
int next_hi, highest, lowest;
int i, j; /* i is vertex iterator, j is dim iterator */
int iter,flag, breakflag;
int mnode;
double mval, convergence,chosen_ebetter, delta_ebetter, percentage_ebetter,
fval_midpoint;
double delta_ebetter_distancetolow, percentage_ebetter_distancetolow;
double center, sum, average, test;
double p[DIM], p_reflect[DIM], p_expand[DIM], p_contract[DIM], p_shrink[DIM]; /* test
points */
double f_reflect, f_expand, f_contract;














sosaddvar_((int*)&PC_ACO_var, &SOS_size, &SOS_type, &SOS_PC_ACO_var, &ZER);
/* RC: Start SOS Timer for interrupt system */
setsosalarm_(&time);
sosalarm_();
while(convergence > tolerance && iter < MAX_ITER)
{
next_hi = 0; highest = 0; lowest = 0; flag = 0;
/* {printf(" >> %d %d %d flag %d function %lf\n",ME,iter,mnode,flag,minval[0]);
fflush(stdout);} */
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/* clear test points */
for(i=0;i<dim;i++)
{p[i]=0;p_reflect[i]=0;p_expand[i]=0;p_contract[i]=0; p_shrink[i] = 0;}
/*find lowest and highest vertices */
for(i=0;i<vert;i++)
{
if( fval[i] > fval[highest] )
highest=i;







/* shortcut criterion */
delta_ebetter = fval[lowest]-DELTA*(fval[lowest]-fval[highest]);
percentage_ebetter = fval[lowest]*1.0000001;
delta_ebetter_distancetolow = delta_ebetter - fval[lowest];
percentage_ebetter_distancetolow = percentage_ebetter - fval[lowest];
/*if(ME == 0)




if (ME == 0)




/*checks to see which ebetter will work best */




/* compute point at center of plane opposite my vertex */
for(i=0;i<vert;i++)
{ /* first coordinate sum all vertices */
center = 0.0;
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if (i != ME)
for(j=0;j<dim;j++)
center = center + simplex[j][i];
/* then divide by number of dimensions for average coordinate value */
p[i] = center/dim;
}
if (sosshortcuttest_() == -1)
{
/* project/reflect from p by factor ALPHA on the line simplex[ME]->p */
for(j=0;j<dim;j++)
p_reflect[j] = p[j] + ALPHA * (p[j] - simplex[ME][j]);
/* RC: Second Shortcut check */
if (sosshortcuttest_() == -1) /* if shortcut has not occured */
{
f_reflect = testfun(p_reflect); /* compute function value at new point */
/*printf("ME: %d f_reflect: %lf chosen_ebetter: %lf\n",ME,f_reflect,
chosen_ebetter);fflush(stdout); */
/* if Reflect is good enough*/








else if (f_reflect < fval[lowest])
{
/* project from p by factor GAMMA on the line simplex[ME]->p */
for(j=0;j<dim;j++)
p_expand[j] = p[j] + GAMMA * (p[j] - simplex[ME][j]);
/* p_expand[i] = p_reflect[i] + GAMMA * (p_reflect[i] - p[i]); */
/*RC: Fourth Shortcut check */
if (sosshortcuttest_() == -1)
{
f_expand = testfun(p_expand); /* compute function value at new
point */



















else /*(f_reflect >= fval[lowest]) */
{ /*reflecting was not good; try contracting */
if (sosshortcuttest_() == -1) /* if shortcut has not occured */
{
for(j=0;j<dim;j++)
p_contract[j] = p[j] + BETA * (simplex[ME][j] - p[j]);
if (sosshortcuttest_() == -1) /* if shortcut has not occured */
{
f_contract = testfun(p_contract);
/*RC: Fifth Shortcut check */
if (sosshortcuttest_() == -1)
{
if (f_contract < fval[lowest])
{








else /*contraction not good; we shrink whole simplex by
DELTA */
{
/* shrink whole simplex by DELTA from ME */
for(i=0;i<vert;i++)
{







simplex[i][j] = simplex[i][j] + DELTA























/* end set new simplex */
sosshortcutclear_();
sosclear_();
/* determine new max/min*/
for(i=0;i<vert;i++){
if( fval[i] > fval[highest] ) highest=i;
if( fval[i] < fval[lowest] ) lowest=i;
}















/* compare all */
if(isnan(minval[2]))
{
printf("** Processor %d calculated an invalid convergence value (NaN) **\n**

























/* end test loop */
}





















} /* end amoeba */
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